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Abstract 
The increasing availability of abundant geographically referenced information in the 
Geospatial Web provides a variety of opportunities for developing value-added LBS 
applications.  However, large data volumes of the Geospatial Web and small mobile device 
displays impose a data visualization problem, as the amount of searchable information 
overwhelms the display when too many query results are returned.  Excessive returned 
results clutter the mobile display, making it harder for users to prioritize information and 
causes confusion and usability problems. 
Mobile Spatial Interaction (MSI) research into this “information overload” problem 
is ongoing where map personalization and other semantic based filtering mechanisms are 
essential to de-clutter and adapt the exploration of the real-world to the processing/display 
limitations of mobile devices.  In this thesis, we propose that another way to filter this 
information is to intelligently refine the search space.  3DQ (3-Dimensional Query) is our 
novel MSI prototype for information discovery on today’s location and orientation-aware 
smartphones within 3D Geospatial Web environments.  Our application incorporates 
human interactions (interpreted from embedded sensors) in the geospatial query process by 
determining the shape of their actual visibility space as a query “window” in a spatial 
database, e.g. Isovist in 2D and Threat Dome in 3D.  This effectively applies hidden query 
removal (HQR) functionality in 360º 3D that takes into account both the horizontal and 
vertical dimensions when calculating the 3D search space, significantly reducing display 
clutter and information overload on mobile devices.  The effect is a more accurate and 
expected search result for mobile LBS applications by returning information on only those 
objects visible within a user’s 3D field-of-view.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
1.1. Accessing the Geospatial Web on Mobile Devices 
In today’s peer-to-peer social network era, interactive Web 2.0 technology enables Internet 
users to generate, update and disseminate their own content over the Web.  Because of the 
inherent geographical component of most of these user-generated information sets, 
geospatial information is increasingly recognized as an important element of information 
integration in the Web (Hart and Dolbear).  Many geographical oriented web-services and 
applications have emerged to facilitate Internet users to create, share and search the 
geospatial content associated with real-world objects.  For instance, OpenStreetMap1 and 
Wikimapia2 are two successful volunteered geographic information (VGI) examples that 
lead to a range of rich user-generated geospatial content for describing real-world objects 
(Goodchild, 2007).  These web-services and applications, together with the geospatial data 
itself, form the foundation of the Geospatial Web (Lake and Farley, 2007). 
In tomorrow’s “Web 4.0” era, it is envisioned that the Internet becomes connected 
to trillions of micro-sensors placed into real-world objects of all types (i.e. mechanical and 
non-mechanical), all with their own unique 128 bit IP address (Ball, 2012).  In other words, 
the location-aware Future Internet of Things will be able to collect any number of 
environmental data, such as air/water quality, ambient light/noise/radiation, energy 
consumption, etc. and open it for access.  When this geospatial sensor-web becomes 
realised, together with today’s VGI (also crowdsourced) initiatives for collecting 2D/3D 
1 www.openstreetmap.org 
2 www.wikimapia.org 
1 
                                                          
objects, the amount of hyperlinked spatial data and associated attribute information 
available in the Geospatial Web provides the impetus for more sophisticated spatially 
enabled applications.  
With recent developments in mobile technology, today’s new generation 
smartphones are enhanced computing platforms in terms of hardware/software 
specifications and capabilities (e.g. more powerful CPU, larger RAM and storage capacity, 
and intuitive touch screen interfaces).  In particular, integrating location and orientation-
aware sensors (i.e. GPS receiver, digital compass and accelerometer) into mobile devices 
has significantly promoted the development of mobile Location Based Services (LBS), that 
provide information and services to users in relation to their geographic location (Shek, 
2010).  With increasing ubiquitous Internet connections via Wi-Fi, 3G and next generation 
4G mobile networks, this enhanced hw/sw turns today’s commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) 
smartphones into ideal terminals for exploring Geospatial Web environments.  An example 
scenario helps a user to find out what buildings are around them or, is a particular point-of-
interest (PoI) nearby, or what the air/noise pollution levels are in the immediate area. 
Opportunities and challenges arise at the same time when developing mobile 
Geospatial Web services and applications that allow users to explore detailed and 
interesting datasets for a variety of diverse LBS applications.  However, because of small 
mobile displays and the enormous data volumes available in the Geospatial Web, the 
development of information retrieval approaches tailored to smartphones for filtering out 
unnecessary information while at the same time retrieving task-relevant data for making 
informed decisions, is a key research question and still an open problem. 
2 
1.2. Problem Statement and Motivation 
In the context of the Geospatial Web, queryable datasets include traditional built 
environment objects (e.g. buildings, roads, etc.), contemporary geo-tagged information (e.g. 
tourism or social network related points-of-interest), and objects from the sensor-web (e.g. 
environmental sensors monitoring weather, air pollution, noise, etc.).  However, different 
from traditional desktop environments, mobile devices are equipped with significantly 
smaller screens, so a data visualisation problem arises when the amount of information 
returned by a spatial query overwhelms the processing or display capabilities of the device. 
A major shortcoming of many existing mobile LBS applications is that the 
geographic context of the user is not well exploited in the process of spatial information 
retrieval.  However, when performing spatial searches on mobile devices, a user’s 
geographic context is essential, for it impacts the relevance of the returned results to 
specific user queries (Mountain and MacFarlane, 2007).  Both the mobile device and 
location of the user are part of the user context (Jiang and Yao, 2006), which can be 
modelled from many perspectives, for example: user location/orientation; user preference; 
user behaviour (gestures) when interacting with the environment.  By incorporating the 
geographic context of a user when issuing a query request we can reduce the number of 
retrieved results and filter out unwanted or irrelevant data, i.e., we can reduce the problem 
of “information overload”. 
In contemporary mobile LBS applications, a popular approach for querying 
information about nearby objects is implemented in the form of a proximity query (or range 
query in the field of Geographic Information Systems).  For instance, when a mobile user 
wants to know what the nearby buildings are, this request is interpreted as a spatial query 
3 
where the user’s geographic location is retrieved from the inbuilt GPS receiver on the 
mobile device and the term “nearby” is semantically interpreted as a distance constraint.  
The query results are derived based on the spatial relationships (in this case, distance) 
between perspective targets (building objects) and source object (user location).  The shape 
of the geographic region used to search nearby objects is typically defined by a bounding 
box or a bounding circle whilst the search distance or radius varies according to user 
specifications (Mountain, 2007; Yin and Carswell, 2011).  This particular spatial query is 
then solved by calculating distances from a list of target building objects in a spatial 
database to the location of a user, and any objects that fall within the specified distance get 
returned as query results. 
However, a range query does not adequately address the problem of information 
overload when using distance as the only search constraint.  Even though a bounding box 
query shape can shorten its radius to filter out ever more objects that are out of bounds, the 
problem of information overload remains, especially when a user is in an environment 
where objects and associated attributes are densely distributed (Mountain and MacFarlane, 
2007; Mountain, 2007).  Without considering user interaction with the physical 
environment, the range query approach for mobile LBS is one-directional and assumes 
users have at least some local spatial knowledge of their surrounding environment.  
However, related research shows a general lack of local spatial knowledge when mobile 
users query their surroundings (Willis et al., 2009).  As a result, when performing range 
queries on mobile devices, 100 meters makes little difference to 200 meters or 500 meters 
for most users. 
4 
Therefore, the problem of information overload leading to display clutter when 
visualizing the results of spatial queries on mobile devices becomes paramount.  This 
causes confusion and disorientation for users, and general annoyance and apathy towards 
the usefulness of any mobile LBS application.  The core topic in this thesis is developing 
mobile spatial query strategies and algorithms to help solve this problem. 
1.3. Proposed Approach 
The abundance of different types of geographic information in the Geospatial Web 
describing various real-world objects provides diverse content for value-added mobile LBS 
applications.  However, the large data volumes of the Geospatial Web also pose challenges 
for efficient information access and retrieval on mobile devices.  Also, the small screen size 
of mobile devices imposes data visualization and usability problems as the amount of 
information available for spatial query overwhelms the display when too many results are 
returned.  With mobile maps commonly used as background maps in many contemporary 
mobile LBS applications, excessive returned results clutter the map display, making it 
difficult for users to prioritize information importance and causes confusion and 
disorientation when navigating through the mobile map. 
An effective way to address the problem of information overload is through user 
geographic context modelling and adaptation (Jiang and Yao, 2006; Pombinho et al., 2011).  
For example, empirical research has shown that when mobile users consult their 
smartphones to familiarise themselves with their surrounding environment, they are usually 
task-oriented and show a lack of patience with query results not directly linked to their 
current geographic context (Mountain and MacFarlane, 2007; Simon and Fröhlich, 2008).  
Therefore, incorporating a user’s geographic context as a parameter for information 
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retrieval is promising to both reduce the number of retrieved results, and more importantly, 
improve the relevance of the returned results. 
With location and orientation awareness of COTS devices, a user’s geographic 
context can be modelled from multiple perspectives: e.g. the embedded GPS provides a 
current location, the digital compass shows which direction the user is facing and the 
accelerometer measures the tilting angle of the device.  By utilizing different combinations 
of these inbuilt sensors, a user’s situation can be better understood when interacting with 
the physical environment.  Interpreting this “situation-awareness” as parameters for spatial 
queries can help to reduce the risk of information overload by retrieving more relevant 
query results.  Currently, many existing augmented reality applications can only perform a 
2D range query to retrieve all objects around a user’s current location.  However, if the user 
is only interested in retrieving objects in a certain direction, those systems are not able to 
perform such a specific directional query. 
Research into the problem of information overload that takes account of a user’s 
geographic context is ongoing.  In particular, our contribution falls within the field of 
mobile spatial interaction (MSI), which focuses on enabling users to interact with various 
kinds of geospatial information in their surrounding environment through their mobile 
device.  MSI approaches rely on performing spatial queries to achieve specific goals, where 
a user’s gesture is captured by the readouts of integrated device sensors and interpreted as a 
corresponding query “window” or shape in a spatial database.  For instance, GeoWand 
(Simon et al., 2007) and iPointer (Frank, 2009) interpret a user’s pointing gesture as a 
vector to identify database objects that a user is pointing at.  To bring more human factors 
into the spatial query process, we investigate the idea of utilizing a user’s visibility space 
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(field-of-view) as a query shape along with user gestures to further refine the search space.  
Previous work in this regard proposed a Local Visibility Model, which searches for 
information by taking into account a user’s field-of-view (Simon et al., 2006; Fröhlich et 
al., 2008; Simon and Fröhlich, 2008).  In (Gardiner and Carswell, 2003; Gardiner et al., 
2009), a 2D directional-query processor is built on a similar visibility model, where 
building block outlines are treated as “footprints” used to restrict the visible search space in 
the horizontal plane.  Although, the implemented calculations for 2D visibility shape in the 
above applications are not exactly accurate, some empirical user studies show that the 
results retrieved from using “visibility” as a searching criteria are important for a user’s 
geographic context (Fröhlich et al., 2006; Mountain, 2007). 
Most existing MSI applications only function in 2D environments; however, in our 
era of Geospatial Web datasets, where 3D content is increasingly becoming available, we 
propose a method to filter this mounting information by taking human visibility into 
account.  This allows us to intelligently refine the search space in three dimensions to 
retrieve those objects (and any attached attribute information) that users can 
actually/physically see.  In this way, we tackle the problems of information overload and 
display clutter by refining both 2D and 3D spatial search spaces depending on the 
geographic context/situation the user is currently in, e.g., their current location and 3D 
facing/pointing direction in real-world built environments.  In other words, different 2D/3D 
visibility shapes are calculated dynamically for spatial searching that considers real-time 
user initiated query parameters. 
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1.4. Research Challenges 
The primary challenge of this thesis is to develop mobile spatial query strategies and 
algorithms that utilize 2D and 3D visibility shapes as search spaces to enable MSI 
functionality in the Geospatial Web.  Since a mobile user’s geographic context changes 
constantly, we intend to interpret it from different combinations of location and orientation 
of their mobile device.  We then incorporate these parameters into spatial search algorithms 
that construct a visibility-based 2D and 3D search space for a query “window” in a spatial 
database to retrieve those database objects actually visible to users.  In this way, we return 
query results that are more relevant to a user’s situation and also reduce information 
overload.  To achieve this goal, the research challenges in this thesis focus on three main 
areas:  
1. As the development of the Geospatial Web progresses, new types of spatial 
datasets are emerging.  A comprehensive data integration framework is necessary to link 
multiple data sources together for further information query processing.  Detailed and 
accurate 2D/3D models of real-world built environments are needed to anchor and attach 
other types of information sets as attributes to particular object, such as windows, doors, 
and Points-of-Interest (PoIs).  Therefore, it is important to prepare such detailed and 
accurate 2D and 3D built environment models as the base layer for the spatial query 
process.  This also includes choosing a proper spatial database management system to 
provide data storage and rapid data access for our developed search algorithms.  Our main 
3D test bed, NUI Maynooth 3D Campus model, was constructed from accurate LiDAR data 
(3D-Campus-Model, 2012), and utilized in this thesis work.  In addition, we used a 3D 
model of our Dublin Institute of Technology buildings and to show the potential of our 
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approach to function in the Future Internet of Things, 100 synthesized 3D sensors were 
scattered over this model and tested for visibility search accuracy. 
2. Developing and implementing intuitive and effective 2D/3D visibility based 
query algorithms that incorporate different user contexts are at the core of this research 
work.  Research on different combinations of location and orientation-awareness for better 
understanding a user’s “situation” are investigated.  This is essential for refining the 
visibility-based search space for a better MSI experience and, at the same time, reducing 
information overload and display clutter.  The research challenge lies in developing 
efficient and accurate algorithms to calculate both 2D and 3D visibility shapes while 
handling and processing large volumes of spatial data.  Calculations for deriving the shapes 
of both 2D and 3D visibility-based search spaces can be intensive, and 3D queries are 
particularly complex and challenging.  With the help of efficient spatial data management 
systems and appropriate spatial indexes for rapid data access, we optimize spatial search 
algorithms capable of calculating these visibility-based query shapes in real-time to 
perform spatial queries on-the-fly as the user moves through their real-world environment. 
3. With respect to the increasing computing power of today’s smartphones, new 
paradigms for system architecture design are investigated.  We consider more mature 
client-server architectures and take advantage of the improving computing power of mobile 
devices to implement and deliver our functionalities in the form of stand-alone mobile 
applications.  Although today’s smartphones are significantly better from both software and 
hardware perspectives, the relatively limited battery life of a mobile device is a concern.  In 
this respect, a client-server system architecture seems a more reasonable choice, where a 
mobile device is the “client” sending requests and parsing results whilst the server is 
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responsible for the entire power consuming calculation and querying process.  The client-
server approach relies solely on network connectivity and so its speed depends on network 
latency.  With support from a variety of emerging open source projects for geospatial 
technology, a stand-alone client application (with some limitations) is now a possibility.  
Therefore, we investigate the potential of combining these two paradigms into a mixed 
system architecture. 
1.5. Main Contributions of Thesis 
The main contributions of this thesis is the developed suite of 2D and 3D visibility-based 
spatial search algorithms to enable mobile users to interact with their real-world 
surroundings and objects from the Geospatial Web.  The implemented functionalities take 
into account a user’s geographic context interpreted from embedded sensors (e.g. a user’s 
current location, facing direction, titling angle, and specified view angle) to perform spatial 
queries on mobile devices.  The intelligently refined 2D/3D search spaces incorporate 
“hidden query removal” (HQR) functionality, where only those objects that are visible to a 
user get returned as query results.  Such an approach can further filter and personalize the 
total number of retrieved objects whilst improving their relevance to the user.  This 
approach helps to reduce the problem of information overload and display clutter on mobile 
devices.  It also demonstrates the possibility of accessing and retrieving information from 
environmental sensors distributed throughout a built environment in the Future Internet of 
Things. 
These spatial search algorithms are implemented in 3DQ (3-Dimensional Query), 
our novel MSI prototype for geospatial data discovery on today’s location and orientation-
aware smartphones.  3DQ facilities human interaction with the geospatial query process by 
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constructing the actual shape of the visibility space (vista space) for a user as a query 
“window” into a spatial database (e.g. Isovist in 2D and Threat Dome in 3D).  3DQ extends 
contemporary 2D range query functionality to incorporate database objects and spaces in 
the vertical dimension.  We move from traditional GIS desktop processing environments to 
a 3D visibility query paradigm tailored to function in urban environments on smartphones.  
The result is a more accurate and expected search result for mobile LBS applications by 
returning information on only those objects visible within a user’s 3D field-of-view. 
Developing mobile 3D visibility querying algorithms is very novel as they are 
currently not available in contemporary commercial systems.  3DQ provides users with an 
intelligent mobile LBS application for exploring the myriad of spatial/PoI/sensor datasets 
available in the Geospatial Web on today’s off-the-shelf smartphones.  The system design 
allows 3DQ to be deployed either in the form of Geospatial Web web-services for cross-
platform access or as a mobile app directly installed on the mobile device.  Preliminary user 
testing by students at NUIM campus shows that the implemented 3DQ functions are both 
interesting and useful, especially the capability of interacting with the physical environment 
in three dimensions.  Importantly, they find the results returned from spatial queries 
performed when pointing the mobile device in both horizontal and vertical directions are 
both accurate and relevant to their requests and intended purpose. 
1.6. Organization of Remaining Chapters 
The remaining chapters of this thesis begin with a background review of the area of spatial 
data management and the Geospatial Web (Chapter 2).  Chapter 3 gives a state-of-the-art 
overview of related research directions and an extended introduction into issues and recent 
developments upon which our research is built.  It focuses on research in Mobile Spatial 
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Interaction (MSI), which includes discussion of services and applications related to our 
work.  A variety of approaches to calculate the visibility shape for spatial analysis in Spatial 
Information Systems (SIS) is presented, including a discussion on their suitability for 
adoption in MSI application development.   
Chapter 4 presents the methodologies and algorithms for building and refining 
visibility based search spaces in 2D and 3D environments.  Detailed workflows regarding 
the entire system design and implementation are presented in Chapter 5.  Case studies 
deploying 3DQ as a web-service and mobile application (Android and iOS) are shown in 
Chapter 6.  The results from testing spatial querying with visibility refined search spaces 
and conventional range queries are presented.  Evaluations of performance in terms of 
query speed versus accuracy for three different 3D search algorithms are presented.  User 
testing regarding the usability of 3DQ is also carried out. The conclusions of this thesis are 
presented in Chapter 7, together with some extensions outlined for future work. 
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Chapter 2. Background 
2.1. Overview 
The work presented in this thesis is in the domain of Mobile Spatial Interaction (MSI).  
MSI is an emerging research discipline dedicated to enabling users to explore their 
surrounding environment in a geographic context using mobile devices (Fröhlich et al., 
2007).  Its development is grounded in various recently converged technologies.  For 
instance: ubiquitous mobile Internet connections allow mobile devices to send requests and 
fetch responses from remote online servers; embedded GPS receivers enable location 
awareness of mobile devices in outdoor environments by providing latitude/longitude 
coordinates.  At the same time, the development of mobile technology equips today’s 
smartphones with more computing power and resources, for example, pre-loaded mobile 
maps (e.g., Google Maps on Android, Apple maps on iOS and Bing Maps on Windows 
Phones) that show a user’s current location automatically zoomed in to their surrounding 
region.  In this way, users can quickly familiarise themselves with their geographic context.  
Other Location Based Service functions, such as navigation and way finding, available on 
many mobile devices can provide further assistance. 
In general, MSI merges the relationship among users, their current geographic 
location and their smartphone (Bilandzic and Forth, 2009).  The term “MSI” explains itself 
in regards to its related core research areas, where “mobile” stands for mobile device (i.e., 
smartphone) based service and application development, “spatial” means a user’s 
surrounding geospatial environment, and “interaction” implies the capabilities for enabling 
interactions between user requests and application functionalities.  This involves human 
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mobile/computer interface design (input) and backend geographic data retrieval (output).  
In particular, this backend geographic data retrieval model is essential for MSI services and 
applications as it is the engine where different algorithms and approaches are applied to 
retrieve information relevant to a user’s geographic or semantic context.  It involves tools, 
applications, and techniques comprising several research disciplines, e.g., 
spatial/geographic information systems (SIS/GIS), location based services (LBS) and 
geographical information retrieval (GIR) (Jose and Downes, 2005; Fröhlich et al., 2007; 
Mountain and MacFarlane, 2007; Bilandzic and Forth, 2009). 
It is also important to highlight the increasing availability of abundant geospatial 
datasets in the Geospatial Web, which includes traditional built environment objects (e.g. 
buildings, roads, points-of-interest, etc.), contemporary geo-tagged user generated content 
(e.g. tourism or social network related points-of-interest), and objects from the geospatial 
sensor-web (e.g. environmental sensors monitoring weather, air pollution, noise, etc.).  The 
existence of such large amounts of geospatial datasets brings opportunities and challenges 
for the development of MSI.  Rich datasets provide the source data/information repository 
that MSI services and applications are built on.  Moreover, they enable researchers to 
deliver diverse and specific content in regards to different user interests and requests. 
The large volume of such geospatial datasets, also known as “big data”, has posed 
research challenges in relation to efficient data handling and search approaches.  In 
particular to MSI applications, due to the relatively small screen size of mobile devices, the 
problem of “information overload” and “display clutter” is likely to occur, where too many 
results get returned from a single user request (query).  With these research challenges in 
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mind, we turn our attention to the related research fields of GIR, SIS and a variety of 
related LBS services and applications available today. 
The related work in these disciplines helps us to understand approaches for handling 
big geospatial datasets, as well as for retrieving relevant results in regard to different user 
contexts.  It also helps us identify the research problems mentioned in the previous chapter 
and why MSI is important and useful.  Through the introduction and discussion of related 
research topics, a variety of geospatial oriented software, techniques, and spatial data 
management and modelling tools are introduced and presented as required background 
reading for building MSI services and applications.  In particular, in the remainder of this 
chapter we discuss issues related to spatial data management as well as more recent 
developments including the Geospatial Web, volunteered geographic information (VGI) 
projects, the consequent spatial information overload problem, and other geographic 
information retrieval (GIR) approaches. 
2.2. Spatial Data 
In this section, we introduce concepts related to “traditional” spatial data and its storage.  
Examples of spatial data include maps of various kind (e.g. street, topographic, and 
thematic).  The main technologies to handle this type of data include Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) and spatial Database Management Systems (SDBMS).  In this 
section, we focus on SDBMS as it provides additional support for 3D spatial data and 
therefore is the technology used in our work. 
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2.2.1. Spatial Data Types 
To manage spatial datasets in Spatial Information Systems (SIS) platforms, a suite of 
spatial primitives, such as points, polylines, polygons and surfaces, are available to store 
them as corresponding data types.  Moreover, SIS facilitates spatial data storage, 
manipulation, analysis, indexing and retrieval with the support of various spatial functions 
and query operators. 
Spatial data is mainly available in either vector or raster format, and each format has 
certain advantages (Schön et al., 2009).  The shape of vector geometry is mathematically 
describable and hence its scalability is resolution independent (Esri, 2006).  Vector features 
are formed by a series of vertices (points) and each vertex is represented by x,y (in 2D) or 
x,y,z (in 3D) Cartesian coordinates, or latitude/longitude and latitude/latitude/height 
geodetic coordinates respectively.  In this regard, spatial data in vector format is ideal for 
data manipulation (e.g., rotation, zoom in/out, and coordinate transformation) and for rapid 
topological queries to determine spatial relationships between geometries.  An example of a 
spatial feature in vector format is shown in Figure 1(a) where the geometry of a 2D 
building footprint (Dublin Institute of Technology) is formed by 177 vertices (i.e., geo-
referenced points). 
Spatial features in raster format are composed of a two dimensional array (i.e., 
matrix with rows and columns), where each element of the array is represented as a grid 
cell and its value is interpolated from the feature itself.  Raster format is preferred for some 
spatial data analysis like overlapping multiple layers/themes as every cell has a value.  An 
example of a spatial feature in raster format is shown in Figure 1(b), where the space is 
divided into grids and each cell holds a value interpolated from the spatial feature.  In this 
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case, the collection of cells (in colour blue) forms the approximation of the original 
geometry. 
To visualize spatial maps, traditional GIS approaches use raster graphics, where 
servers render the map in the format of JPEG or GIF images as map tiles (Esri, 2006) at 
different map zoom levels and regions.  In this case, the client (normally a web browser) 
sends a request to get a raster image of a specified region and map zoom level, whereas for 
displaying vector maps, the server only needs to send data points of a particular region and 
the client processes the data for displaying.  Because of the continuous scalability of vector 
data format, vector maps tend to have advantages in terms of smooth map rotation and 
zoom in/out effects.  Vector based mobile maps are provided for Android3 and iOS 64 
platforms.  However, displaying vector based mobile maps requires real-time graphic 
rendering and therefore can consume relatively more computing power than displaying a 
raster image tile. 
To model real-world environments, 2D-only data is insufficient.  For instance, to 
reflect the variation of elevations in the vertical dimension, a digital elevation model (DEM) 
is often created and presented in the form of a raster image, where the value of each pixel 
(cell) in the image is assigned the elevation at that location.  Another representation for a 
DEM is a triangulated irregular network (TIN) in vector format, where each triangle in the 
TIN represents a surface of the physical world.  A variety of game engines utilize TIN 
models as a ground layer to generate more realistic game scenes (Ericson, 2005).  An 
example of a TIN model surface is shown in Figure 1(c), which is generated from 100 3D 
points scattered around the same DIT campus building. 
3 http://www.android.com/ 
4 http://www.apple.com/ios/what-is/ 
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Even though fluctuation of ground elevations in the physical world can be modelled 
by raster based images or TIN surfaces, neither data type is optimized for modelling 
individual 3D spatial features for information query in spatial databases.  It is not easy to 
assign attribute information to a raster cell other than a single value.  For TIN surfaces in 
Figure 1(c), there are too many vertices involved to represent a 3D building object 
compared to the data model for the same building in Figure 1(d),  where a 3D solid 
extruded from its underlying 2D footprint gives a more detailed and realistic representation.  
In this figure, the building is represented in the solid data format supported by Oracle 
Spatial DBMS (see Section 2.2.2).  It can also be modelled by a collection of 3D surfaces, 
such as the multi-patch format in ArcGIS and 3D polygons in Oracle Spatial and PostGIS 
(Schön et al., 2009).  
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(d) 
Figure 1: Spatial data types in SIS  
(a) A 2D building footprint in vector format (b) Same building footprint in raster format (c) TIN 
data type (d) Solid data type for a building in 3D 
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To organize geospatial datasets in the Geospatial Web, their data types are paired 
with the corresponding spatial primitives mentioned above.  In order for mobile users to 
interact with their physical environment, the availability of descriptive information for any 
surrounding object is essential, because users would like to know “what it is” rather than 
“what does it look like”.  In this respect, vector data is the preferred format as most SIS 
platforms model spatial objects as an entity, where its geometry is treated as an attribute 
similar to other descriptive information.  For instance, geo-tagged user generated content 
can be represented by 2D points with easting/northing (x, y) coordinates and objects from 
the geospatial sensor-web can be modelled as 3D points with x,y,z coordinates. 
In relation to modelling built environment objects in 2D, spatial primitives vary 
from points (PoIs), lines/polylines (roads) and polygons (2D building footprints).  To model 
more detailed and realistic representations of the real-world environment, 3D city models 
are constructed with 3D polygons or solids.  Normally, accurate 2D built environment 
datasets can be sourced from national mapping agencies, for instance, Ordnance Survey 
Ireland (OSi) for Ireland.  As an alternative, crowdsourced projects, such as 
OpenStreetMap5 (see Section 2.4), provide free access to other corresponding datasets.  In 
addition, 3D models constructed from 2D building footprints can be created with existing 
data types in spatial DBMS, a process explained in more detail in the following sections. 
2.2.2. Spatial Database Management Systems 
Handling massive amounts of geospatial data, especially when the data covers large areas 
with detailed city scale footprints or observation records from sensors that accumulate over 
time, and finding efficient ways to manage and perform task specified queries on them is 
5 http://www.openstreetmap.org/ 
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challenging.  In this regard, spatial databases offer efficient mechanisms to store, index and 
query such large datasets.  Leading commercial spatial databases provide support for spatial 
data as they include native formats for 2D and 3D spatial objects, together with spatial 
indexing and query operators.  For example, IBM DB2 Spatial Extender, Oracle Spatial 11g, 
and PostGIS (Schön et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2009) provide the necessary spatial operators 
to determine the topological relationships among different spatial objects, e.g., overlapping, 
intersection, containing, etc., which are essential for performing spatial queries. 
However, not all spatial databases provide comprehensive support for 3D spatial 
objects or 3D query operators.  Among those mentioned above, Oracle Spatial 11g 
distinguishes itself by providing mechanisms to store and index 3D geospatial objects, as 
well as certain 3D query operators (Kothuri et al., 2007).  A brief comparison among those 
DBMS that support 2D and 3D spatial objects is shown in Table 1.  Among them, MySQL 
and PostGIS are open source databases.  The development of PostGIS is widely supported 
within various GIS communities as it complies with Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) 
standards in terms of defining geometry object models (Obe and Hsu, 2011).  Recently, 
PostGIS 2.0 supporting 3D geospatial objects and 3D query operators was released 6 .  
Nevertheless, when compared to Oracle Spatial 11g, there are some important 3D spatial 
operators that directional and visibility based querying requires but are not fully supported 
in PostGIS.  For instance, in a 3D scenario, PostGIS does not support determining if two 
3D polygons intersect, but does support intersections of 3D points and linestrings (PostGIS, 
2012).  Therefore, Oracle Spatial 11g is the default choice when more complex 3D spatial 
operators are needed.  
6 http://postgis.refractions.net 
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SpatiaLite7 is another open source spatial database, which is developed based on the 
SQLite DBMS as a lightweight alternative to PostGIS.  Table 1 shows a brief comparison 
between PostGIS 2.0, SpatiaLite and Oracle Spatial 11g in terms of 2D and 3D spatial 
object support and their respective portability to different operating systems.  Because 
SQLite is available for most mobile operating systems, SpatiaLite can be directly ported 
onto mobile devices as a fully functional and embedded spatial database, albeit with limited 
query functionality.  With continued development of mobile device hardware in terms of 
processing power and battery life, there are increasing opportunities for running SpatiaLite 
directly on mobile devices for stand-alone mobile applications.  In fact, these open-source 
geospatial initiatives bring flexibility to the development of MSI applications (Yin and 
Carswell, 2012), which we discuss in the following sections. 
7 http://www.gaia-gis.it/gaia-sins/ 
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Table 1: Comparison between different spatial databases for supporting spatial objects 
Database 
IBM 
DB2 
MySQL SQL Server PostGIS SpatiaLite 
Oracle 
Spatial 
2D geometry support       
3D geometry support *    *  
2D spatial operator 
support       
3D spatial operator 
 support N/A N/A N/A 
Some 
(version 2.0) N/A Some 
License type C O C O O C 
Mobile device portability N/A N/A N/A N/A  N/A 
: Yes; N/A: Not Available; *: 3D points only; C: commercial; O: Open source 
In Oracle Spatial 11g, both 2D and 3D geometries are stored as SDO_GEOMETRY 
data types.  The corresponding data type is called ST_GEOMETRY in PostGIS and 
GEOMETRY in SpatiaLite.  SDO_GEOMETRY defines the data structure that comprises 
the definition of a data type, namely: SDO_GYTPE (showing whether it is a point, polygon 
or line, in 2D or 3D); SDO_SRID as an ID number representing the geographic reference 
system the geometry belongs to; and SDO_ORDINATES as the data structure that consists 
of the actual coordinates of the vertices of a geometry. An example of storing a solid 
geometry as well as the attribute information attached to the geometry in Oracle Spatial is 
shown in Figure 2.  Similar data structures can be found in PostGIS and SpatiaLite, since 
most of these implementations are OGC compliant. 
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 Figure 2: Spatial data stored in Oracle Spatial 11g 
For 3D building models, Oracle Spatial provides four data types to choose from.  As 
shown in Figure 3, Oracle Spatial provides “composite surface” to model 3D surfaces such 
as building façades, or a “simple solid” data type as an extruded 3D geometry of an 
underlying 2D building footprint.  A more complicated representation of a 3D solid is the 
“compound solid”, which is a compound geometry with multiple solids connected to each 
other.  By utilizing a combination of different 3D geometries, the geometry collection can 
have a more detailed representation of physical objects.  For instance, a 3D building object 
with a window is a “geometry collection” in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3: 3D geometry types in Oracle Spatial 11g  
 
2.2.3. Spatial Indexes 
Spatial databases use spatial indexes to speed up the access to data objects to optimize the 
overall spatial query process.  In most spatial databases, the spatial index is actually a 
special table consisting of organized information on how geometries are spatially 
distributed.  To avoid pulling an entire collection of geometries into every spatial query, the 
geographic space that covers all the geometries is partitioned into smaller grids and every 
object is indexed with a unique id for its relative position in the space.  The partition of the 
space can be re-organized into a form of tree structure.  There are many spatial partitioning 
methods for dividing geographic space, e.g., Binary partition tree, R-Tree (Guttmann, 
1984), and Quad-Tree (Samet, 1990), etc..  Among them, the R-tree is the most widely 
implemented and integrated tree structure within spatial databases because of its simplicity. 
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In 2D, R-tree indexing splits geographic space by utilizing the minimum bounding 
rectangle (MBR) of object geometries.  Such a rectangle is normally specified by the lower-
left (the minimum values) and upper-right (the maximum values) corner vertices (Kothuri 
et al., 2007; Borrmann and Rank, 2009).  An example of the MBR for a street (a polyline) 
is shown in Figure 4(a), and the MBR for a park footprint (a polygon) is shown in Figure 4 
(b).  A minimum bounding box (MBB) is the 3D version of a 2D MBR, where the box is 
the volume that contains the 3D geometry. An example of a minimum bounding box of a 
3D cone object is shown in Figure 5. 
MBR
(a) (b)
 
Figure 4: Diagrams illustrating minimum bounding rectangle for geometries  
(a) The MBR of a polyline (b) The MBR of a polygon 
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Figure 5: An example of a minimum bounding box for a 3D cone object 
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Spatial objects are therefore represented in the index with their corresponding 
MBRs instead of their actual geometries.  The R-tree index is then organized by choosing 
how many MBR entries a branch or node of the tree should have.  For the simple R-tree 
example shown in Figure 6(a), the number of entries is 3, which means that each node in 
the tree should have no more than 3 entries.  After deciding the number of entries a node 
can have (usually depending on the disk page capacity), the whole collection of data object 
MBRs is re-grouped into larger rectangles and the corresponding tree representation is 
shown in Figure 6(b).  R-tree indexing speeds up the process of spatial searches by 
requiring visiting only a small number of nodes. 
Each spatial query is divided into two phases: primary and secondary processing.  
Primary processing performs the query on the MBRs at each level of the R-tree and returns 
potential results whilst the secondary processing focuses on actual individual object 
geometries, which are linked to R-tree leaves.  At this stage, only a few candidate spatial 
objects corresponding to leaves of the tree are left.  Their exact geometries are retrieved and 
used to perform the query and obtain the final results. 
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Figure 6: An example structure of R-tree indexing (a) MBR-based spatial partitioning (b) The 
structure of the R-tree 
(Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:R-tree.svg) 
 
2.2.4. Spatial Operators 
Most spatial databases support spatial operators to determine spatial relationships between 
source geometry (also known as query shape) and the target geometries (data objects), such 
as “containment”, “overlapping” and “intersection”, etc.  Some examples are illustrated in 
Figure 7, where Q denotes the query shape and T denotes the target geometry in the 
database.  For example, the 4-intersction model proposed by Egenhofer et al.(1993) is 
supported in Oracle Spatial (Kothuri et al., 2007). 
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Figure 7: An example of spatial relationships between two geometries 
A simple example of this is shown Figure 8, where the MBR of a dashed polyline 
(the query window) intersects with both MBRs of objects A and B.  A closer look shows 
however that the polyline does not intersect with the actual geometry of object A but does 
intersect with the geometry of object B.  Spatial operators in commercial spatial databases 
(e.g., Oracle Spatial, PostGIS and SpatiaLite) also perform the secondary filter processing 
which would identify only object B as part of the result.  For example, the spatial operator 
in Oracle Spatial, SDO_ANYINTERACT (equivalent as ST_Intersects in PostGIS and 
SpatiaLite), which determines if two objects have the “intersecting” spatial relationship, 
uses R-tree in the primary processing (return both object A and B) and continues to 
determines the object B as the final result in the secondary processing. 
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Figure 8: Intersection determination at the geometry level 
 
2.3. Geospatial Web 
MSI applications are dedicated to enabling users to explore their surrounding geographic 
environment using mobile devices.  In other words, mobile users query information about 
surrounding objects (manmade and natural) to explore their vicinity in more detail.  In 
particular, we focus on conventional built environment objects (e.g., buildings, streets, 
points-of-interest, etc.).  Typical attribute information associated with these objects 
includes names of buildings/streets or, addresses of places.  In today’s digital information 
era and advanced mapping technology, the entire physical environment is becoming 
gradually digitized and mapped in detail, which can be seen in most online mapping 
services (e.g., Google Maps, Bing Maps, Nokia Ovi Maps).  As a consequence, in addition 
to “traditional” spatial data formats (as discussed in Section 2.2), the amount of 
data/information with an associated spatial component (e.g. location) is becoming more and 
more varied.  We will refer to all this data as spatial (or geospatial) data in the following. 
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With rapid development of today’s Web 2.0 technology, users are now able to 
provide additional (descriptive) information sets and attach them to various built 
environment or other objects.  The interactive nature of Web 2.0 allows users to generate, 
update and disseminate their own content over the Internet.  Web 2.0 technologies enables 
Web sites to become more interactive for users in terms of the way content of a Web page 
is generated.  The paradigm of users participating in the process of generating, updating and 
disseminating their own content over the Web has significantly changed since the early-
development of the Internet (i.e., Web 1.0), where Web content comes solely from the data 
provider and users can only access and view such content by following hyperlinks using an 
Internet browser.  In other words, the relationship between users and Web content was one-
way only (Goodchild, 2007). 
Regarding examples for “user participation”, some Web 2.0 sites are completely 
constructed from user generated content and even allow users to edit and change another 
user’s content.  One of the most successful projects using collective efforts to provide Web 
content is Wikipedia8, which is an online encyclopaedia where anonymous Internet users 
can create Web pages about certain topics as encyclopaedia entries.  At the same time, 
other users can monitor the entries by checking the accuracy of the content in terms of 
descriptions, links, and other resources, and edit and update the content accordingly.  This 
process iterates as any user accesses a certain page, which helps to potentially keep the 
entries up-to-date and accurate.  The activity of user participation has also promoted the 
phenomena of “folksonomy”, where Web platforms provide services, applications, and 
tools to help users tag certain terms and expand them with more descriptive content.   
8 www.wikipedia.org 
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Some research shows user participation, folksonomy, and geo-tagging as three 
popular design methods and effective tools in a variety of Web 2.0 platforms (Macgregor 
and McCulloch, 2006; Bilandzic and Forth, 2009).  Such collective efforts lead to a wide 
range of geospatial information becoming available over the Web, such as geo-tagged 
tourism or social network related points-of-interest or sensor records from the geospatial 
sensor-web (e.g. environmental sensors monitoring weather, air pollution, noise, etc.).  To 
meet the needs of facilitating Internet users when creating and sharing geospatial content, 
many geographically related web services and web-based applications have emerged and 
became discoverable to help users collect, process and deliver geospatial data.  Those web 
services and applications, together with the geospatial data itself, form the foundation of the 
Geospatial Web (Lake and Farley, 2007), and the basis upon which the research in this 
thesis is deployed. 
Once we have datasets containing detailed environmental objects, such as 2D 
footprints of buildings, roads, and points-of-interest (PoIs) in the form of polygons, lines 
and points respectively, and even detailed 3D city models, all the other geospatial 
information available in the Geospatial Web can be anchored to specific environment 
objects and referenced as their attributes.  Such augmented information datasets will 
ultimately help deliver diverse content to different user interests and needs.  However, 
considering the size and volume of such datasets, the ability of search engines and 
applications to filter out, semantically or spatially, unwanted/unnecessary/unsolicited 
information while at the same time retrieve task-relevant data for making informed 
decisions becomes paramount. 
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Along with the prevalence of the Geospatial Web, a variety of web-based GIS tools 
are becoming available to assist tagging a specific geographic coordinate to other Web 
content in various data formats, known as geo-tagging.  An example of creating geo-tagged 
content from collective efforts is Flickr 9, which is an online picture management and 
sharing Website.  One of its features is that users can make their pictures and videos geo-
referenced by attaching the address information (coordinates) of where the pictures were 
taken or upload the pictures taken from GPS enabled cameras. 
In general, any information that makes reference to physical locations can be 
considered spatial.  Through geo-tagging, coordinates in the form of latitude and longitude 
are simply added as additional metadata to the original content, such as pictures, videos, a 
Wikipedia entry, or even description of events occurring at a given location.  Internet users 
can find the coordinates of a particular street address via geocoding, which is a spatial 
function that retrieves the coordinates of an address by matching it in a well-defined 
address database.  The geocoding function is available in most GIS platforms or through 
some online services. For example, Google geocoding API (2012) assists users by 
providing the required latitude/longitude coordinates when user type in a corresponding 
address or drop a map pin on a particular location in Google Maps. 
In today’s peer-to-peer social network era, the phenomena of user participation for 
creating and disseminating geospatial information is even more encouraged and supported, 
where the function “connecting and sharing” is the main activity.  With advances in the 
development of positioning technologies, such as deriving the geographic location of a user 
via HTML5 applications (HTML5, 2012), or posting a message (e.g., text, picture, or video) 
via location-aware smartphones, all these pieces of information can be geo-tagged and 
9 www.flickr.com 
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hence treated as geospatial information of a certain position or region.  Today’s social 
networks are embracing this trend by providing APIs that allow users to access and query 
these spatial information datasets, such as Twitter 10  and Foursquare 11 .  A variety of 
research projects have been carried out using such datasets to understand urban dynamics 
(Pozdnoukhov and Kaiser, 2011; Kling and Pozdnoukhov, 2012), which can then be 
applied to LBS development. 
In tomorrow’s “Web 4.0” era, it is envisioned that trillions of micro-sensors placed 
into real-world objects of all types (i.e. mechanical and non-mechanical “things”) will be 
connected to the Internet.  Each micro-sensor will have a unique 128 bit IP address and can 
be located by either a fixed coordinate if the sensor is static or by its own GPS chip if the 
sensor is moving about.  In other words, time-stamped measurable phenomena/events 
collected and located by sensors, e.g., environmental data such as air/water quality, ambient 
light/noise data, energy consumption, etc., all belong to the category of discoverable 
geospatial information.  Once these “things” in the Future Internet are retrieved from a 
user’s surrounding area, they can be used for generating knowledge about the local 
environment, and hence, help users better understand their surrounding space and for 
making informed decisions (Carswell and Yin, 2012). 
2.4. Volunteered Geographic Information 
Apart from those geospatial information datasets that are made available from geo-tagged 
user content over the Geospatial Web, a rising interest in contributing “volunteered 
geographic information” (VGI) to the Web has enormously increased the amount of 
10 www.twitter.com 
11 www.foursquare.com 
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accessible geographic mapping data resources (Goodchild, 2007).  In particular, these 
include conventional built environment features, such as streets, roads, highways, and 
building footprints, etc..  As VGI activities are becoming more and more popular, the 
notion of “humans as sensors” changes the way in which geographic data is collected and 
how we as users or developers can benefit from gaining access to and even distributing 
such data.  Wikimapia12, for instance, is a good example of this phenomenon, where entire 
regions of geographic features on the map (e.g., buildings, streets, and PoIs) are described 
and uploaded by anonymous Internet users. 
Users acting as sensors can create new descriptions of geographic features, and 
monitor and update existing descriptions to keep them relatively accurate. The most 
successful VGI project is OpenStreetMap (OSM), where the map content is contributed 
from volunteers through uploaded GPS trajectories and digitized map features from satellite 
images.  As a result of globally volunteered contributions, the overall completeness of the 
map coverage is constantly growing.  For example, in relation to OSM data for England, 
Haklay and Ellul (2010) report 65% coverage so far.  Moreover, OSM is not limited to only 
street data in the form of polylines but also footprints of buildings in polygons and PoIs in 
points.  One of the most important features of OSM is that “the data is free to download 
and use under its open license” (OSM, 2012).   
Traditionally, map features were collected and owned by land survey agencies and 
their data licenses would restrict the freedom of developers to access and exploit the 
original map features in advanced data handling applications (e.g., visualization and 
geometry manipulation).  Therefore, detailed and free-to-access geospatial data now widely 
12 www.wikimapia.org 
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available over the Web is releasing great potential and freedom to develop value-added 
applications for LBS (Becker and Bizer, 2009). 
Mobile maps can help users understand the context of their surrounding 
environment by locating their current position and identifying the positions of targeted 
locations (Willis et al., 2009).  Today, mobile maps are available on all major platforms, 
e.g., Google Maps on iOS and Android, Bing Maps on Windows Phone 7, and even 
Apple’s new map services released in September 2012.  LBS applications are typically built 
with a mobile map as background and functionalities such as navigation, way finding, and 
information retrieval carried out on top of the map.  Although today’s mobile maps are well 
developed in terms of general map feature details and coverage, because of the usage 
restrictions of map data licences, the map coverage of many areas is still of considerably 
poor availability, quality, and extent, especially so in less populated areas (Yin and 
Carswell, 2011).  For instance, the National University of Ireland, Maynooth (NUIM) is 
located in a less populated small town in Ireland.  The Google Maps coverage of NUIM is 
shown in Figure 9(a), where the building footprints in the campus are completely missing.  
The map coverage of the same area in Apple’s iOS Map and Bing Maps is shown in Figure 
9(b) and Figure 9(c) respectively.  A solution to bridge this gap is to seek out alternative 
map services that can provide more detailed map coverage in these types of areas.  In OSM, 
collective efforts from mainly student volunteers provided the availability of such maps to 
cover these areas (Jacob et al., 2009; Yin and Carswell, 2011).  For example, the OSM map 
coverage over the same area around NUIM is shown in Figure 9(d), where the geometry of 
each building was collected and uploaded to OSM. 
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As the data is contributed by volunteers, there are discussions and debates about the 
issues regarding the OSM data quality in terms of accuracy (Haklay and Ellul, 2010; 
Heipke, 2010).  However, because of its open data license, everyone is able to download 
the entire dataset from OSM and not just view the map contents as with other mobile map 
suppliers.  This encourages the development of a variety of creative value-added 
applications, including generating customized map tiles for different user interests, such as 
cycle maps and hiking maps, or utilizing the datasets to build street networks for navigation 
services (e.g., fromtomap 13 and OSM-3D 14).  These can then be saved on the mobile 
devices locally for both online and offline usage. 
Currently, the geometry of downloadable geographic features from OSM is in 2D 
format.  Nevertheless, a series of related research is being carried out to create 3D models 
from the 2D datasets.  For instance, OSM-3D is one promising project, where large-scale 
virtual 3D city models all over the world are generated from 2D geometry of OSM data and 
visualized for the purposes of urban planning and augmented navigation assistance. 
The increasing availability of geospatial information on the Web (e.g., geo-tagged 
web content from social networks, sensor records from the Future Internet of Things, and 
free downloadable geographic features from VGI activities) highlights the potential for 
integrating these different types of spatial information with existing built environment 
objects to better describe the physical world.  When users explore their vicinity on mobile 
devices, they now have more options to access diverse and dynamic geospatial content and 
therefore better able to gain an understanding of their surrounding environment from 
different perspectives and in more relevant detail. 
13 www.fromtomap.org 
14 www.osm-3d.org 
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Figure 9: (a) Map coverage for NUIM, Ireland in Google Maps (b) Map coverage of the same area 
from Apple (c) Map coverage from Bing Maps (d) Map coverage from OpenStreetMap 
 
2.5. Information Overload 
When in an unfamiliar area, mobile users often familiarize themselves with their 
surrounding environment with the assistance of a detailed mobile map.  Once users locate 
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themselves with the help of integrated GPS on smartphones, they may also want to know 
more about their vicinity.  For instance, “What are these buildings around me”, or “where 
are the coffee shops within 2 minutes from my current location” or “are there any social-
network check-in messages near here”, or “what is the air quality along this street”, to give 
just a few examples. 
To fulfil these user needs, some functionality is available in existing spatial 
information systems (SIS).  These systems allow users to send requests utilizing their 
current location as one query parameter, and retrieve information about nearby objects.  In 
comparison to conventional key-word based searches, spatial information systems 
understand the geographic context of user queries and take account of the user’s current 
location, where the term “nearby” is semantically interpreted as a distance constraint.  In 
many spatial information systems, the nearby search function is implemented in the form of 
a proximity query (or range query in the field of GIS), where the shape of the geographic 
region for searching nearby objects is typically defined by a bounding box or a bounding 
circle (Mountain, 2007; Yin and Carswell, 2011).  In some cases, the distance or radius 
varies according to user specifications.  An example illustration of a proximity search is 
shown in Figure 10, where the red dot denotes the user location and the dashed line 
represents the radius of the bounding box or bounding circle (i.e., the nearby query space). 
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Figure 10: Proximity search using a bounding box or a bounding circle for range queries 
Proximity querying is available in many of today’s Geospatial web-services and 
tools.  For example, Google Maps provides functionality for users to perform searches for 
particular objects that are nearby a specified location.  GeoNames15 allows users to search 
nearby streets, addresses or even PoIs from the OSM repository.  Some social networking 
sites, such as Twitter and Foursquare, provide APIs (application programming interfaces) 
to enable searching for messages that occurred within a specified range.  However, as 
mentioned earlier, with such an abundance of geospatial information available for search in 
the Geospatial Web, a simple proximity query usually encounters the problem of 
“information overload”, where too many results get returned and overwhelms the display 
when visualizing and browsing, especially on mobile devices. 
15 www.geonames.org 
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This occurs even though using radius as a distance constraint has already helped 
filter out information sets that are outside the specified region (Mountain and MacFarlane, 
2007; Mountain, 2007).  An example for demonstrating the problem of information 
overload is shown in Figure 11(a), where the retrieved objects for a “What’s Around Here” 
search in Google Maps are overlaid on top of a map.  In Figure 11(a), the displayed results 
from this proximity query demonstrate display clutter, which makes it hard for users to 
prioritize information importance and indeed navigate through the map.  An example of 
using Google Maps on Android phones to search for nearby restaurants is shown in Figure 
11(b).  Note that Google Maps only returns 10 items at a time (i.e., balloon annotations) 
according to their Google rankings in the result set, but does not actually further filter out 
any potential results, for example based on what you can see. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 11: Examples of display clutter caused by information overload 
(a) Retrieved items for “What’s Around Here” search in Google Maps desktop version (b) Nearby 
restaurants from a user’s current location (Dublin city) in Google Maps mobile version 
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The problem of information overload and display clutter can cause confusion and 
disorientation for the user, and general annoyance and apathy towards the usefulness of any 
LBS application.  Therefore, more advanced information filtering mechanisms are essential 
to de-clutter and adapt the exploration of the real world to the processing/display 
limitations of mobile devices.  As such, research into the information overload problem is 
ongoing, where both semantic based filtering mechanisms and spatial operator based 
querying approaches are carried out on the desktop, but are also useful to the development 
of MSI (Mountain and MacFarlane, 2007; Baldauf et al., 2011).  
2.6. Geographic Information Retrieval 
The increasing variety and availability of geospatial information (e.g. geo-tagged pictures, 
messages, videos, and geometry collections of roads, rivers, buildings and streets, etc.), has 
promoted the necessity of developing new efficient and effective approaches and tools for 
geographic information retrieval (Jones, 2002; Markowetz et al., 2004; Markowetz et al., 
2005).  Geographic information retrieval (GIR) can be seen as a special extension or an 
augmented version of the more generalized term information retrieval (IR) (Jones and 
Purves, 2008; Mountain et al., 2009).  GIR includes all core aspects covered by IR with an 
additional focus/emphasis on the geospatial perspective, i.e., providing access to geospatial 
information sources via spatially oriented indexing, searching, retrieving and browsing 
(Larson, 1996). 
An early example demonstrating the main research interest of IR is for managing 
digital library documents, including text, images, and videos, where IR techniques help to 
efficiently and effectively retrieve relevant information for digital library users (Larson, 
1996; Jones and Purves, 2008; Mountain et al., 2009).  In this case, the underlying IR 
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model for determining the relevant search results can be generally categorized into two 
types: the information retrieval model and the data retrieval model. 
Larson (1996) discussed the differences between these two models, where the 
information retrieval model is probabilistic and considers whether the retrieved results are 
relevant to a user’s request, whilst the data retrieval model is deterministic in respect to 
whether the retrieved documents match the specified search criteria.  An example of the 
information retrieval model can be found in today’s key-word based search engines, where 
the returned query results are derived by matching these key-words to large databases.  The 
search results are ranked based on certain statistical methods and those with higher rank 
reside on top of the returned list (Fröhlich et al., 2007).  On the other hand, an example of 
the data retrieval model is seen when performing queries on today’s relational database 
management systems (DBMS), where the results are narrowed by the constraints 
interpolated from user specified criteria, such as a particular record of an event that 
happened between certain dates. 
From the perspectives of GIR, both probabilistic and deterministic retrieval models 
can be considered: for instance, “Recommend some good restaurants in the city centre” and 
“Find all cafés within 500 meters of my current position?” respectively.  However, the 
underlying mechanisms within these two retrieval models, in contrast to IR approaches, are 
dramatically different. 
In earlier developments of GIR, approaches developed in the research field of IR, 
where applied, e.g. key-word based searches from search engines.  The results were ranked 
by their popularity on the Web, with those of higher rank residing on top of the list 
(Markowetz et al., 2005; Jones and Purves, 2008).  In such cases, the rank is merely based 
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on the popularity of the name of the geospatial object in the Web, whilst their geographic 
context (e.g. location) is completely omitted.  However, geographic context is essential for 
performing GIR on mobile devices.  Empirical research has shown that when mobile users 
consult their smartphones to familiarise themselves with their surrounding environment, 
they are usually task-oriented and show a lack of patience with results that are not directly 
linked to their current location (Mountain and MacFarlane, 2007; Simon and Fröhlich, 
2008).  
Currently, the abundance of different types of geographic information poses 
challenges for efficient information retrieval.  Not being able to understand the geographic 
context of a user when s/he is issuing a query request would fail to help reduce the number 
of retrieved results and return unwanted and irrelevant information sets.  In this case, the 
problem of information overload is likely to happen when performing GIR tasks on mobile 
devices.  Therefore, more advanced GIR approaches need to be developed with the 
capability of filtering out unwanted information sets and improve the relevance between the 
returned results and the user’s geographic context.  
Mountain et al. (2009) suggested “filters as a framework for mobile search”, where 
the relevance of potential results to a user’s geographical context consists of three 
intertwined sub-components: i.e. relevant at the spatial level, relevant at the temporal level, 
and relevant to personal preferences (Figure 12).  In other words, an ideal GIR process that 
considers all three perspectives to form a query gets the “highly relevant” results back. 
There is a variety of ongoing research that focuses on one of these perspectives.  In 
terms of “relevant at temporal level”, Baillie et al. (2005) report on an interaction method 
where a user points a mobile device at a building to view its virtual representation at 
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different time periods in the past.  Temporal filters can also be applied for traffic estimation 
and prediction (Mountain, 2007). 
Relevant at 
spatial level
Relevant at 
temporal level
Relevant to personal 
preference
Highly 
Relevant
 
Figure 12: Diagram of spatial filters to increase relevance of mobile search 
(Mountain et al., 2009) 
In relation to “relevant to personal preferences”, researchers tend use map 
personalization and other semantic based filtering mechanisms (Ceri et al., 2002; 
MacAodih et al., 2009; Martino et al., 2009; Mountain et al., 2009).  Personal preference 
can be either spatial or non-spatial.  In relation to spatial personal preferences, queries can 
be semantically interpreted into physical regions that users are interested in.  Both spatial 
and non-spatial personal preferences are combined in the form of personal profiles for 
customized geographic information retrieval and visualization, i.e., different users would 
get different results based on their own personal preferences. 
The term “relevant at spatial level” refers to the filtering mechanism of GIR 
processes examining the spatial relationships between source geometry (query shape) and 
the collections of target geometries of geospatial objects (e.g., shops, PoIs, etc.).  Only 
those geospatial objects that have the specified spatial relationships with the source query 
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shape get returned as final search results.  Taking the proximity query of Figure 10 for 
example, the source query shape is the geometry of a bounding box or a bounding circle, 
while the target geometry of geospatial objects are in the format of either points (e.g., geo-
tagged messages, geo-referenced sensors, and PoIs, etc.), or polygons (e.g., building 
footprints), or polylines (e.g., streets, highways).  Only those objects that have the spatial 
relationship “within” the bounding box get returned as query results. 
The boundaries of these three types of filters are not necessarily isolated from each 
other but overlap as well.  In fact, each individual filter can be integrated into another one 
as a premise or a further constraint to refine the querying criteria and therefore improve the 
relevance of the results regarding a user’s geographic context.  For instance, an Isochrone is 
an example usage of geospatial filters at the temporal level and at the spatial level.  The 
shape of an Isochrone, which is an area formed by a curve of equal travel distance/time 
from a given location, can be applied as a filtering window to retrieve objects that are 
accessible in the given travel time or distance (Mountain, 2007; Innerebner et al., 2013).  In 
such a case, the relevance of combing “accessibility” and “nearby” is represented by a 
more complicated geometry other than a bounding box used for proximity searches. 
Another example of combing filters can be seen in an improved proximity query 
with user preferences as constraints.  The bounding box at the spatial level eliminates those 
geospatial objects that are outside of a region in the first-round and then only those objects 
that are “within” the region and match user preferences get returned.  The main point of 
illustrating three types of GIR filters is to differentiate it from conventional IR, where the 
relevance to geographic context is core. 
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When implementing these three types of filters in information systems, the backend 
GIR modules can also be categorized into two main modules regarding their own focus: 
information retrieval and data retrieval as mentioned in the previous section.  The major 
difference between these two modules is manifested in how they deal with actual datasets.  
For example, filtering at the personal preference level falls into the module category of 
information retrieval, where the expected results from the data sets are selected based on 
their relevance (i.e., probabilities) to user profiles.  In other words, the detailed geometry of 
individual geospatial objects is not essential.  The information retrieval module is seen in 
many sematic based information systems, such as location based recommendation systems 
(Horozov et al., 2006; Park et al., 2007; Levandoski et al., 2012), adaptive map 
personalization and visualization systems (MacAodih et al., 2009; Pombinho et al., 2011) 
and geographical search engines (Markowetz et al., 2005).  
On the other hand, filtering at the spatial level focuses more on the data retrieval 
module, where a user’s request will itself be interpreted into a corresponding query 
“window” geometry and the search results are determined based on their spatial 
relationships with the source query window.  The data retrieval module is commonly used 
for performing spatial queries in GIS platforms.  The geometry of each individual object is 
represented in a well-structured data format in a spatial DBMS and a variety of spatial 
operators are implemented to determine the corresponding spatial relationships, for instance, 
whether two sets of geometries intersect, overlap, cover, contain, etc. (see Section 2.2.4). 
In line with the objectives of MSI for enabling user interactions with their 
immediate environment on mobile devices, choosing a data retrieval module with emphasis 
on “relevant at the spatial level” has certain advantages.  Location and orientation aware 
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smartphones have already provided a geographic context for a user, for instance, the user’s 
current location and facing direction.  At the same time, different types of user 
interactions/behaviours with their physical environment can be simulated by polling various 
sensors built into mobile devices for defining source query space geometry.  For instance, 
the GeoWand (Simon et al., 2006; Simon and Fröhlich, 2008) and iPointer (Frank, 2009) 
allows users to identify attribute information of a building object by pointing a mobile 
device at it (more details in Chapter 3). 
With objects represented in geometry form, e.g., 2D building footprints, 3D city 
models or 3D points for sensors, other types of descriptive information can be attached to 
them as attribute information, allowing for different data type integration for the purpose of 
diverse content delivery.  In particular, with 3D representations of objects instead of flat 2D, 
it becomes possible to distinguish between surrounding objects in the vertical dimension.  
For instance, environmental sensors distributed at different elevations on a building, 
different locations of office windows, etc. 
2.7. Summary 
This chapter started with highlighting the availability of abundant geospatial datasets in the 
Geospatial Web, which includes traditional built environment objects (e.g. buildings, roads, 
point-of-interests, etc.), contemporary geo-tagged user generated content (e.g. tourism or 
social network related point-of-interests), and objects from the geospatial sensor-web (e.g. 
environmental sensors monitoring weather, air pollution, noise, etc.).  The existence of such 
large amounts of geospatial datasets brings opportunities and challenges at the same time 
for the development of MSI applications. 
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Because of the relatively small screen size of mobile devices, the research 
challenges for developing MSI applications lie in efficient data handling approaches to 
avoid the problem of information overload and display clutter, where too many results get 
returned from a single user request (query).  We then reviewed related research fields of 
GIR, SIS and a variety of related LBS services and applications.  Through the introduction 
and discussion of related research topics, a variety of geospatial oriented software, 
techniques, and spatial data management and modelling tools were introduced and 
presented as required background information for building MSI services and applications. 
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Chapter 3. Mobile Spatial Interaction 
3.1. Overview 
This chapter reviews the current literature and gives a state-of-the-art overview of related 
research into the field of Mobile Spatial Interaction (MSI).  Our attention is particularly 
paid to those related research topics where development approaches utilize different 
combinations of embedded location and orientation aware sensors that enable users to 
interact with their surrounding environment.  Detailed descriptions and comparisons with 
regard to different designs for MSI system architecture and user interfaces are also 
presented.  
Currently, most MSI services and applications only function in 2D environments, 
whereas mobile users (people) perceive and experience their real-world environment in 
three dimensions (Fisher-Gewirtzman, 2012).  Our objective consists of extending 
contemporary 2D MSI research into 3D environments.  This involves the process of 
preparing spatial and non-spatial information sets attached to 3D coordinates, building 3D 
data models of a user’s surrounding environment and handling 3D data formats and 
functions in spatial DBMS (database management systems). 
Among a wide range of approaches employed to enable MSI from different 
perspectives, we apply human visibility in both 2D and 3D environments as a proxy for a 
spatial querying “window” into a spatial database to retrieve those objects (and any 
attached attribute information) that users can actually/physically see.  In this way, we tackle 
the research problems of information overload and display clutter by intelligently refining 
the 2D and 3D spatial search space depending on the geographic context/situation a user is 
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currently in,  e.g., their current location and facing/pointing direction in a built environment.  
In other words, different visibility shapes are calculated for either 2D or 3D searching 
considering different user specified query parameters.  To show how applying a visibility 
based approach is both efficient and useful, a wide range of contemporary visibility based 
spatial analysis approaches and applications in the field of GIS are presented together with 
some comparisons and discussions with regard to their suitability for development of MSI 
services and applications.  At the end of this chapter, a brief summary of all related work is 
presented. 
3.2. Mobile Spatial Interaction: Main Issues 
As developments in mobile technology progress, today’s new generation smartphones are 
significantly more enhanced in almost every aspect, at both software and hardware levels.  
The current trend of integrating micro-sensors (i.e., GPS, digital compass, and 
accelerometer) to enable navigation-oriented capabilities has granted location and 
orientation-awareness to commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) smartphones.  Specifically, the 
integrated GPS receiver provides the current geographic location in the form of 
latitude/longitude coordinates; the digital compass shows the azimuth direction the mobile 
device is pointing; and the accelerometer measures the tilting angle (declination) of the 
device in the vertical plane.  Along with the success of Web 2.0, improved mobile Internet 
connectivity via Wi-Fi and 3G networks promotes ubiquitous access to abundant spatial 
content over the Geospatial Web using standard web browsers.  Together, these advances 
bring a variety of new opportunities for developing mobile Location Based Services (LBS).  
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Mobile spatial interaction (MSI) aims to serve as the mechanism that allows users to 
interact with various kinds of geospatial information in their surrounding environment 
through mobile devices.  The term MSI was first discussed at the CHI 2007 workshop on 
user cognitive interactions with their surrounding geographic environment on mobile 
devices(Fröhlich et al., 2007).  MSI is based on a number of emerging technologies relating 
to the development of mobile networks, mobile Internet connections and mobile positioning 
technologies (Bilandzic and Forth, 2009).  To some extent, MSI can be seen as an extended 
version of mobile LBS, which is described as “a mobile computing application that 
provides services to users based on their geographical locations” (Shek, 2010).   However, 
in addition to taking advantage of the location and orientation-aware capabilities of mobile 
devices, MSI distinguishes itself with a focus on bringing human interaction into its 
development, which is achieved by exploiting a combination of integrated sensors on 
mobile devices.  
Some visionary research was carried out prior to GPS-enabled phones.  For instance, 
the concept of “Geo-Wands” was originally proposed by Egenhofer (1999), where a suite 
of “spatial information appliances” was proposed for the next generation of GIS on custom 
built mobile devices.  Such a suite consisted of five ideas: “Geo Sketch Pads”, “Smart 
Compass”, “Smart Horizons”, “Geo-Wands” and “Smart Glasses”.  In particular:  
1. “Smart Compass” always points the user towards a geographic target.  A reverse 
example of this is the Google Maps application available on location and orientation-aware 
devices, where the background map automatically rotates to align with the direction the 
mobile phone is pointing. 
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2. “Smart Horizons” aims to allow users to look beyond their physical field-of-
view by integrating other “invisible” information, such as traffic, weather and topography, 
onto a layer that is inline with the view in the physical world. Such information gets 
returned to users when their mobile device points towards it. 
3. “Geo-Wands” was proposed to serve as a geographic pointer that allows users to 
identify geographic objects by pointing the device at it.  
Although, at the time, the digital compass was not yet integrated into mobile 
devices nor was a fast 3G network connection available, these ideas inspired a variety of 
applications and a number of research projects about enabling location and orientation-
aware interactions in the field of MSI.   
Some research focused on using mobile devices to attach geo-referenced digital 
information to real-world locations, such as blogs (Robinson et al., 2008) and digital 
graffiti (Burrell and Gay, 2002).  Some applications looked at improving positioning 
accuracy and reliability using Wi-Fi, GSM networks and an integrated GPS receiver 
(Kunczier and Anegg, 2004; Rooney et al., 2007).  Also, work was done in relation to 
accessing (Caruso, 1997; Grygorenko, 2005) and manipulating a combination of integrated 
sensors to simulate human gestures, such as the XWand device, a custom built pointing 
device that allows users to interact with objects in an intelligent environment (Wilson and 
Pham, 2003; Wilson and Shafer, 2003).  MSI research has acknowledged the importance of 
these efforts and considered them as pre-requisites for providing access to information that 
is attached to physical places or objects.  
MSI relies on performing spatial queries to achieve its goal, which is essentially 
GIR processing for mobile devices.  In other words, once a user holds a mobile device to 
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perform spatial queries, the user’s gesture is captured by utilizing the readouts of integrated 
sensors in the device, which can be then interpreted as a corresponding query shape.  In this 
way, the mobile device blends human interaction with the geographical environment. 
Some early research work in this field, for instance, the “Point to Discover” 
GeoWand (Simon et al., 2007; Simon and Fröhlich, 2008) was built by attaching a digital 
compass and accelerometer sensors to a custom built mobile device that interprets a user’s 
pointing gesture to retrieve information on those objects that the device is pointing at.  The 
pointing gesture has also been studied in (Strachan and Murray-Smith, 2009) for navigation 
purposes.  There are many other such MSI applications and services now available and a 
more detailed review of some notable examples will be given in the following sections. 
Unlike conventional spatial proximity queries in the field of GIR, one of the major 
advantages brought by MSI is that it involves human-computer interaction with mobile 
devices to refine the search space to an actual spatial query shape in both 2D and 3D.  
When spatial proximity querying is used for general searching, the distance of the search 
radius is a user-specified parameter.  However, related research shows a lack of spatial 
knowledge acquisition when users interact with mobile maps (Willis et al., 2009). 
In this regard, MSI applications tend to be more user-centric and intuitive than 
conventional GIR.  For example, a search bounding box, circle, or polygon can be visually 
adjusted by users drawing the query shape directly on top of a mobile map background 
(Yin and Carswell, 2011).  To reduce the problem of display clutter on mobile screens, MSI 
research into the problem of information overload applies human-computer interactions as 
additional parameters to intelligently refine the spatial search space.  In particular, using 
“visibility” and “field-of-view” parameters as query shapes proved to be highly relevant 
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criteria (Gardiner and Carswell, 2003; Fröhlich et al., 2006; Mountain, 2007) as they relate 
to how humans naturally perceive their real-world environment.  
A visibility based query shape varies depending on a user’s current geographic 
context (e.g., the user’s current location and facing direction and the structure of the 
surrounding environment).  Therefore, more context-relevant results are expected when 
compared to a standard range query at the same location.  This concept can be integrated 
into MSI applications to improve the mobile spatial query experience.  Using visibility 
based query shapes also enables “hidden query removal” functionality as a way to reduce 
information overload.  Any retrieved objects from the Geospatial Web can be restricted to 
those that a user can actually see from his/her current location in any direction, horizontal 
and vertical.  For example, the GeoWand application implements a “local visibility model” 
to enable retrieving information of billboard-like geometry (surface) in a 2.5D environment.  
Meek et al. (2013) implemented an MSI application to retrieve information on distant PoIs 
through line-of-sight projections on top of a digital surface model similar to a line-of-sight 
application in space, such as iPointer in (Frank, 2009). 
However, 2.5D data models are not detailed enough to represent geospatial objects 
in reality.  In the above applications, visibility is calculated by determining the intersections 
of the pointing direction (as a single ray) against the geometries of objects in that direction.  
In the GeoWand application, which utilizes a “billboard” approach for the calculation, the 
calculated visibility does not actually represent human vision in a real-world environment.  
For instance, neither an Isovist polygon in a 2D environment nor a 3D Isovist solid in a 3D 
environment (Benedikt, 1979). 
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Even though visibility based spatial analysis is widely studied in traditional GIS and 
has proven useful for viewshed analysis, contemporary research that utilizes visibility based 
calculations for defining the spatial search space on mobiles is limited.  Considering the 
increasing availability of sensors scattered throughout the environment, as well as the 
increasing availability of detailed 3D city models, it is now more imperative to extend 
existing visibility based approaches with novel search functionality for refining the spatial 
query shape.  Based on generated visibility shapes in both 2D and 3D environments, this 
thesis refines the spatial search space to improve the relevance of returned query results and 
reduce mobile information overload. 
3.2.1. MSI Frameworks 
To deliver MSI applications and services on various COTS mobile devices running 
different mobile operating systems (e.g., Apple iOS, Google Android and Windows Mobile 
8), a suitable design and implementation of MSI architecture is essential.  The overall 
architecture should comprise and link several frameworks to work as a system.  For 
example, a generalized framework, which aims at integrating a variety of geospatial sources 
for MSI discovery, is more concerned with the process of data management and 
communication methods (Simon and Fröhlich, 2007).  The usage of “filters as a framework 
for mobile search” (Mountain et al., 2009) focuses more on the GIR perspective for more 
efficient and effective information filtering approaches.  Others are devoted to MSI user 
interface design to aid and improve human interactions with the physical environment, such 
as in mixed reality applications (Mountain and Liarokapis, 2005; Mountain and Liarokapis, 
2007).  Head-mounted displays of virtual information attached to physical locations or 
objects (Piekarski and Thomas, 2002) and using audio feedback for navigation assistance is 
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yet another example (Strachan and Murray-Smith, 2009).  In general, our work incorporates 
certain aspects of these mentioned frameworks to produce an MSI technology for data 
mining and Big Data analysis on today’s smartphones in real-world 3D environments. 
3.2.2. MSI Client-Server Architecture 
Retrieving comprehensive and meaningful results when performing spatial queries involves 
managing considerably large amounts of data and intensive data processing, especially so 
when integrating data from the Geospatial Web.  Considering the physical limitations of 
today’s mobile devices in terms of hardware specifications (e.g., computing power, battery 
life, and data storage space, etc.) and software support (e.g., lack of on-board spatial 
databases and requisite spatial operators), it is not practical or efficient to accomplish all 
these tasks on the device itself.  Therefore, a client-server architecture is the preferred 
option where computation intensive tasks are carried out on the server side, leaving the 
mobile device as a thin client to take care of sending requests, receiving responses, and 
displaying query results to the users (Simon and Fröhlich, 2007; Shek, 2010).  Indeed, the 
client-server communication paradigm is a standard element of many successful LBS 
implementations (Shek, 2010). 
A common communication approach in client-server architectures is to use request-
response styled remote procedure calls (RPC).  However, to deliver the MSI services to a 
wider range of mobile devices running different operating systems, the programming 
language for request-response should be platform independent, as is the case with 
Extensible Markup Language (XML).  Such interoperability can be achieved using either 
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) or Representational State Transfer (RESTful) web-
services.  SOAP web-services rely on XML as envelopes to wrap around the request and 
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response.  Whereas RESTful web-services refer to a type of architecture where the request 
is a simple http call and the response can be flexible in terms of different data formats, such 
as XML or JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). 
For example, the LBS application GeoNames provides RESTful APIs to allow 
developers to build a customized URL by appending optional parameters to access the 
functions that are running on the server side.  It implements a proximity query to retrieve 
Wikipedia entries around a given location within a specified radius.  As shown in Table 2, 
the requested URL has information of the coordinate (latitude: 53.33848 and longitude: -
6.266178), specified radius as 0.1km, and the option for required response format.  By 
comparing these two responses in the format of XML and JSON, the key-value based 
JSON format has certain advantages over XML format as it is more human readable and 
therefore more user-friendly.  Importantly, it is also more concise, which is beneficial for 
MSI applications when considering the sometimes limited network connectivity of mobile 
devices, and the reduced cost of sending less data over the network to describe the same 
results. 
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Table 2: A simple example for constructing a URL to request nearby Wikipedia entries from 
GeoNames 
Format 
 
Requested URL 
 
 
Returned output content 
XML 
 
 
 
 
http://api.geonames.org/findNearbyW
ikipedia?lat=53.33848&lng=-
6.266178&username=test&radius=0.1 
 
<geonames> 
<entry> 
<lang>en</lang> 
<title>St. Peter's Church, Aungier Street, Dublin 
</title> 
<summary> St. Peter's Church …</summary> 
<feature/> 
<elevation>17</elevation> 
<lat>53.3394</lat> <lng>-6.2661</lng> 
<wikipediaUrl> 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Peter%27s_Church
%2C_Aungier_Street%2C_Dublin </wikipediaUrl> 
<rank>85</rank> 
<distance>0.0969</distance> 
</entry> 
</geonames> 
JSON 
 
 
 
 
http://api.geonames.org/findNearbyW
ikipediaJSON?lat=53.33848&lng=-
6.266178&username=test&radius=0.1 
 
{"geonames": 
[{"summary": "St. Peter's Church...", 
"distance": "0.0969", 
"rank":85, 
"title": "St. Peter's Church, Aungier Street, Dublin", 
"wikipediaUrl":"en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._Peter%27s_
Church%2C_Aungier_Street%2C_Dublin", 
"elevation":17, 
"lng":-6.266094444444445, 
"lat":53.33935}] 
} 
 
To adopt RESTful web-services for MSI applications, a mobile device is the “client” 
in this architecture and is responsible for constructing the URL with parameters read from 
the integrated sensors (e.g., position and azimuth) along with some optional parameters 
(e.g., search radius and number of returned results).  It then takes care of parsing the text-
based results for further actions (e.g., visualization).  The MSI client-server architecture 
puts processing and calculation intensive tasks on the server side and allows for universal 
access via web-services on different mobile devices regardless of their operating systems.  
A simple example illustrating the MSI client-server architecture is shown in Figure 13.  In 
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this case, the architecture is essentially web-based, where functionality running on the 
application server is exposed to the mobile clients in the form of web-services whilst the 
mobile device is responsible for sending specific requests and parsing the returned results 
for display.  
Location & orientation aware mobile device
          Internet        
Web Services Web Services
Application Server
ResponsesRequests
 
Figure 13: An overview of the client-server communication architecture 
 
3.2.3. Open Source MSI Standalone Architecture 
The MSI client-server architecture is based on considerations of limited computing power 
and battery life of mobile devices, and importantly the lack of on-board spatial DBMS for 
handling large volumes of geospatial content.  However, as the development of mobile 
technology progresses, today’s newest smartphones are equipped with much faster CPUs, 
more RAM, and more efficient battery management.  The result is that new generation 
mobile devices are evolving as central computing platforms in their own right.  At the same 
time, a variety of open source projects for geospatial technology are becoming tailored to 
mobile platforms.  In particular, the portability of SpatiaLite makes it possible to embed a 
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fully functional spatial DBMS in mobile devices.  However, this offers no support for 
advanced 3D spatial query operators.  When spatial content from the Geospatial Web is in 
2D format, SpatiaLite is capable of storing, indexing and retrieving such data efficiently. 
Instead of relying on Google Maps for Android or Apple Maps for iOS, the open 
source OSM dataset can be adopted as an alternative web-based map.  It provides free 
access to built environment objects (e.g., building footprints, PoIs, roads, etc.) that can be 
downloaded and rendered in Mapnik16 or TileMill17 as customized small map tiles, and 
saved on mobile devices for offline usage.  The main advantage is that developers are able 
to fully control their map representations, including customizing map styles, interest 
regions, and map storage types, etc.. 
With the integration of JTS (Java Topology Suite 18 ) functions, geometry 
manipulation and spatial relationships between data objects can also be performed solely on 
mobile devices.  These open source projects make it possible to develop completely 
standalone MSI applications without the dependency of client-server network connections.  
In other words, a standalone MSI application would function the same as those with a 
client-server architecture, but without the concern of constant network connectivity, 
network latency, or data cost.  An example illustrating the integration of different open 
source projects for the MSI application developed in this thesis is shown in Figure 14 (Yin 
and Carswell, 2012).  A detailed implementation is presented in the following chapters.  
16 http://mapnik.org 
17 http://mapbox.com/ti-lemill/ 
18 http://www.vividsolutions.com/jts 
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TileMill
OpenStreetMap
SpatiaLite
Java Topology Suite
 
Figure 14: An example integrating various open source projects for downstream MSI application 
development 
Significantly, the MSI standalone architecture is not merely developing limited 
functionality mobile applications, but applications that are as competitive as those that rely 
on client-server architectures.  However, in order to deliver MSI applications for real-world 
environments that require 3D spatial object handling, support for 3D spatial data types and 
spatial query operators is essential, which is the biggest shortcoming of contemporary MSI 
standalone architectures. 
For mobile applications, the two architectures, client-server architecture and 
standalone architecture, can be complimentary to each other.  Considering the benefits 
brought by these open source projects, a mixed architecture with a combination of client-
server and standalone components can bring a great deal of flexibility for switching 
between these two modes of operation.  For instance, if there is no internet connection or 
the mobile device is in “offline” mode, the standalone application can still function to 
enable MSI activities in 2D environments. When the mobile device is switched back to 
“online” mode, the client-server architecture can take over to accomplish all implemented 
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functionality, especially those that rely on support for 3D spatial data types and 3D spatial 
query operators.  With a server at the backend, a push-notification model can be 
implemented to provide additional information in the form of notifications when the 
applications are in standalone mode.  In this way, user interaction with the systems is more 
pro-active and is also the way future LBS development is heading (Shek, 2010). A diagram 
showing the client-server architecture working together with a standalone mobile 
application is presented in Figure 15 (Yin and Carswell, 2012). 
Spatial database
Application server
          Internet        
GSM tower Wi-Fi
SpatiaLite
Push notifications
Request
 
Figure 15: An overview of the mixed architecture for MSI application 
 
3.2.4. MSI User Interfaces 
Once the search results are retrieved, a proper mobile user interface should present them 
intelligently to users and, at the same time, assist users to interpret their physical 
environment based on their interactions with the results.  However, even though the 
capabilities of today’s mobile devices are significantly enhanced, some functionality is still 
considerably restricted compared to desktop computers.  For instance, the screen size on 
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smartphones is too small to display user interfaces in the same way as on desktop PCs, 
where multiple user interfaces can exist in parallel.  Some empirical studies show that it is 
inappropriate to directly apply desktop idioms to user interface design on mobile devices, 
as mobile users are commonly task-oriented and their interactions are more immediate.  
Therefore user interfaces that require too much visual attention can be problematic 
(Mountain and MacFarlane, 2007; Simon and Fröhlich, 2007).  Hence, to assist users to 
better understand their surrounding environment, user interfaces for MSI applications 
should take account of task context, e.g., in what environment is this task performed, urban 
or rural, and is the task purpose navigation or object searching/browsing, etc. 
Common mobile user interfaces for displaying search results can be classified into 
four different types: Table/List based, 2D mobile map based, Virtual Reality (VR) based 
and Augmented Reality (AR) based (Mountain and MacFarlane, 2007).  Among these 
interfaces, table/list based displays are the most common, where the retrieved results are 
presented row by row along with their attribute information, e.g., names and descriptions.  
Selecting a certain table row would normally re-direct to a 2D mobile map based interface, 
where the selected results are annotated as geo-referenced markers on top of a base map 
native to the device (e.g., Google Maps on Android, Bing Maps for Windows Phone 8, and 
Apple Maps on iOS).  Utilizing open source software (e.g., Mapnik and TileMill) to 
generate more customized mobile tiles allows for tailored mobile maps with respect to 
diverse user preferences and, at the same time, for both online and offline usage. 
The graphic processor power of today’s smartphones is also significantly enhanced.  
As a result, the physical world can be modelled and represented as Virtual Reality (VR), 
where more detailed and realistic representations of a location and objects can be shown to 
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users, especially when a user is looking at a zoomed-in level of a particular building.  
Mobile Google Earth is an example of using Virtual Reality on a mobile device, where 
locations and objects in the VR scene are in 3D format in contrast with those on a 2D 
mobile map.  Instead of using computer synthesized graphics for modelling the reality, this 
technology uses geo-referenced pictures from customized cameras to model reality and 
extends the concept of “Virtual Reality” to “Mixed Reality”, e.g., Google Street View 
within mobile maps.  
The recent development of mixing reality with the spatial information query process 
is termed Augmented Reality (AR).  Unlike virtual reality and other mixed reality 
approaches, which display a complete modelled reality scene on the mobile device, AR 
applications annotate attribute information about locations and objects through the camera 
view on the mobile device, and therefore give an augmented scene of the reality.  An 
example of a head-mounted display of augmented information attached to physical 
locations or objects can be found in (Piekarski and Thomas, 2002).  More and more AR 
applications that access, retrieve and browse spatial information have been developed and 
deployed on mobile devices.  Two such prominent examples are Layar19 and Wikitude20, 
which are described in more detail in the following chapter. 
Some research work has been carried out using other combinations of hardware to 
improve human-computer interaction on mobile devices, such as using audio and haptic 
feedback for navigation related purposes (Rukzio et al., 2005; Strachan and Murray-Smith, 
2009).  Another example utilizes the touch screen on some smartphones to utilise user 
specified geometry directly as a query window (i.e., a user sketched shape) to perform a 
19 www.layar.com 
20 www.wikitude.com/ 
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spatial query.  Instead of typing in a specified radius for a spatial proximity query, being 
able to specify a query shape by interactively drawing on top of a background map can give 
more targeted query results (Yin and Carswell, 2011). 
3.3. Related MSI Applications and Platforms 
This section reviews some existing MSI applications and platforms found in the literature, 
including earlier research and some popular applications that have come to fore recently.  
One of the major requirements of MSI is to facilitate interaction with mobile devices and 
allow users to directly access and manipulate geospatial information and services (Fröhlich 
et al., 2007).  With advances in geoprocessing technology, mobile technology, and the 
development of Web 2.0, the scope for related research in the field of MSI is now very 
broad.  Research work from different perspectives and disciplines include topics from 
gesture recognition, human visibility analysis, 3D environment enabling, and mobile 
augmented reality interfaces.  Some MSI applications have already evolved into MSI 
platforms, which are capable of integrating a variety of data sources from the geospatial 
web.  A brief comparison among the functions and characteristics of the most prominent 
ones is presented next. 
3.3.1. Contemporary MSI Applications 
AroundMe 
AroundMe21 is a mobile application that is available for both iPhone and Android phones.  
It utilizes the coordinate of a user’s current location from the GPS receiver as the main 
21 www.aroundmeapp.com 
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search parameter to retrieve any geographical information in the user’s vicinity.  To 
facilitate the searching criteria, it provides a list of categories for users to choose from.  For 
instance, a user can choose either “Banks/ATM” or “Coffee” as a target category and let the 
application find any spatial objects that fall into the selected category.  Most of the 
functions in AroundMe are built on top of customized Google Map API, where the 
coordinate, as a keyword, is sent to Google's “What’s Around Here” service together with 
the name of the category as an extra constraint.  The returned results are organized in the 
form of a list in ascending order according to the distance from the user’s current location.  
Each record in the list contains the name and address of the building and a distance 
measured in meters.  By selecting a record in the list, the corresponding geo-object is 
shown as an annotated pin marker dropped on top of Google Maps.  
Some other features are provided for further user actions, such as showing the route 
to a selected place or to make a phone call to the associated number.  In particular, it also 
provides a function named “Nearby”, which retrieves PoI entries from Wikipedia that are 
around the user’s current location.  This is achieved by using the Wikipedia search web-
service from GeoNames.  Selection of a record from the results list directs to a Wikipedia 
web page for that specific PoI.  AroundMe also incorporates an AR interface, which allows 
users to view all retrieved results through a camera view on the mobile device.  In this case, 
the digital compass aids to further filter the information by only visualizing results that are 
in the same direction the mobile device is pointing. 
However, since the spatial information querying process is entirely directed to 
Google Maps search service and GeoNames, which is essentially a type of range query 
using a bounding box or bounding circle with a specified radius, the number of returned 
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results can be overwhelming in many circumstances, and hence leads to the problem of 
information overload on mobile devices.  Further, the majority of retrieved results are 
business listings, which means that when a user is at a position not close to any businesses, 
there would be no results returned.  In general, a user’s direct interaction is not involved in 
the GIR process, but only in using the AR interface for visualization purposes. 
GeoVector World Surfer 
GeoVector World Surfer (2011) is a MSI application that is also available for iPhone and 
Android phones.  The main functions are similar to those in AroundMe, where the GIR 
process relies on the Google Maps API, Wikipedia search web-services from GeoNames, 
and Bing Maps search service as an extra option.  Therefore, it shares the same advantages 
and disadvantages that AroundMe has.  However, it distinguishes itself by involving a 
user’s pointing gesture during the information filtering process.  Instead of performing a 
standard range query to retrieve geospatial objects that surround the user’s current location, 
it utilizes the mobile's integrated digital compass.  This refines the bounding circle into a 
sector with a 60o view angle to simulate a user’s “field-of-view” and whose facing direction 
is always the same as the direction the user is pointing the device.  Any geospatial objects 
from the chosen category that fall within the search space shape get returned to the user in 
the form of a list and the list changes dynamically as the user changes the pointing direction.  
Each record has the address of the returned item along with the direction and distance from 
a user’s current location.  A brief introduction, phone number, and Web links are available 
once a record is selected and each item can be viewed as an annotated pin on top of Google 
Maps for further actions. 
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Since the bounding circle for spatial queries is pre-configured as a 60o view angle 
and its orientation changes with the device pointing direction, it does reduce the number of 
spatial objects that get returned compared to a standard range query.  By doing this, the 
returned results are always in front of a user’s position.  It also leaves the user freedom to 
explore their surrounding area with a 360º query as the user rotates around.  This will 
eventually get the same results as those from a standard range query but without retrieving 
all surrounding objects at once.  Note that the simulated “field-of-view” is not based on a 
human’s actual visibility but only on that portion of a bounding circle.  In other words, 
those spatial objects located in the pointing direction all get returned regardless if they are 
visible or not from the user’s perspective. 
DGRadar 
As indicated by its name, the main application of DGRadar22 is for animated radar scanning 
over an area around the user, with the user's current location at the scanning centre.  Instead 
of searching for a particular place of interest from a list of categories, this iPhone 
application offers query options in the form of “radar channels”, where each channel 
provides a specific type of searching service.  For instance, the “Local Photo” channel 
retrieves geo-referenced photos from Flickr or Panoramio that are around the user’s current 
location.  It also incorporates web services from GeoNames for searching local landmark 
entries from Wikipedia.  In particular, if a user’s current location is within the United States, 
DGRadar helps to find local restaurants that are nearby through Yahoo web services.  
The main reason to highlight this application is that DGRadar differentiates itself 
from other mobile applications by enabling users to add other available online spatial web-
22 www.dgradar.com/ 
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services through specifying the query term, the scan type (e.g. box or circle) and the format 
of the responding data (e.g. XML or JSON). The returned results are organized into a target 
list. By selecting a record, the corresponding item will be labelled with its name in the main 
interface showing the relative position to the user's current position.  With respect to the 
animated radar scanning, the shape of the scanning area is either a box or a circle, which is 
essentially a range query processed behind the scene. 
nru 
The name of this mobile application stands for “near you”, which searches entertainment 
places, such as bars, restaurant, and cinemas, etc. that are around a user’s current location.  
It utilizes the data and web-services from Qype and fonefood, which is a mobile restaurant 
booking service23.  It synthesizes a digital compass view and uses it as a base map, where 
the returned results are animated as blinking bubbles on top of the compass view.  The 
compass view auto-rotates along with changes in the pointing direction of the mobile 
device, so that it shows the user relative directions to the results.  Unlike AroundMe, which 
uses an AR interface for visualizing the results, nru generates a VR interface showing only 
those objects that are in the same direction the device is pointing, together with the distance 
from the current location. 
Despite the innovative usage of embedded digital compass and Virtual Reality 
scenes, the available resources in nru are quite limited.  Moreover, nru is not concerned 
with visibility or the situation of information overload, i.e., display clutter occurs when too 
many results are returned. 
23 www.lastminute.com/site/labs/fonefood.html 
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3.3.2. Mobile Spatial Information Retrieval Platforms 
iPointer 
iPointer is a commercial MSI platform from Intelligent Spatial Technologies24 that enables 
a user to retrieve geo-tagged information of a building by pointing a mobile device towards 
it.  Once a building is identified, the information associated with that particular building 
(e.g. text, video, audio and pictures) are pulled out from available online services and sent 
to the mobile device. 
It is similar to the “Point to Discover” GeoWand in that the current location and 
pointing direction is sent to the server to determine which spatial objects intersect with the 
pointing vector at the geometry level.  In this case, a user’s pointing gesture towards a 
certain building is highly goal oriented because of a particular interest. Hence, the retrieved 
results are very accurate in satisfying a user’s need. 
However, it does not provide 3D query support or visibility query support.  For 
example, if building A is behind building B but higher, pointing at building A would not be 
recognized.  As a platform, it does not provide VR or AR interfaces, although developers 
can build customized interfaces on top of the services provided. 
Layar 
Layar25 gained its popularity as an augmented reality browser running on popular mobile 
operating systems, e.g., iOS and Android.  It utilizes a combination of in-built camera and 
digital compass to annotate geo-referenced PoIs around a user’s current location through 
the camera view to create an augmented reality scene.  Behind the visualization interfaces, 
24 www.i-spatialtech.com 
25 www.layar.com 
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it performs a standard range query on data resources stored server side, where data 
resources are organized into different thematic categories or layers.  Each layer is an 
individual service that corresponds to different user interests.  For instance, the “restaurant” 
layer retrieves any restaurant in the vicinity of a user and the “education” layer retrieves 
education related content.  
Gradually, Layar evolved as a mobile platform for geo-referenced data access that 
integrates a variety of existing geo-location enabled resources.  It provides a Restful web 
service with JSON response that allows developers to access their preferred layers.  It also 
allows users to add their own geographical datasets to the server as a customized layer.  
The mobile device as client pulls data from the server by sending a request with specified 
radius, the facing direction and the current location as parameters for retrieving geospatial 
objects from interested layers and displays them in an AR interface.  In addition, it provides 
3D support for visualization, where if 3D models are available for certain spatial objects in 
the server, the mobile device is able to tag a location or object in 3D format, e.g., 3D text 
and 3D images. 
Wikitude 
Wikitude 26  and Layar share in common the way they integrate available online geo-
referenced sources into different categories and provide APIs to allow developers to build 
customized applications on top of AR interfaces. It allows users to search a range of geo-
referenced information that is around a user’s current location, e.g. landmark entries from 
Wikipedia, geo-referenced videos from YouTube, geo-tagged pictures from Panoramio, 
recommendations from Qype.  In comparison to Layar, Wikitude does not provide channels 
26 www.wikitude.com 
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for users to upload their customized data and services nor does it provide support for 3D 
object visualization.  
Both Layar and Wikitude provide access to social network sites, such as retrieving 
messages from Twitter and Foursquare and recommendations from Qype and Yelp, etc. All 
these data are retrieved for a user’s surrounding area using a combination of GPS and 
digital compass and all are visualized in the AR interface.  In addition, both systems 
provide access to web-camera networks, such as tourist and weather web cameras.  This 
indicates the possibility of accessing other Sensor Web data streams in the future.  However, 
in the background, the underlying spatial querying models for both platforms are basic 
range queries.  Even though human factors are involved when rotating the mobile device to 
view returned results in front of users via AR interfaces, there is no attempt at avoiding 
information overload or display clutter using visibility constraints. 
Acrossair 
Acrossair27 is another augmented reality oriented mobile platform. Different from Layar 
and Wikitude, it does not provide APIs for third-party development or channels for users to 
upload their own data but does integrate various kinds of geo-referenced online resources 
into different categories.  The application retrieves data from a user’s vicinity and displays 
it through AR interfaces, the same as Layar and Wikitude.  However, the main feature of 
this platform is that it integrates a service, namely, “Nearest Tube”, which retrieves the 
nearest subway or metro stop to a user’s current location.  More importantly, once the 
device tilts to horizontal, all the subway lines along with directions from the current 
location get displayed on the screen.  Once the device tilts to vertical, all the nearest 
27 www.acrossair.com/ 
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subway stations with names, distance, and icons, etc. get displayed.  Because the geometry 
of subway lines is a polyline and the geometry of subway stations is a point, the range 
query in this case considers both data types, which is different from many other services in 
today’s market. 
3.3.3. Discussion 
The increasing location and orientation awareness of today’s mobile devices enabled by 
integrated micro-sensors has promoted the development of applications, platforms and 
services for mobile Location Based Services.  The mentioned applications and platforms 
are some of the more popular among hundreds of similar applications.  However, most of 
these only use the current location from the integrated GPS receiver together with the 
pointing direction from the digital compass as the main query parameters sent to the server. 
On the server side, some of the applications, such as AroundMe, GeoVector and DGRadar, 
heavily rely on the APIs from service providers (e.g., Google Maps, Bing Maps and 
GeoNames).  In all cases, the spatial query operator on the server side is a basic range 
query (i.e., spatial proximity query) based on a bounding rectangle or bounding circle. The 
underlying data are mostly, if not all, point data.  One potential issue with this approach is 
the number of returned results can be overwhelming and therefore cause information 
overload and display clutter on mobile devices. 
Some applications tend to involve more human-computer interaction with mobile 
devices.  For instance, iPointer and GeoWand require users to hold and point the mobile 
device in a particular direction.  Some applications also attempt to simulate a user’s “field-
of-view” as a filter for the information query process, although significantly the “field-of-
view” is not based on calculating a user’s true visibility.  Others use AR interfaces as a 
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“post-process” filter during the visualization stage to view those objects that are only in 
front of a user’s facing direction.  Some applications show the potential for integrating 
multiple data sources for knowledge discovery, such as data from geosocial network sites 
and the future possibility of integrating data from the Sensor Web.  Nevertheless, none of 
the related applications work in a 3D environment in terms of performing spatial queries in 
true 3D space.  
Our proposed 3DQ application acknowledges the relevance of the ideas, techniques 
and design from the MSI applications, platforms, and services mentioned above.  
Importantly, 3DQ extends today’s state-of-the-art MSI research by serving as a tool for 
Geospatial Web data discovery targeting multiple data sources in both 2D and 3D real-
world environments.  It is achieved by facilitating human interactions with the spatial query 
process and intelligently refining the search space based on the true visibility space of a 
user to further reduce information overload and display clutter on mobile devices.  In 
general, this is implemented through the design of a web-service oriented system 
architecture, touch screen enabled mobile user interface, and the egocentric visibility 
module of 3DQ, which is presented in the following chapters.  A comparison of 3DQ 
functionality with the above mentioned LBS applications is shown in Table 3. 
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3.4. Visibility-based Analysis and Applications 
As our approach to MSI development relies on filtering information based on visibility, in 
this section we discuss related work in this field. 
3.4.1. Overview 
The term visibility is a measure of space and distance at which objects in a spatial 
environment are visible to an observer and is described as a natural phenomenon of human 
perception towards various objects in the surrounding environment (Ghosh, 2007).  The 
basic use of visibility is to determine whether a distant target object is visible to an observer 
at a particular location; or what portion of a target object is visible when the observer is on 
the move.  The visible portions of these objects from an observer’s current location form 
the visible space (vista space) of the scene around the observer.  Human observers can 
effortlessly identify this space and then interact within it accordingly.  However, for 
computer programs, deriving the vista space among a collection of objects from a given 
view point is not straight forward, especially when the view point is continually changing 
from one position to another. 
For example, for route planning in robotics, when there are obstacles along the route, 
the shortest path between the origin and the destination is calculated based on the visibility 
portion of the obstacles for every step the robot moves (Ghosh, 2007; Obermeyer, 2008).  
When the robot moves along the calculated shortest path, it only interacts with the visible 
obstacles, the invisible objects are automatically excluded from the scene.  As such, 
visibility based culling techniques, such as view frustum culling, are widely applied in 
computer graphics and games, where the real-time rendered game scenes consist of only 
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objects that are within the view frustum of the game engine camera (Watt and Policarpo, 
2011).  This approach saves computing power and improves system efficiency at the same 
time, especially when there are large volumes of objects in the scene (Ericson, 2005). 
In the field of computational geometry, there are a wide range of visibility-based 
applications.  A visibility-based calculation is used to address the well-known “art gallery 
problem” to determine how many guards are sufficient to see all the areas inside of a 
gallery room (O'Rourke, 1987).  A similar approach is used to determine how many 
surveillance cameras are needed to survey a room by taking account of the maximum view 
angle of a camera (Erdem and Sclaroff, 2004); or how to efficiently distribute sensors to 
monitor a specific environment (Obermeyer, 2008). 
Visibility also has a long history of application on many GIS platforms, such as for 
spatial analysis and architectural planning.  For the purpose of architectural studies, 
Benedikt (1979) developed a suite of methodologies and measurements to quantitatively 
describe the visibility shape in spatial environments.  The term Isovist was proposed by 
Benedikt (1979) and is defined as the visible space from a given vantage point in a spatial 
environment.  Since then, a variety of related research approaches and techniques have 
been developed to calculate and describe the Isovist shape, which is then further applied to 
understand, for example, properties of architecture space (Turner et al., 2001) and urban 
morphology (Batty, 2001; Morello and Ratti, 2009), and spatial configurations of built 
environments (Fisher-Gewirtzman et al., 2003; Fisher-Gewirtzman and Wagner, 2003). 
In general, a 2D Isovist is a closed 2D-polygon without holes that represents “a 
horizontal slice through this field-of-view taken at eye height and parallel to the ground 
plane” (Morello and Ratti, 2009).  In computational geometry, it is essentially a star 
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convex28 (Humphreys, 2013), discussed in more detail in the following chapter.  3D Isovist 
expands the representation of 2D Isovist into the third dimension by taking account of 
visibility in the vertical plane.  It defines a 3D field-of-view (space) from a given vantage 
location with 360º horizontal rotation and from ground to sky (Benedikt, 1979; Morello and 
Ratti, 2009). 
In many contemporary Spatial Information Systems, the term view-shed is deemed 
as equivalent to 3D Isovist for describing the space (or other environmental elements) in the 
landscape that are visible from a given vantage point (Turner et al., 2001; Lloyd, 2010).  
For example, it is now a standard function in GIS software for performing visibility 
analysis over Digital Elevation Models (DEM) at a given location.  The view-shed 
calculation utilizes techniques of line-of-sight (LoS), which are simulated rays representing 
a user’s field of vision in a certain direction.  The LoS determines how each ray is truncated 
over the DEM and hence describe the visible space from the given position.  A detailed 
description of LoS for view-shed calculation is given in the next section. 
Some earlier research was carried out to quantitatively analyse Isovist space.  The 
Spatial Openness Index (SOI) was developed to describe the quality of human perception in 
urban environments with different spatial configurations (Fisher-Gewirtzman et al., 2003; 
Fisher-Gewirtzman and Wagner, 2003; Fisher-Gewirtzman et al., 2005).  SOI is defined as 
the volume of the part of a surrounding sphere that is visible from a given position in an 
urban environment.  It measures the net volume of open space as “perceived density” and 
further evaluates the correlation between the spatial openness and other natural elements, 
such as light, air, near and distant views.  A similar approach calculates the visual exposure 
28 A subset X of n  is star convex if there exists an 0x X∈  such that the line segment from 0x to any point 
in X is contained in X  
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of landmark features in the urban context (Bartie et al., 2008; Bartie et al., 2010).  The 
proposed visual exposure module aims to quantify how much of the Feature of Interest 
(FOI) is visible from its surroundings to a given location and tends to assist more advanced 
egocentric and contextual filtering for LBS applications (Bartie et al., 2010).  
3.4.2. Limitations of 2D and 3D Visibility Calculations for MSI 
Contemporary visibility calculations for generating Isovists in 2D and 3D spaces can be 
further categorized into two main sub-groups.  A main criterion is the data types those 
implementations are based on, i.e., whether the data is in raster or vector format.  For 
instance, the 2D Isovist calculations in Turner et al. (2001), Batty (2001) and Morello and 
Ratti (2009) were carried out on raster-based datasets; whereas the implementations of 2D 
Isovist in Erdem and Sclaroff (2004), Ghosh (2007) and Obermeyer (2008) are performed 
on vector-based datasets.  For determining the visibility shape in 3D space, the same 
criterion remains.  For instance, the view-shed function in ArcGIS visual exposure module 
for determining FOI (Bartie et al., 2010) and the 3D Isovist implementation in Morello and 
Ratti (2009) are carried out by mimicking LoS over raster-based DEM, while the 
approaches adopted in SOI are performed with more realistic vector-based environmental 
objects (Fisher-Gewirtzman et al., 2003; Fisher-Gewirtzman and Wagner, 2003; Fisher-
Gewirtzman et al., 2005; Fisher-Gewirtzman, 2012). 
The derived visibility shape in raster format is not an appropriate geometry type for 
a query window in spatial databases to retrieve objects that interact with it.  In comparison 
to raster-based datasets, vector-based datasets have more flexibility to edit objects in the 
entire dataset, which is more suited for modelling urban environments in LBS as the spatial 
configuration of objects varies over time.  Therefore, vector-based 2D and 3D visibility 
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calculation is more suited for MSI applications that retrieve linked attribute information 
attached to environmental objects and spaces. 
3D Isovist generation is more complex than in 2D and a popular calculation 
approach found in some contemporary implementations is to utilize LoS for determining 
how each LoS ray truncates over the DEM.  For example, an illustration of visibility 
analysis using LoS over DEM in ArcGIS is shown in Figure 16, where the ray is emitted 
from a user’s current location with a tilting angle of 𝜃 along the facing direction.  In this 
case, the underlying DEM is divided into various cells and each cell is filled with elevation 
values.  The green solid line represents the visible part of the ray and the red dashed line 
represents the invisible part that is truncated by the DEM.  For example, 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖 is blocked by 
the cell in front of it whilst 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑗 is visible for the particular LoS ray.  
celli
blocked
cellj
visibleθi
θi
 
Figure 16: An example of visibility analysis using line-of-sight over a DEM in ArcGIS 
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LoS is a form of collision detection originally used in robotics and automation and 
its application can now be widely found in the research field of computer vision, especially 
in game development to determine whether two objects collide with each other.  A virtual 
3D environment/scene is usually constructed by polygon mesh models, which are 
approximations, such as cylinders and cubes, of physical objects like trees and buildings.  
Modern computer graphics then use visible surface determination (VSD) techniques to 
render correct images of complicated virtual scenes. 
Collision detection aids the camera (of the rendering engine) to find those visible 
objects for efficient display, known as view frustum culling and clipping (Dumn and 
Parberry, 2002).   When the objects in the scenes are represented in vector form, collision 
detection mathematically examines whether those vectors intersect with each other.  To 
speed the process, this type of calculation is normally a “Boolean value” based operation 
(i.e., Yes or No) without calculating the intersection point.  For most computer graphics 
rendering, “Boolean value” based techniques are efficient enough.  However, for the 
purpose of deriving a 3D visibility shape as a query window in a spatial database, the 
vertices (i.e., the intersection points) that form the corresponding visibility shape are 
necessary. 
Another limitation of many contemporary approaches for calculating the true shape 
of 2D and 3D Isovists is that input configurations of the spatial environment are static.  In 
other words, while the given location of an Isovist keeps changing, the whole dataset 
remains the same.  Such an approach can be problematic in terms of efficiency, especially 
when considering large volume datasets from the Geospatial Web.  For MSI applications, 
mobile users tend to move within their surrounding environment constantly.  Therefore, the 
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objects visible in their surroundings can vary dramatically.  To deal with this problem, 
spatial portioning techniques should be applied to efficiently aid constructing a user’s 
surrounding environment instead of including the entire data coverage every time. 
3.5. Summary 
In this chapter, we examined the research field of MSI to understand its evolution and the 
related work that has been carried out.  Our attention is particularly paid to research that 
utilizes different combinations of embedded location and orientation aware sensors to 
enable users to interact with their surrounding environment.  Descriptions and comparisons 
of different designs for MSI system architectures and user interfaces were presented 
respectively.  
Among a wide range of approaches that enable MSI from different perspectives, we 
apply human visibility in both 2D and 3D environments as a proxy for a spatial query 
“window” into a spatial database to retrieve those objects (and any attached attribute 
information) that users can actually/physically see.  In this way, we tackle the research 
problems of information overload by intelligently refining the 2D and 3D spatial search 
space depending on the context/situation a user is currently in,  e.g., their current location 
and facing/pointing direction.  Different visibility shapes are calculated for either 2D or 3D 
searching.  To show how applying a visibility based approach is both efficient and useful, a 
wide range of contemporary visibility based spatial analysis approaches and applications 
are presented together with some discussions about their suitability for developing MSI 
services and applications. 
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Chapter 4. Search Algorithms for Visibility-based 2D and 3D 
Spatial Queries 
4.1. Overview 
In this chapter, a description of our algorithms for calculating a user’s egocentric visibility 
shape in both 2D and 3D spaces is presented.  The ultimate goal for deriving 2D and 3D 
visibility shapes is to utilize them as spatial search spaces (query shapes) to efficiently 
retrieve information from the Geospatial Web for mobile users.  Because the visibility 
shapes describe egocentric perspectives of a user in relation to his/her surrounding 
environment, generating visibility-based 2D and 3D search spaces aims to tackle and 
address the problem of information overload on mobile devices.  3DQ is our prototype MSI 
application that incorporates these visibility-based functionalities for users to interact and 
query their surrounding environment.  By taking advantage of the location and orientation 
awareness of smartphones, 3DQ interprets different user contexts (e.g., location, facing 
direction, and gestures) as parameters when refining the corresponding visibility shapes. 
The reminder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 begins with an 
introduction to the datasets employed for mobile users to interact with.  It also covers how 
we model the Geospatial Web environment in 2D and 3D spaces in spatial databases.  
Section 3 gives a preliminary description on visibility analysis and its extension to MSI 
application development.  In Section 4, we describe the search algorithms devised for 
calculating 2D and 3D visibility shapes, i.e., 2D Isovist and 3D Threat Dome respectively.  
A brief summary is then presented in Section 5. 
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4.2. Geospatial Web Configurations 
4.2.1. Vector dataset requirements 
It is important to describe what type of data we are dealing with and what kind of 
information we are expecting to retrieve.  As discussed previously,  the datasets in the 
Geospatial Web include traditional built environment objects (e.g. buildings, roads, PoIs 
etc.), contemporary geo-tagged user generated content (e.g. tourism or social network 
related points-of-interest), and objects from the geospatial sensor-web (e.g. environmental 
sensors monitoring weather, air pollution, noise, etc.).  To enable mobile users to 
effectively interact with their surrounding environment, 3DQ retrieves and delivers any 
non-spatial attribute information that is linked to geo-referenced environment objects such 
as building blocks, PoIs, windows, doors, and any sensors/iThings that may be attached to 
these objects. 
Because every piece of information in the Geospatial Web is associated with a 
geographic coordinate (latitude/longitude), once we have detailed datasets of geometries of 
physical environmental objects (e.g., 2D building footprints, roads and PoIs in the form of 
polygons, lines and points; 3D city models in the form of 3D polygons, solids), other 
information sets from the Geospatial Web can be anchored to a particular physical object 
and stored as its attributes.  In this regard, detailed and accurate datasets that portray the 
physical built environment are required for information retrieval functionalities to proceed.  
When these physical objects are identified, other types of information associated with the 
objects can be linked and presented to mobile users.  For example, class-schedules linked to 
classrooms, environmental monitoring data from micro-sensors installed on buildings, and 
even real-time events that are related to certain objects. 
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To facilitate the integration and management of multiple information sets in the 
Geospatial Web, the environment objects employed in this thesis are in vector-format.  In a 
2D scenario, many such datasets are readily available.  These include collections of vector 
geometries comprised of 2D footprint polygons or vertices of physical geo-referenced 
objects like buildings and street furniture.  In a 3D scenario, accurate geometries of 
different floors of a building are re-constructed to provide links to floor level and even 
window/room level detail information.  Using the Digital Elevation Model (DEM), which 
measures height fluctuations in the ground plane, together with the 3D building models, a 
combined data model better reflects the physical appearance of the real-world environment. 
4.2.2. Data Preparation 
Ordinance Survey Ireland (OSi, 2009) provided a set of 2D vector footprints of Dublin city 
centre, which consists of 345,316 2D polygons (shown in Figure 17).  Each polygon is 
assigned a height value extracted from airborne LiDAR29 scans.  For testing our developed 
2D/3D visibility-based spatial query algorithms, a simple set of extruded 3D models of DIT 
campus was constructed based on the 2D footprints and actual heights of the buildings 
(Figure 18).  Such 3D building models comprise a group of 3D solids (i.e., a 3D data 
primitive in Oracle Spatial) of the floors of physical buildings.  All attribute information 
sets attached to these objects (e.g., building name, class timetables, etc.) were also stored in 
the spatial database along with the 2D and 3D datasets. 
29 LiDAR: Light Detection and Ranging 
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Figure 17: A sample set of 2D footprints (polygons) over Dublin city centre 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 18: (a) 2D building footprints around DIT campus (b) Extruded 3D solids of DIT campus 
OSi also provided a DEM covering all of Ireland at 10-meter grid spacing.  Using 
Geospatial Data Abstraction Library (GDAL, 2012), which is an open source library for 
geospatial raster data translation and processing. We interpolate the raw DEM 
measurements into a raster image, where the value of each pixel represents the elevation at 
a particular location.  The interpolation is achieved by averaging the elevation value of 4 
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adjacent vertices of the 10-meter grid and using this value as the elevation for that entire 
grid cell.  By overlaying 2D building footprints on top of the raster DEM image, every 
vertex of the buildings gets assigned a Z value from the DEM image.  As a result, the 
extruded 3D models represent the corresponding real-world height for all built environment 
objects.  As shown in Figure 19, the 2D footprints (coloured) on the top layer in the figure 
get elevation values for each vertex in their geometry from the raster DEM (grey) residing 
on the base layer. 
 
Figure 19: 2D footprint data of Dublin city overlaid on top of a 10-meter DEM 
A 3DQ test system was deployed as a mobile eCampus application for students at 
the National University of Maynooth, Ireland (NUIM).  To make sure that query results 
from 3DQ were synchronized with mobile maps using OSM tiles, we downloaded the 2D 
vector datasets covering NUIM from OSM.  The 2D NUIM dataset consists of 144 
buildings and is shown in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20: Building geometries of NUIM campus stored in a spatial database  
(The highlighted building in red is “John Hume”) 
The 3D models of the campus buildings were re-constructed from LiDAR point 
cloud datasets (3D-Campus-Model, 2012).  Such detailed point cloud datasets provide 
accurate geometry details for each building, for instance, the façade, windows, doors, and 
some roofs.  After processing in AutoCAD, the generated 3D models of the campus are 
more geometrically accurate in terms of different floor details, and position of windows and 
door objects.  An example for one of the buildings in the north campus (i.e., John Hume 
building) is shown in Figure 21, where attribute information describing each building 
object is linked in the database.  Both 2D building footprints and 3D models are also stored 
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in spatial databases.  Details regarding data management in the spatial databases (e.g., 
storage, indexing, querying) are presented in the next chapter.  
 
Figure 21: 3D model of the John Hume building in NUIM campus with associated object attribute 
 
4.3. Visibility Analysis for Mobile Spatial Interaction 
In general, visibility analysis determines the entire visible space from a given vantage point 
in spatial environments.  The shape of such a visible space is defined as Isovist 2D and 
Isovist 3D in 2D and 3D spaces (Benedikt, 1979).  As mentioned previously, a common 
strategy found in many visibility-based approaches determines the visibility of an observer 
from a start point to a target point along a line-of-sight (LoS).  The LoS emitted from an 
observer’s view point considers all physical objects along its path.  The ray gets truncated 
on its route to the target point if it intersects with obstacles (e.g., hills, building blocks, etc.). 
Visibility analysis is adopted in many LBS systems.  For example, it is applied to 
model urban pedestrian movement to better understand how people move in space 
(Desyllas and Duxbury, 2001) and for efficient geographic information retrieval a 2D 
Isovist is proposed as a spatial information filter to only concentrate on information that is 
within its geometry (Mountain, 2007). 
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In relation to MSI applications, location and orientation aware smartphones provide 
support for the calculation of the visibility shape.  The embedded GPS automatically 
provides an observer’s view point (location); the direction a mobile device is pointing 
(orientation) coincides with the azimuth of a LoS, and is extended to LoS in the vertical 
plane from the accelerometer (tilting angle).  When a user is pointing the mobile device in a 
certain direction, this behaviour can be interpreted as a LoS query from the current location 
and objects will be identified when they block the LoS, as per GeoWand (Simon et al., 
2007) and iPointer (Frank, 2009).  Research extending this notion uses the field-of-view 
(FoV) as a spatial query window instead of a single LoS.  Both approaches have shown that 
query results retrieved using visibility space are highly relevant for users (Gardiner and 
Carswell, 2003; Fröhlich et al., 2006).  However, the visibility calculations of these 
approaches are limited to 2D or flat façades and are therefore not sufficiently accurate.  As 
a result, more accurate and efficient implementations for calculating 2D and 3D visibility 
are necessary. 
In a 2D scenario, rotating 360º around a view point and connecting all intersection 
points between all rays and obstacles forms a polygon (i.e., 2D Isovist) that represents the 
visible space from this view point.  Figure 22 shows the shape of an example 2D Isovist 
describing the 360º visibility space from an observer’s view point.  In a 3D scenario, the 
LoS not only considers its intersections with objects in the horizontal plane (i.e., 2D space), 
but also intersections with objects in the vertical plane.  In other words, the shape of a 3D 
Isovist is a 360º volume of visible space from an observer’s view point.  Because a 3D 
Isovist considers objects in both the horizontal and vertical plane, the calculation of its 
shape can be computationally intensive, especially so when an observer is in a densely built 
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environment.  Therefore, to balance between accuracy and speed, a refined form of 3D 
Isovist (i.e., threat dome) is adopted in this thesis work, which is discussed in more detail in 
the next section. 
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Figure 22: A 2D Isovist describing an observer’s visible space amongst a group of buildings 
 
4.3.1. Threat Dome Analysis 
The “threat dome” approach to visibility analysis in 3D space is usually utilized in military 
applications where typically a vehicle (e.g. armoured personnel carrier) wants to know in 
real-time what the sight lines are to/from various targets on the battlefield (Shephard, 2010).  
Basically, it generates a dome of a certain radius in three dimensions to capture the 
visibility volume from the view point.  The visibility volume is determined by the 
intersections of objects (e.g. building blocks) at different elevation levels of the dome, and 
based on this the initial dome is generated as a view-sphere around the viewpoint.  
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Therefore, the position of the viewpoint is visible both from and to objects and locations 
that interact with the dome. 
Within the visibility volume of the threat dome, detailed information about the 
surrounding environment can be retrieved (e.g. floors, doors, windows, etc.) and yet the 
calculation is more efficient than a full 3D Isovist.  The calculation of a full 3D Isovist 
usually employs an exhaustive approach.  In relation to raster based datasets, elevation 
values are stored in pixels and each pixel will be examined in the process (Morello and 
Ratti, 2009).  In a 3D mesh model, the software specific functions examine every surface in 
the model to determine the intersections (Davis, 2013).  It is therefore calculation intensive 
and not optimal for MSI applications as mobile users are constantly on the move. 
In this regard, using a predefined distance (radius) to confine the length of a LoS for 
calculating a full 3D Isovist can save significant computation effort, where the refined 
shape of a full 3D Isovist is the “dome” like visibility sphere, or threat dome.  A similar 
approach to calculate the volume of the visibility sphere as a spatial openness index (SOI) 
also uses the radius to refine the distance of LoS (Fisher-Gewirtzman et al., 2003; Fisher-
Gewirtzman and Wagner, 2003), although its focus is on the net volume of visible space, 
which is a scalar value, rather than the actual shape of the 3D visible sphere (Morello and 
Ratti, 2009).  In addition, with R-tree based spatial partitioning and indexing techniques in 
spatial databases, only those objects that potentially intersect the threat dome (i.e., within 
the radius distance from the observer’s view point) will be examined, which can further 
improve efficiency.  A simple example of a threat dome is shown in Figure 23. 
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A threat dome has the following properties: 
1. The location of the view point is the centre of a threat dome in the ground plane 
2. The length of radius and interval between different LoS is changeable subject to different 
user requirements 
3. It describes 360º visibility from the view point in 3D space 
4. The vertices that form the shape are the intersection points between LoS and database 
objects 
5. The geometry of a threat dome is used as a 3D query window in a spatial database 
View point
 
Figure 23: A threat dome interacting with building blocks 
(Note how threat dome shape changes depending on LoS and database object intersections) 
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4.3.2. Field-of-View 
In the context of 2D space, a 2D Isovist can be derived by collecting all the intersection 
points between the emitted ray (LoS) and database object footprints in the horizontal plane.  
An illustration of LoS is shown in Figure 24(a), where each single casted ray represents a 
LoS from an observer’s view point in a particular direction.  Figure 24(b) gives an 
illustration of the Isovist in 2D generated from the intersection of rays with objects in a 
360º swath about the view point. 
A field-of-view (FoV) is a special type of 2D Isovist, whose shape only takes an 
angular section of the entire 2D Isovist from the same view point.  It can be used to 
simulate the natural human vision in the physical world with a view angle of approximately 
120º (Gardiner and Carswell, 2003).  Both the view angle and direction of a FoV is user 
defined.  In this case, when a mobile user faces a different direction and specifies a 
different view angle, the shape of the FoV can adapt and change accordingly.  An example 
shape of a FoV is shown in Figure 24(c). 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 24: (a) Line-of-sight from a single view point (b) An Isovist 2D determined by line-of-sight 
in 360º (c) An example of a 60º field-of-view in a particular direction 
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3.2.3. Frustum View 
Extending the 2D Isovist in 2D space to 3D space as a threat dome is one of the major 
challenges of this research.  The calculation of a threat dome interacting with a complex 
environment (with dense building blocks and other objects) is computationally intensive, 
especially for real-time mobile applications.  
For a frustum view, instead of using a 2D polygon to simulate the visible area in the 
horizontal plane, a 3D volume is used to represent an observer’s field-of-view in 3D space.  
Default values of 120º and 135º are used for the horizontal and vertical angles respectively 
in the frustum view shape.  These default values are taken directly from the natural human 
field of vision (Figure 25).  In this case, the elevation of environmental objects (e.g. 
buildings) in the spatial database is taken into account to determine which objects can 
actually be seen.  An example of frustum view is shown in Figure 26(a), where cubes A and 
B represent simple building blocks in a pyramid shaped frustum view. 
 
Figure 25: Typical field-of-view angles for human observers 
(Gardiner and Carswell, 2003) 
In comparison to FoV in 2D, which is a flat shape in the horizontal plane, a frustum 
can be treated as a combination of horizontal and vertical fields-of-view around the tilt 
angle of the mobile device.  Therefore, the visibility shape will not only cover what objects 
60º 
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Binocular Field 
120º 
Monocular 
  Field 35º 
Blind Area 
170º 
Monocular 
  Field 35º 
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are in the view, but also what part of the object is in the scene.  For instance, using a 
frustum view, a specific floor of a building can be uniquely identified (given it intersects 
the frustum view space). 
View point A
B
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(b) 
Figure 26: (a) An example of a three sided frustum view (b) A four sided frustum view can be 
treated as a combination of horizontal and vertical fields-of-view 
Similar to 2D FoV, the direction of a frustum view as well as the view angle are 
adjustable both horizontally and vertically.  As such, the derived frustum view can be 
interpreted as a 3D directional query window in spatial databases, where only those 
objects/parts that interact with the frustum view shape get retuned as results.  For example, 
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a four sided frustum view as a 3D directional query window is illustrated in Figure 27, 
which returns to the user only the attribute information about those parts of the buildings 
interacting with the frustum.  
View point
 
Figure 27: An example of directional query using a frustum view for the search space  
 
4.4. 2D Visibility Search Algorithms  
4.4.1. 2D Isovist 
For 2D Isovist calculations, there are already a variety of well-developed approaches 
(Ghosh, 2007).  For the Isovist calculation in this thesis, we adopt an efficient angular 
sweep algorithm developed by Erdem and Sclaroff (2004).  In addition, we also incorporate 
some of the 2D Isovist implementations from the VisiLibity library (Obermeyer, 2008).   
The VisiLibity library is an open source library for fast 2D floating-point visibility 
calculations which is also based on the same angular sweeping algorithm developed by 
Erdem and Sclaroff (2004). 
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In relation to calculating the Isovist in a 2D scenario, the vertical dimension of a 
built environment is ignored in favour of the geometry of building footprints on the ground 
plane.  The original algorithm was developed to describe an observer’s visibility in an 
indoor environment, where the outer boundary of a room is defined as a polygon whilst the 
obstacles (in polygonal shape) inside the room are defined as holes.  In our case, we 
consider visibility calculations for outdoor environments, where each building footprint is 
treated as a hole while the virtual polygonal shape representing a user’s nearby region is the 
outer boundary. 
To illustrate this algorithm, consider a simple polygon 𝑃𝑒  to represent a user’s 
nearby region.  Assume a collection of N disjoint building footprints 1 2 i n-1 n{ , , ,... , }P P P P P  are 
within the region.  Point 𝑋  is used to represent a user’s current location and 𝑃𝑣  is the 
visibility polygon (i.e., a 2D Isovist).  The vertices of the geometry for each building 
footprint are arranged in clock-wise (CW) order (as the footprints are considered as holes 
in  𝑃𝑒 ),  while the vertices in 𝑃𝑒  are arranged in counter clock-wise (CCW) order, 
consistently with Oracle Spatial 11g, PostGIS and SpatiaLite.  Therefore, we have the 
following properties in relation to this setup and definitions: 
• No two building footprint share a boundary (i.e., disjoint): 
i , , , 1,...jP P i j i j n∩ =∅ ≠ ∀ =   
• All building footprints and the Isovist are completely within the outer boundary: 
i v e, 1,...eP P i n P P⊂ ∀ = ∧ ⊂  
• The observer’s position is outside of any building footprint but within the outer 
boundary: 
i e, 1,...X P i n X P∉ ∀ = ∧ ∈  
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An example 2D Isovist with the mentioned setup and definitions is shown in Figure 
28, where 𝑃𝑣  is the shape of the 2D Isovist from observer view point 𝑋; the vertices of 
building footprints 𝑃𝑖 are in CW order whilst the vertices of the outer boundary 𝑃𝑒 are in 
CCW order. 
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Figure 28:  An example 2D Isovist for the visible space from an observer’s view point 
At this stage, each building footprint can be represented as an edge list iEL of its 
vertices: 1 1 2 2 1 1{( , ), ( , ), ( , ),...( , ), ( , ), 1,... }
s e s e s e s e s e
i i i i n n n nP EL v v v v v v v v v v i n− −≡ = =  
with: 1, 1,...
e s
i iv v i n+= =  and 1
s e
nv v= , where 
s
iv is the start vertex of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ edge of a 
polygon and eiv is the end vertex. 
The angular sweep algorithm uses observer view point 𝑋 as its centre and sweeps 
through edges of the building polygons in the range of [0, 2π].  The sweeping process aims 
to find all the visible segments that form the visibility polygon 𝑃𝑣.  To do so, the edge list 
iEL of a building footprint is converted using polar coordinates iPL : 
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1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1{( , , ), ( , , ), ( , , ),...( , , ), ( , , ), 1... }
s e s e s e s e s e
i i i i i i n n n n n nP EL PL r r r r r i nθ θ θ θ θ θ θ θ θ θ− − −≡ ≡ = = , 
where ir  is the radius from 𝑋  to the 𝑖𝑡ℎ
 edge, siθ is the angle for the start vertex (
s
iv ) 
from 𝑋, and eiθ  is the angle for the end vertex ( eiv ) from 𝑋 (see Figure 29). 
The angular sweep algorithm initializes the process by examining all the siθ  and 
e
iθ  
in each edge list iEL .  As proved by  Erdem and Sclaroff (2004), only those edges that have 
𝜃𝑒 ≥  𝜃𝑠  will contribute to the 2D Isovist shape.  Therefore, this step eliminates those 
edges that do not satisfy this condition.  An example is illustrated in Figure 29, where, for 
edge ( , )s ei iv v , the polar angle 𝜃𝑒 <  𝜃𝑠.  Therefore, this edge is defined as a backward edge 
and will be removed from the edge list iEL as it does not contribute any segments to the 
final shape of the Isovist 𝑃𝑣  .  The elimination of backward edges leads to a new polar angle 
list viPL , containing only edges that potentially contribute to the shape of 𝑃𝑣  . 
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Figure 29:  An example of eliminating backward edges from an Isovist (𝑷𝒗) 
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The algorithm continues to sweep the new edge list viPL for potential visible edges 
and add it to a priority edge list (𝑃𝐸𝐿).  It keeps track of the current visible edge called 
ActiveEdge in a priority list, where a new edge becomes an ActiveEdge only happens at 
one of its two end vertices.  There are essentially four event cases to consider, illustrated in 
Figure 30: 
CASE A: The current vertex (𝑐𝑣) is the end vertex of an ActiveEdge and the next 
edge is connected with the ActiveEdge.  Then, 𝑐𝑣 is part of 𝑃𝑣 and both ActiveEdge and the 
NextEdge are potentially visible from 𝑋 and should be put in 𝑃𝐸𝐿. 
CASE B: 𝑐𝑣 is the end vertex of an ActiveEdge but the next edge is disconnected 
from the ActiveEdge.  Then, 𝑐𝑣 is part of  𝑃𝑣 .  The next ActiveEdge is the edge with 
closest intersection point 𝑘, which is between the ray (emitting from 𝑋 to 𝑐𝑣) and the edges 
in 𝑃𝐸𝐿.  In this case, 𝑘 belongs to 𝑃𝑣 and its corresponding edge becomes ActiveEdge.   
CASE C: 𝑐𝑣 is the start vertex of some edge from 𝑃𝐸𝐿 other than the ActiveEdge 
and it is closer to 𝑋 than the ActiveEdge.  In this case, 𝑐𝑣 belongs to  𝑃𝑣 , as well as the 
intersection point 𝑘 between the ray (emitting from 𝑋 to 𝑐𝑣) and the ActiveEdge.  The edge 
having 𝑐𝑣 as an end vertex becomes ActiveEdge. 
CASE D: 𝑐𝑣 is the start vertex of some edge other than the ActiveEdge and it is 
further away than ActiveEdge from 𝑋.  The edge (CurrentEdge) having 𝑐𝑣 as an end vertex 
is inserted into the candidate list for further iterations. 
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Figure 30: Four cases for angular sweep algorithm handling visibility events 
(Erdem and Sclaroff, 2004) 
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The complete angular sweep algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1, and 
presented in pseudo code as follows: 
 ------------------------------------------------------- 
Algorithm 1: Isovist calculation using angular sweeping 
 ------------------------------------------------------- 
Input: 𝐸𝐿(2D polygons in the form of edge list)   
    X (current location of user)   
Output: A list of vertices for 𝑃𝑣 (2D Isovist)  
Function AngularSweeping_2DIsovist (𝐸𝐿,𝑋): 
Begin 
  Convert the 𝐸𝐿 to 𝑃𝐿 (edge list in polar coordinates) 
  Eliminate those edges whose 𝜃𝑒 <  𝜃𝑠 
  Store the remaining 𝑃𝐿 to a new edge list vPL  
  Initialize the visible polygon 𝑃𝑣  
 For each edge in vPL : 
   Handling the event point: 
     If (current vertex (𝑐𝑣)  ∈ ActiveEdge): 
      Case A: 
       add 𝑐𝑣 to 𝑃𝑣 
       ←ActiveEdge NextEdge 
       return; 
      Case B: 
       For each edge (𝑒) in the priority edge list(PEL): 
         calculate the intersection point(k) between 𝑒 
         and ray from 𝑋 to 𝑐𝑣 
         Find the closest k from 𝑋 
       add 𝑐𝑣 and k to 𝑃𝑣         e←ActiveEdge  
       return; 
     If (𝑐𝑣 ∉ ActiveEdge): 
      Case C: 
       add 𝑐𝑣 and k to 𝑃𝑣 
       put ActiveEdge into PEL and sort the list 
       ←ActiveEdge CurrenttEdge  
      Case D: 
       put CurrentEdge into PEL and sort the list 
   Return 𝑃𝑣 
End 
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Conceptually, the length of a LoS emitted from the observer’s current location shall 
be infinite unless it hits an object along its path.  However, to speed up the calculation, we 
default the search distance to 400 meters in each cardinal direction.  In other words, the 
outer boundary 𝑃𝑒 used to load the building footprints around a user’s location is a square 
with 800 × 800 meters radius.  Note, this distance constraint is adjustable according to 
different user scenarios, for example, it can be longer when the buildings in the surrounding 
area are sparsely distributed or it can be shorter if the buildings are densely distributed.  
During the process of constructing the environment for 2D Isovist calculation, the outer 
boundary is used together with the R-Tree indexing in spatial database, where only those 
objects (i.e., 2D building footprints) that are within the boundary will be retrieved from the 
database and inserted into the calculation environment.  It speeds up the calculation process 
and saves computing power as each calculation dynamically load small chuck of the data 
instead of using the whole dataset. 
4.4.2. 2D Field-of-View 
The angular sweep algorithm is not applicable for the calculation of 2D field-of-view (FoV) 
as the algorithm has no control of its sweeping angle and therefore not capable of 
determining a visibility shape other than 360º.  However, FoV can be derived from the 
basis of a 360º Isovist.  This approach differs from implementations found in many MSI 
applications, where the FoV is merely represented by using a certain angular section of a 
bounding circle.  In our case, once the shape of a 2D Isovist is obtained, the implementation 
for 2D FoV from the same view point is quite straight forward. 
A 2D Isovist is calculated first based on the angular sweep approach as mentioned 
above.  Three additional parameters are needed to control the shape of FoV: facing 
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direction, view angle and length of the search radius.  The facing direction is the direction 
the mobile device is pointing, while the view angle and search radius can be arbitrarily 
specified by users. 
Essentially, these three additional parameters define a sector, which is a portion of a 
circle facing a particular direction.  The final shape of the FoV is then achieved by clipping 
the sector on top of the 2D Isovist, where the observer’s view point is the same.  An 
example 2D FoV is shown in Figure 31.  If the view angle expands to 360º, the shape of 
such a FoV is the combination of a bounding circle and a 2D Isovist, in other words the 
combination of a range query and 2D Isovist visibility query.  On the contrary, if the view 
angle shrinks to 0º, the corresponding FoV is the same as a single LoS. 
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Figure 31: An example 2D FoV calculated based on the 2D Isovist and specified view angle 
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4.5. 3D Visibility Search Algorithms 
4.5.1. Threat Dome Algorithm 
An example of visibility search in a 2D environment (e.g. 2D Isovist) at a given location is 
shown in Figure 32.  The black square represents the user’s current location which is picked 
up from the GPS receiver on the mobile device.  In this case, the surrounding built 
environment contains the footprints of all building blocks within 200 meters.  The retrieval 
of all buildings from a given location is a simple range query in spatial databases based on 
R-Tree indexing, and therefore the process is quite efficient (Kothuri et al., 2007; Ravada et 
al., 2009).  The filled polygon represents the user’s 360o visible space at that location.  The 
calculated 2D Isovist shape is then utilized as the query window to retrieve all database 
objects that interact with it.  The 2D Isovist calculation was carried out using the angular 
sweep algorithm mentioned above. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 32: (a) 2D Isovist view (b) Extruded 2.5D Isovist in a 3D environment 
The 2D Isovist query is especially useful for conventional 2D mobile map searches, 
where it can serve as a primary filter to reduce the sometimes overwhelming amount of 
information available at a given location.  However, as mobile maps (e.g., Google Maps 
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and Apple Maps) progress from 2D into 3D, a more realistic look and feel for a built 
environment is now available.  With the added vertical dimension, 3D visibility 
calculations are required that are much more complicated than in 2D.  For instance, the 
arrow in Figure 32(a) points to a small building block where, in 2D context, a LoS gets 
truncated, but the building’s height is much lower than the surrounding buildings so in 
reality, a user’s LoS can in fact see over top of this block to other building objects beyond 
it. 
Although fast, to simply extrude a 2.5D Isovist (Figure 32 (b)) would be incomplete 
as it does not pick up on this height difference.  In fact, the results retrieved from an 
extruded 2.5D Isovist would be no different than those returned from a 2D Isovist, as the 
3D coordinates for each returned object have the same x and y.  Yet, to derive an accurate 
3D Isovist, as shown in (Davis, 2013), is far too calculation intensive for real-time mobile 
searching and therefore not optimal for real-time computation.  To overcome this problem, 
we utilize ray casting techniques on vector datasets using a predefined length (radius) for 
each casted ray to save processing effort.  In addition, with R-tree based spatial partitioning 
and indexing techniques in spatial databases (in this case, Oracle Spatial), only those 
objects that potentially intersect the threat dome (i.e., within the radius from the observer’s 
view point) will be examined, which can further improve the efficiency.  Thus the final 
query shape of the 3D Isovist appears as the “dome” like sphere (Figure 23), where the 
vertices of the dome are the intersections between each ray and any objects the ray hits. 
An example demonstrating how the vertices are detected in Search Algorithm 1 is 
shown in Figure 33.  In this illustration, assume building blocks with different heights are 
on the path a ray travels.  In the horizontal plane, the interval between each ray is 
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predefined at 6º by default (horizontal ray spacing).  While on the vertical plane, we first 
detect what objects the ray hits and then calculate the corresponding 3D intersection point.  
The next ray along this same direction is initialized with a tilt angle of 15º and so on 
(vertical ray spacing).  The reason for Search Algorithm 1 to have an initial tilt angle is that 
this approach can be further adapted for frustum view searches.  When a user is pointing 
the mobile device in space, the tilt angle of the device corresponds to the tilt angle of the 
LoS in the vertical dimension.  
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Figure 33: Search Algorithm 1 for determining sight line intersections in a 3D environment. 
The thick black line outlines the final boundary of the threat dome in this direction 
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The pseudo code for Search Algorithm 1 follows: 
----------------------------------------- 
Algorithm I: Tilting Ray Approach 
 ----------------------------------------- 
Input: R (radius), 𝛼(horizontal ray spacing), 𝜃(tilt angle), 
    X (current location)   
Output: A 3D threat dome visibility shape 
Function RayTilting3D (𝑅,𝛼,𝜃,𝑋): 
Begin 
  Initialize ray generator from 𝑋 
  Initialize final shape list (𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑃𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡): 
  For each ray start with 𝜃: 
    Initialize list (𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑃𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡) 
    Get all the intersections and add to 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑃𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡: 
      Determine the first intersection (𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑃𝑡) 
    𝜃 += AngleInterval (15ºdefault) 
    𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑃𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡.𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑃𝑡) 
  Return ShapePtCollect 
End 
Oracle Spatial sets an arbitrary limitation on the total number of coordinates 
allowed for a single geometry (maximum 999), which means maximum 333 3D vertices are 
allowed to form the shape of a threat dome.  Therefore, choosing appropriate horizontal ray 
spacing and vertical incremental angle is important.  Theoretically, the smaller value 
assigned for the ray spacing the more accurate results will be retrieved, but the longer it 
takes for the computation.  As the vertical tilting angle in Search Algorithm 1 is set to adapt 
the tilting angle of a user for Frustum view query function, its value is set arbitrarily to be 
15º.  This value can be adjusted depending on different configurations of a user’s 
surrounding environment, for instance if a user is surrounded by tall buildings in urban 
environment, the value can be bigger whereas if a user is in a rural area, this value can be 
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adjusted to be smaller.  Taking into account of human’s maximum horizontal view angle 
(i.e. 120º), the calculation would be easier if we choose the ray spacing with value of 
𝑚𝑜𝑑(120, 𝑖) == 0 , which leaves the candidate values shown in the following list: {1,2,3,4,5,6, 8,9,10,12 … 120} .  However, for a 50 meter search radius, the distance 
between two rays with a spacing of 12º is approximately 10 meters30 whereas such distance 
is approximately 5 meters with 6º ray spacing.  Experimental results show that the 
horizontal ray spacing set to 6º gave the best compromise between accuracy and 
performance (Yin and Carswell, 2013).  Therefore, for Search Algorithm 1 the vertical ray 
spacing is set to 15º and horizontal ray spacing is set to 6º. 
Another limitation of Oracle Spatial is that it does not return the exact 3D 
intersection point when a ray hits the building blocks.  Instead, it projects the ray and 
building blocks onto the horizontal plane and returns a collection of 2D line segments, as 
illustrated in Figure 34.  The intersection point is then determined by getting the first 
intersection point from all the segments, together with the tilting angle θ.  The ray then 
continues to detect the next intersection point and so on until it stops once the titling angle θ 
reaches 90º. 
This approach takes advantage of the 3D spatial query operators provided by Oracle 
Spatial as well as 3D spatial indexing and serves as a good approximation of the true dome 
shape.  However, it can be seen in the shaded region of Figure 33 that building a threat 
dome using the tilting angle approach may miss certain intersection points vertically as the 
ray may overpass a building block because of the gap between any two tilting angles. 
  
30 The length of a third side (c) from a triangle is calculated as 𝑐 = �𝑎2 + 𝑏2 − 2𝑎𝑏 cos∅ 
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Figure 34: The intersected segments from a ray and object along its path  
(Projected to the horizontal plane) 
To improve on this approach, Search Algorithm 2 acts like “reverse water-flow”, 
where the ray does not stop at the intersection point but instead continues on to determine 
the next intersection until it finally stops at the distance specified by the radius (Figure 35).  
The process starts by determining the intersections in the horizontal plane between each ray 
and the projected footprints of the 3D building blocks.  The actual intersections are a list of 
line segments and each of them has a pair of 2D intersection points <Iin, Iout> (Figure 34).  
The collection of Iin points will be picked up and ordered by their distance from the user’s 
location. 
We then determine the first intersection point of all Ifirst, which represents the first 
hit between a ray and the objects.  The ray restarts from Ifirst and a tilting angle θ1 is 
initialized once it reaches the top of the building.  The next calculation happens at the next 
Iin point in the list, where if the height of the ray at that point is higher than the height of the 
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building, the process carries on to the next Iin point in the list, otherwise, a new tilting angle 
is established and the same process iterates to the next Iin point. 
H1 H3
Radius
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Ilast
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θ1 θ2 θ3
 
Figure 35: Search Algorithm 2 for determining sight line intersections in a 3D environment.   
The thick black line outlines the final boundary of the threat dome in this direction. 
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The pseudo code for Search Algorithm 2 follows: 
----------------------------------------- 
Algorithm II: Reverse Water-Flow Approach 
 ----------------------------------------- 
Input: R (radius), 𝛼(horizontal ray spacing),  
    X (current location)   
Output: A 3D threat dome visibility shape 
Function RaySweeping3D (𝑅,𝛼,𝑋): 
Begin 
  retrieve all building geometries that are within the radius  
 For each ray in the horizontal plane: 
    initialize lists(𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑠𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡, 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡, 
    𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑃𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡):  
     derive all the intersection points from the ray: 
       determine first intersection of each collision 
       fill the lists 
  sort the 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑃𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 according to their distances 
from 𝑋 
  tan 𝜃 = Height(𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡)/Distance(𝐼𝑓𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡) 
  initial final shape list (𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑃𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡):  
  For each point in the list: 
    if Height(𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡)< Dist(𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡)* tan𝜃 = newHeight: 
      Continue 
    else: 
     𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑃𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡.append(𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡, Height= newHeight) 
     𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑃𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡.append(𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡, Height= Height(𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡) 
     tan𝜃 = Height(𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡)/Distance(𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡) 
  Return 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒𝑃𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡 
End 
 
Another advantage of Search Algorithm 2 is that instead of using the tilting angle to 
generate multiple rays vertically, it only needs to process one ray in the horizontal plane 
and collect height information of all building blocks along its path.  In Search Algorithm 2, 
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the 3D building objects, which are represented as solids in Oracle Spatial, are replaced as 
2.5D data structures with a height value attached as an attribute to each 2D footprint and 
therefore use 2D spatial indexing when deriving the initial intersection list, which 
importantly has a simpler and faster data structure than 3D spatial indexing. 
A common feature found in both Algorithms 1 and 2 is the pre-defined ray spacing 
when scanning for objects in the horizontal plane.  However, no matter how small the 
interval is, there is still a risk of missing certain intersection points, which reduces the 
ultimate accuracy of the final query shape.  As noticed in the 2D isovist calculation shown 
in Figure 32(a), the 2D visibility shape is continuous at filling every visible corner/gap 
between building geometries.  Our third search approach therefore applies Search 
Algorithm 2 on top of a 2D Isovist shape.  Once a 2D Isovist is calculated, each vertex of 
the Isovist polygon together with the user’s location defines a ray direction with the length 
equal to the predefined radius.  An example is shown in Figure 36, where the rays travel 
through each of the vertices in a 2D Isovist polygon instead of being evenly specified by a 
ray spacing value.  Although it involves two steps of calculation, it provides a more 
accurate visibility shape. 
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 Figure 36: An example of generating rays through the vertices of a 2D Isovist 
 
The pseudo code for Search Algorithm 3 is follows: 
----------------------------------------- 
Algorithm III: 2D Isovist Based Ray Sweeping Approach 
 ----------------------------------------- 
Input:  R (radius), X (user’ current location)   
Output: A 3D threat dome visibility shape 
 
 Function RayIsovist3D (R, X): 
 Begin 
retrieving all the 2D footprints within 𝑅 from X 
   Algorithm 2D Isovist   
  initial final shape list: ShapePtCollect 
For each vertex of the Isovist: 
   generate a ray through the initialLocation: 
    apply Algorithm II 
  Return ShapePtCollect 
End 
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However, when 3D models are constructed on top of DEM coverage, Search 
Algorithm 3 is no longer applicable, for intersections in the horizontal plane may no longer 
be intersections in the vertical plane.  In this case, Search Algorithm 1 and 2 are still 
suitable for determining the shape of a threat dome.  An illustration of intersection point 
detection for Search Algorithm 2 is shown in Figure 37, where the constructed 3D building 
models sit on top of a DEM model. The only difference between having a DEM model and 
not having it is that an additional function is needed to put the right vertex into the list to 
form the threat dome.  Note that in Figure 37, the intersection point Ifirst is no longer a 
vertex that belongs to the threat dome.  Instead, the vertex with value of (Ifirst.x, Ifirst.y, 
building_height) is the first intersection points to start the sequence. 
Ifirst Ilast
θ1 θ2
 
Figure 37: Search Algorithm 2 for determining sight line intersections in a 3D environment with 
DEM models 
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4.5.2. Frustum View Algorithm 
The above algorithms for detecting intersections of a LoS in a 3D environment are similar 
when generating a frustum view.  A frustum view is a combination of 2D field-of-view in 
both horizontal and vertical planes.  The view angle 𝛼 for the horizontal FoV is needed (in 
our case, default 120º), as well as the tilt angle 𝜃 that corresponds to the tilt angle of a 
mobile device.  In addition, a user can specify how wide the vertical angle 𝛽 can be.  Each 
LoS is generated by taking into account these parameters.  For example, a four sided 
frustum view (Figure 38) is generated by four LoS (the thick lines) rays. 
View point
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Figure 38: An example of determining sight line intersections in a Frustum view  
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4.6. Summary 
This chapter covered introductions to the employed datasets and how we handle them to 
model the Geospatial Web environment in 2D and 3D spaces within spatial databases.  
Moreover, descriptions of a set of visibility analysis along with their extension to MSI 
application development are presented. 
We also explored mobile spatial query techniques that utlize 2D and 3D visibility 
shapes as spatial search spaces (query windows) to effectively retrieve information from the 
Geospatial Web.  A suite of algorithms for calculating and refining a user’s egocentric 
visibility shape in both 2D and 3D spaces, i.e. 2D Isovist and 3D Threat Dome respectively, 
are presented.  To enable mobile spatial interaction functionalities that take advantage of 
location and orientation awareness of smartphones, different user contexts (e.g., location, 
facing direction, and gestures) are considered as input parameters for the implemented 
algorithms. 
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Chapter 5. System Architecture and Design for 3DQ 
5.1. Overview 
This chapter presents details about the system design for 3DQ.  It introduces the overall 
system architecture design and implementation, as well as detailed function-level 
implementations on both the server and the mobile device (client) side (Section 2).  The 
architecture type for 3DQ is mixed utilizing a combination of web-service oriented client-
server architecture and an open source enabled standalone mobile application.  Section 3 
describes details of the implementations for the web-service oriented client-server 
architecture and focuses on both 2D and 3D functions on the server side.  Section 4 
provides details on implementing 2D functions in a standalone mobile application.  Finally, 
a brief summary of this chapter is presented in Section 5. 
5.2. System Architecture for 3DQ: A Mixed Architecture 
MSI functionalities in 3DQ perform spatial queries to retrieve comprehensive and 
meaningful results that consider interaction between mobile users and their surrounding 
environment.  However, this involves managing considerably large amounts of data and 
intensive computation, especially in the context of the Geospatial Web.  Although today’s 
new generation smartphones are significantly enhanced at both software and hardware 
levels, there are still some hardware limitations when compared to desktop PCs (e.g., 
processor power, battery life, and data storage space) and software support issues (e.g., lack 
of sophisticated mobile spatial databases and requisite 3D spatial query operators).  As a 
result, it is not yet practical or efficient to accomplish all MSI tasks on the device itself.  
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For many contemporary LBS implementations, the client-server communication 
paradigm is commonly employed (Shek, 2010).  A client-server architecture is the preferred 
option where large volume data handling (e.g., data storage, indexing and integration) and 
computation intensive processes are carried out on the server side.  Accordingly, the mobile 
device acts as a thin client responsible for sending requests with parameters converted from 
readouts of its integrated sensors, receiving subsequent server responses, and for 
visualizing query results.  One major limitation regarding client-server architectures for 
MSI applications is that the interactions between the mobile device and the server are one-
directional, i.e., the server only responds after a user sends a request. Therefore, the 
efficiency of MSI spatial querying processes highly depends on the latency of Internet 
connections.  
To cope with the limitations of mobile devices, today’s newest smartphones are 
equipped with much faster CPUs, larger RAM, and more efficient battery management.  In 
terms of mobile software support, various emerging open source projects for geospatial 
technology are becoming tailored to mobile platforms to exploit the computing power of 
the enhanced hardware.  For instance, the open source project SpatiaLite can be ported as a 
fully functional embedded spatial DBMS for mobile devices, despite its lack of support for 
advanced 3D spatial query operators.  The integration of JTS (Java Topology Suite) and 
GEOS (Geometry Engine - Open Source)31 functions allow geometry manipulation and 
spatial relationships determination between data objects to be efficiently performed on 
mobile devices.  Also, TileMill creates customized mobile map tiles using downloadable 
geospatial features from OSM, which allows users to have mobile maps with their preferred 
styles and even better map quality than pre-loaded maps in some areas (Yin and Carswell, 
31 GEOS is a C++ port of JTS 
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2012).  Map tiles can be locally stored in the device for offline usage without relying on 
any Web Map Services (WMS).  The result of these recent advances in both hardware 
enhancement and software support is that contemporary mobile devices (i.e. “smartphones”) 
are evolving as central computing platforms in their own right.  In other words, a 
standalone MSI application is now possible and functions the same as with a client-server 
architecture, but without the concern of constant network connectivity, network latency, or 
data cost. 
Considering the benefits of both client-server architectures and open source 
standalone mobile applications, 3DQ is implemented with a mixed system architecture.  We 
have implemented all 2D search functions of 3DQ in both client-server architecture and as 
a standalone application, which brings a great deal of flexibility to 3DQ by allowing it to 
work in both “offline” and “online” modes.  When there is no internet connection or the 
mobile device is in offline mode, the standalone application uses SpatiaLite as the on-board 
spatial database and carries out 2D visibility calculations directly on the mobile device.  
This allows 3DQ to still enable MSI activities in a 2D environment, including performing 
spatial queries to retrieve database objects the user is interacting with and visualizing 
search results on top of offline maps stored in the device.  When the mobile device is 
switched back to “online” mode, the client-server architecture, which uses Oracle Spatial as 
its backend spatial database, can take over to accomplish all implemented (2D and 3D) 
functions, especially those that rely on support for 3D spatial data types and 3D spatial 
query operators. 
The overall design of the 3DQ system is shown in Figure 39.  The client-server 
communications for both 2D and 3D functions are enabled through RESTful style web 
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services on the server side.  In addition to being a thin client of the server, a mobile device 
also runs the standalone application with all 2D search functionalities.  The detailed 
implementation is described in the following sections. 
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Figure 39: The overall design of 3DQ for MSI in the Geospatial Web 
 
5.3. Web-Service Oriented Server-side Implementation 
To implement and deliver MSI functionalities to a wide range of smartphones on different 
platforms, the programming language for data exchange between the client and the server 
should be platform independent.  However, operational difficulties occur as the diverse 
operating systems that run on mobile devices can, and do, limit access to their integrated 
sensors (e.g. GPS, accelerometers, Wi-Fi), which are themselves programming language 
specific.  To provide connect and play capabilities to the majority of location and 
orientation aware smartphones available today, regardless of their operating systems (e.g. 
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Apple iOS, Google Android, and Windows Phone 8), 3DQ implements a robust and 
scalable web-service orientated interface on the server-side. 
Two types of web services are employed to ensure that 3DQ interfaces are open and 
universal: Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and; Representational State Transfer 
(RESTful).  In terms of interoperability of client-server communications, both web services 
only require standard http access and text-based data exchange, which is platform neutral.  
SOAP web-services rely on XML as envelopes to wrap around the request and response; 
whereas, for RESTful web services, the request is a simple http call and the response can be 
flexible in terms of different data formats, such as XML or JavaScript Object Notation 
(JSON).  With these web services, any mobile device, or even standard web browsers, is 
now free to choose a suitable programming language based on the needs of the client-side 
applications, usability, and operating restrictions (e.g. getting data from the on-board 
sensors), and not on the communication restrictions between the client and server.  A 
diagram for the overall server-side design is shown in Figure 40. 
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Figure 40: Modules and interfaces for 3DQ server-side design 
In the 3DQ system, we chose Python32 as the programing language on the server 
side.  Because 3DQ web services are deployed in a Windows operating environment, we 
utilize the open source project isapi-wsgi33 as the web server gateway interface (WSGI) in 
the application layer between the integrated IIS34 (Internet Information Server) web server 
and the spatial database.  The 3DQ web services are built on top of the open source web 
service framework tgws35, which is capable of delivering SOAP and RESTful web services 
simultaneously. Therefore, the 3DQ web services can be accessed from either SOAP 
32 www.python.org 
33 http://code.google.com/p/isapi-wsgi 
34 www.microsoft.com/iis 
35 http://code.google.com/p/tgws/ 
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messaging or RESTful HTTP request without implementing them individually.  The IIS 
web server is responsible for hosting the web services, taking HTTP requests and parsing 
the parameters for the application layer.  In the application layer, 3DQ functions are 
triggered accordingly based on the specifications of request names and input parameters.  
The application layer also contains the spatial database middleware layer to enable the 
interactions between 3DQ functions and spatial databases.  Finally, the responses from each 
individual function are constructed in the form of either wrapped XML envelopes for 
SOAP web-services or JSON for RESTful web-services.  A diagram illustrating the 
interactions between different layers on the 3DQ server-side is shown in Figure 41. 
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Application 
Layer3DQ Function Layer
Database Middleware Layer
 
Figure 41: Interactions between different layers on the server-side 
In relation to SOAP web services, both the requests from a client (a mobile device 
or a web browser) and the responses from the server are wrapped in an XML document.  
Since using SOAP for message exchange is widely used in service oriented architectures 
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(SOA) (Parastatidis et al., 2005), to make the 3DQ SOAP web-service compatible with 
W3C 36  (World Wide Web Consortium) standards, a WSDL (Web Service Description 
Language) file is generated for all 3DQ functions, which can be reached from the following 
link37.  The WSDL file provides information on how each function in 3DQ should be 
requested, what parameters and data formats are required, as well as the data structure of 
the response, which makes it easier for clients to understand and consume those web-
services.  To illustrate, a snippet of the WSDL file generated for the 3DQ SOAP web-
service is shown in Figure 42.  This snippet shows the required data type for input 
parameters, for example, the data type for the “lat” (latitude) parameter, should be float 
whereas the data type for the “angle” parameter should be integer.  In addition, an example 
of a SOAP message extracted from an XML document is shown in Table 4. 
<xsd:element name="fov">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="lat" type="xsd:float"/>
<xsd:element name="lng" type="xsd:float"/>
<xsd:element name="north" type="xsd:float"/>
<xsd:element name="angle" type="xsd:int"/>
<xsd:element name="dist" type="xsd:float"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
<xsd:element name="fovResponse">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd:sequence>
<xsd:element name="result" type="types:Float_Array"/>
</xsd:sequence>
</xsd:complexType>
</xsd:element>
 
 Figure 42: Snippet of WSDL file for 3DQ SOAP web services 
36 www.w3.org 
37 http://threedq.webhop.org/tdq/app/isovistView/soap/api.wsdl 
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Table 4: (a) Request sent as SOAP messages from client-side. (b) Response results wrapped in 
SOAP messages sent from server-side 
<SOAP envelope> 
... 
<Request> 
<type> 
POIs 
<location> 
<latitude>53.3387 </latitude> 
<longitude>6.2675</longitude> 
</location> 
<heading>44.04 </heading> 
<tilting>20.87 </tilt> 
</type> 
... 
</Request> 
</SOAP envelope> 
(a) 
<SOAP envelope > 
... 
<Response>  
<Result> 
<item> 
<name>Jacobs factory</name> 
<coordinate> 
-6.2668, 53.3385 
</coordinates> 
</item> 
<item> ...</item> 
... 
</Result> 
</Response> 
</SOAP envelope> 
(b) 
 
A preferred way to consume 3DQ web-services is through accessing RESTful web 
services as they are more straightforward when comparing to SOAP web-services.  Instead 
of wrapping the request in the form of an XML envelop, a RESTful request is normally 
constructed in URL form.  For instance, to evoke the “2D Point-to-Select” function in the 
3DQ system, an example RESTful URL is shown in Figure 43.  Such a URL specifies the 
base path to the server, the function name, as well as the input parameters.  Once a proper 
URL is constructed, the request is then sent to the server as a standard HTTP call. 
http://threedq.webhop.org/p2s/format=JSON&lat=53.3387&lng=6.2675heading=44.0&tilt=20.8
Base Function name Parameters
 
Figure 43: An example URL for performing 2D Point-to-Select query function on the server 
The data format for delivering the server response for a RESTful web-service is 
flexible.  In 3DQ, we chose JSON over XML as the data format for response. The 
lightweight nature of JSON makes processing a lot easier for mobile clients, as it is more 
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human readable and concise.  An example of the JSON response from the above request is 
shown in Figure 44.  Compared to the response from a SOAP web-service for the same 
request (e.g., Table 4(b)), its simplicity can improve the efficiency for mobile devices in 
terms of processor workload, internet connectivity and data exchange costs. 
RESTful web-services with JSON response also have certain disadvantages.  For 
instance, because they lack a WSDL file for describing the details of the implemented 
functions, additional documents are needed to expose those functions.  In our case, such a 
description regarding each implemented function is found in the Appendix.  In addition, 
there is currently no official standard for JSON format.  To make sure the JSON responses 
from 3DQ are valid, all responses are tested and validated on the following site38. 
{"result":
  {
    "items":
      [["Jacobs factory", -6.60156, 53.38377]], 
    "shape": 
      [[-6.602452, 53.38368], [-6.601146209101576, 53.38412965367947]]
   }
}
 
Figure 44: An example JSON response from the server 
Another challenge for 3DQ web-services is to deal with concurrency, as the server 
is supposed to take many requests and invoke corresponding functions simultaneously.  
Once any function is occupied, other requests for the same function are postponed and 
queued in a pipeline.  Because of the delay, the response may be returned to a different 
request.  In 3DQ web services, we address this problem by assigning a UUID (universally 
38 http://jsonlint.com/ 
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unique identifier) to each request.  In this way, each request is allocated a unique session ID 
and therefore does not conflict with others.  Moreover, the UUID is used as the file name 
for returning the generated Google KML file for displaying query results for the 
corresponding request. 
5.3.1. 2D Functions in 3DQ 
This section presents the detailed implementation of all 2D functions in 3DQ that are 
shown in Figure 40.   2D functions are comprised of three 2D visibility based functions: 2D 
Point-to-Select, 2D Field-of-View (FoV), and 2D Isovist View and two types of range 
queries (i.e. All Neighbours and Nearest Neighbour).  The two implemented range queries 
retrieve all closest surrounding object(s) to a user’s current location within a specified 
radius.  The All Neighbours function demonstrates the phenomenon of information 
overload causing display clutter on mobile devices. 
With the help of the on-board digital compass, the 2D Point-to-Select function 
enables mobile users to point a smartphone at an object in a certain direction (e.g. at a 
building) and get any associated information about the object.  The user’s pointing gesture 
coincides with his/her line-of-sight, which is essentially a field-of-view with a view angle 
of 0º.  Objects up to a given distance that are not visible to the user can also be retrieved, 
provided they too fall along this line-of-sight.  To further extend this visibility based MSI 
process, a FoV and a full 2D Isovist View are used to refine a user’s egocentric visibility 
shape and thus apply hidden query removal functionality to the process of information 
retrieval.  Using a FoV as the querying space, only those objects visible in the specified 
direction and up to a given distance get returned to the user.  An Isovist View function will 
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retrieve information about all visible objects in all directions, accurately representing what 
the user can physically see (in 2D) from their current location in 360º. 
5.3.2. 3D Functions in 3DQ 
Implementing 3DQ in a 3D context is considerably more complex than in 2D.  This is due 
to the user’s pointing parameters also including the tilting angle of the device, and 
importantly the buildings being stored as 3D solids and 3D polygons in the database instead 
of 2D polygons.  In contrast to 2D Point-to-Select and depending on the granularity of the 
dataset, 3D Point-to-Select can tell the user, for example, not only which building the 
device is pointing at but also which floor it is pointing at, or even the particular window or 
door it is pointing at on that floor.  In 3D, the elevation of the user is also taken into account.  
If the user is pointing over a lower building to a higher one behind, the 3DQ algorithm is 
capable of recognizing this difference. 
When a user requires detailed information about individual objects in their field-of-
view in a 3D context, a Frustum View query is available to generate the required query 
shape and retrieve the corresponding data to the device.  It takes reading of the azimuth 
from the digital compass and tilting angle in the vertical plane from the accelerometer in 
the same way as 3D Point-to-Select.  In addition, a user can specify the view angle in both 
vertical and horizontal planes to adjust the shape of the frustum.  A Frustum view query 
can be thought of as a “squared” flashlight beam scanning the wall of a building to get 
information about whatever gets “illuminated”.  Finally, a Threat Dome view query is able 
to provide the 360º Isovist view in 3D limited to a specified radius.  It extends the 2D 
Isovist View function by retrieving visible objects in the vertical plane, where 3D objects 
(e.g., windows and sensors) on different floors can be distinguished.  Threat Dome view 
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query function can be employed in both mobile and web based systems, as it only requires 
the current location of a user to provide a corresponding 360º visibility view shape in 3D 
environment.  In contrast to Threat Dome view query function, Frustum view query 
function is more likely to be adopted in mobile applications, which requires not only GPS 
but also accelerometer and digital compass provide necessary parameters, where the 3D 
visibility shape is a user specified portion of the whole 360º visibility space.  Each 3D 
function also creates a KML file with an UUID as its name to visualize the corresponding 
3D query shape on the mobile device. 
These query functions, both 2D and 3D, are all implemented by generating 
respective query shapes as 2D/3D objects in a spatial database and then utilizing the 
corresponding 2D/3D spatial query operators to identify any topological relationships (e.g. 
touch, overlapping, etc.).  The implementation of each function is described in the 
following sections. 
5.3.3. Data Preparation in Spatial Databases 
Before describing the implementations of each 3DQ function, some data pre-processing in 
terms of preparing datasets in the spatial databases is needed in order to set up the 
calculation environment.  This, for example, includes spatial and non-spatial data 
integration, data storage and indexing, and geometry simplification, etc. 
Data Integration and Management 
In line with the context of Geospatial Web, 2D building footprints and 3D city models are 
placed as base/root layers for the information retrieval process.  2D footprints and 3D city 
models are stored as spatial objects and indexed by R-trees in spatial databases.  Other 
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information sets, such as PoIs, geo-tagged messages (e.g., class schedules, 
Twitter/Facebook messages, and records from environmental monitoring sensors, etc.) are 
stored in an independent point layer and associated as attributes to the corresponding base 
layer.  Each spatial object in the database is assigned a unique ID used as a primary key to 
link any non-spatial information, e.g., descriptive information about a particular spatial 
object. 
As mentioned earlier, Oracle Spatial 11g is employed as the backend spatial 
database in 3DQ for its capability of handling 3D objects and query operators.  However, 
we did explore the possibility of using PostGIS 2.0 for running the same 3DQ algorithms, 
especially for 2D functions.  Because both PostGIS and SpatiaLite are OGC compliant, the 
2D implementations in PostGIS can be easily transferred to the standalone application 
using SpatiaLite.  The spatial objects in Oracle Spatial 11g (2D and 3D) and PostGIS 2.0 
(2D) are stored as SDO_GEOMETRY and ST_GEOMETRY respectively.  For 2D 
geometries, the coordinate system used is WGS84 (corresponding to ESPG: 4326)39, where 
each vertex in the geometry is assigned a latitude/longitude coordinate.  This makes 
visualizing the returned geometry on mobile maps easier as they are using the same 
coordinate system.  However, most spatial databases do not support latitude/longitude 
(geographic) coordinate systems for 3D spatial base objects.  Instead, geodetic coordinate 
systems Easting/Northing are supported (Kothuri et al., 2007).  In this case, Irish 
Transverse Mercator 9540 (ITM95, which corresponds to EPSG: 2157) is used for 3D city 
models in the spatial database.  The coordinate transformation between WGS84 and ITM95 
is described in (OSi, 1999). 
39 http://spatialreference.org/ref/epsg/4326/ 
40 http://spatialreference.org/ref/epsg/2157/ 
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Calculating Centroids of Polygonal Geometry 
When visualizing spatial objects on top of mobile maps, a problem occurs when the 
underlying object geometry is polygonal.  When multiple polygonal geometries get 
returned at the same time, the data cost/transmission for the response from the server can be 
high.  A useful way to visualize these polygonal geometries on mobile maps is then to 
display them as pins instead of their original shapes.  We therefore iterate through the 
database objects and calculate the centroid of each polygonal geometry.  In case some 
centroids are outside their boundary, we simply use the first vertex of the geometry as its 
corresponding centroid.  We then store the coordinates of the calculated centroids as 
additional attributes for each polygonal database object to limit on-the-fly calculations.  
Geometry Simplification 
As mentioned earlier, the spatial objects employed in the 3DQ systems are in vector format.  
Each geometry shape is formed by a collection of vertices, and in certain cases it is 
unnecessary to include all vertices to represent the shape of the boundary.  For instance, the 
original geometry of the DIT main building is shown in Figure 45(a), where many vertices 
in parts 1, 2 and 3 are unnecessary to represent the bends of the boundary.  Although 3DQ 
algorithms are not affected by processing all vertices, a slight increase in computation time 
is likely to happen as they bring unnecessary complexity to the calculations.  However, 
removing some small detailed fluctuations from the boundary while preserving its essential 
shape can save computation time and still maintain the accuracy of spatial information 
retrieval.  In our case, we simplify the geometry by removing “redundant” vertices within a 
0.5 meter buffer, which is now a standard function in most GIS platforms using the line 
simplification method of Douglas and Peucker (1973). 
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The result of the simplified geometry for the DIT main building is shown in Figure 
45(b).  This function is implemented as a web-service in 3DQ, where instead of returning 
the more detailed geometry for visualizing on the map, a simplified geometry of the same 
object will be returned.  In this way, we speed up data transmission, especially when 
multiple geometries get retuned at a time. 
1
3
2
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 45: (a) The original OSi geometry of DIT Aungier St. (b) The simplified geometry of the 
same building 
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Merging Polygonal Geometries with Shared Boundaries 
In relation to the 2D Isovist View calculation, the angular sweeping algorithm assumes a 
collection of disjoint polygons to simplify the computing complexity.  However, in real-
world environments, building footprints may have shared boundaries, an example of which 
is shown in Figure 45(a).  In this case, the angular sweeping algorithm no longer works.  
During the process of eliminating edges that are not visible from the observer, the shared 
boundary is in clock-wise order in one polygon and counter clock-wise in the other and 
may be deleted from one polygon geometry but remain in the other one.  This may cause 
ambiguity and confusion, and prevent the algorithm from proceeding. 
To address this issue, an additional layer of 2D footprints is created by merging 
those polygons with shared boundaries into one single larger polygon geometry.  For 
example, in Figure 46 a new geometry is created by merging the DIT Aungier St. building 
footprint with those having a shared boundary in Figure 45(a).  This procedure starts with 
the first geometry in the database table and finds adjacent polygons that share a boundary to 
merge into a new geometry.  This process iterates through the entire table and a new layer 
is created, stored and indexed the same way as the original 2D footprint layer.  The angular 
sweeping algorithm can now accurately operate on this layer with a collection of disjoint 
geometries. 
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Figure 46: The merged polygon geometry of DIT Aungier St. building with surrounding shared 
boundaries 
5.3.4. Procedures and Code for 2D Query Implementation 
All Neighbours Query 
The All Neighbours query function is basically a range query function that takes the current 
location of a user as the centre of a circular query buffer (illustrated in Figure 10).  When a 
user sends a request with his/her current location and a search radius, a point geometry 
ptGeometry is constructed with coordinates at the current location.  For instance, in Oracle 
Spatial, the point geometry is constructed as follows: SDO_GEOMETRY is the geometry 
type defined in Oracle Spatial, 2001 is the geometry type (SDO_GTYPE) for a 2D point 
and 4326 is the spatial reference system identifier (SRID), which stands for WGS84 
coordinate system.  
ptGeometry = SDO_GEOMETRY(2001, 4326, SDO_POINT_TYPE (%(lng)s, %(lat)s, NULL), NULL, NULL)"              
% {"lat": lat, "lng": lng}
 
The same point geometry in PostGIS is constructed as follows: its geometry is 
defined as ST_GEOMETRY and is equivalent to SDO_GEOMETRY in Oracle Spatial and 
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can be constructed from Well-known text (WKT 41 ) by specifying the SRID and 
latitude/longitude coordinates. 
ptGeometry = ST_GeomFromEWKT('SRID=4326;POINT(%(lng)s %(lat)s)') % {“lat”: lat, “lng”: lng}
 
Query results are retrieved when their distance to ptGeometry is within the user 
specified radius.  Note that if no radius is specified, the search distance defaults to 400 
meters.  Oracle Spatial provides the spatial operator “SDO_WITHIN_DISTANCE” to 
accomplish this.  For example, the pseudo code below retrieves database objects where it is 
“TRUE” that their distance (specified by “DISTANCE”) with measuring unit in meters (M) 
to the ptGeometry is less than the specified radius.  An example of All Neighbours Query is 
shown in Figure 47, where retrieved database objects that are within 50 meters from a 
user’s current location is displayed in red whist the others (in the vicinity) are displayed in 
black. 
SELECT * FROM DIT2D cb where SDO_WITHIN_DISTANCE(CB.GEOM, %(pGeo)s, 'DISTANCE = %(dist)s, UNIT = 
M') = 'TRUE'  % {"pGeo":ptGeometry, “dist”:distance}
 
41 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Well-known_text 
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1Current location
Radius 
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Figure 47: Illustration of retrieving database objects within 50 meters from a user’s current location  
R-tree indexing is automatically applied and triggered in this case to speed up the 
query process.  A square sqGeometry with 800 × 800 meters radius is created using the 
ptGeometry as its centre, which is essentially the same as a minimum bounding box in the 
R-tree. Therefore, the above code using “SDO_WITHIN_DISTANCE” can be replaced by 
the “SDO_INSIDE” operator, where only those database objects that have a topological 
relationship of “inside” the geometry of sqGeometry get retrieved.  The pseudo code for 
this implementation is shown below: 
SELECT * FROM DIT2D cb where SDO_INSIDE(CB.GEOM, %(pGeo)s) = 'TRUE' % {"pGeo":sqGeometry}
 
The spatial operator “ST_Dwithin” in PostGIS provides the same functionality, the 
pseudo code of which follows: 
SELECT * FROM DIT2D cb where ST_Dwithin (CB.GEOM, %(pGeo)s, %(dist)s) = 'TRUE'                                            
% {"pGeo":ptGeometry, “dist”:distance}
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In the following sections, only the implementations in Oracle Spatial will be shown.  
The corresponding implementations in PostGIS are found in the appendix. 
Nearest Neighbour Query 
The implementation of Nearest Neighbour query functionality is quite straightforward.  The 
only required input parameter is the user’s current location and the closest database object 
to ptGeometry gets retuned by this query.  The “SDO_NN” operator in Oracle Spatial 
retrieves the neighbouring database objects of ptGeometry and arranges them based on their 
distance to ptGeometry in ascending order.  An example Nearest Neighbour Query is 
shown in Figure 48, where three closest database objects are displayed with their distance 
to a user’s current location in an ascending order.  By specifying the parameter 
“SDO_NUM_RES” to 1, which defines the number for returning the retrieved geometry, 
the nearest database object from a user’s current location gets returned, as demonstrated in 
the pseudo code below: 
SELECT * FROM NUIM CB where SDO_NN(CB.GEOM, %(pGeo)s, 'SDO_NUM_RES=1 DISTANCE=400 UNIT= 
METER',1) = 'TRUE' " % {"pGeo":ptGeometry}
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Figure 48: Illustration of retrieving the closest database object to a user’s current location 
2D Point-to-Select Query 
The 2D Point-to-Select query function brings human interaction into the spatial query 
processes.  When a user is holding the mobile device and pointing it at a particular 
direction/building, a request is issued with the parameters derived from the mobile on-
board sensors: the current location from GPS and the azimuth from the digital compass.  In 
this way, a user’s pointing gesture/line-of-sight, is interpreted as a ray geometry in the 
spatial database (as illustrated in Figure 24(a)).  Any database objects that intersect the ray 
will be identified and their associated attributes retrieved. 
There are two steps involved to accomplish this query.  First, the ray geometry 
p2sGeometry is constructed from the user’s current location as its origin coordinates (lat1, 
lng1) and the destination coordinates (lat2, lng2), which is calculated based on the azimuth 
value and default search radius.  The pseudo code for constructing the p2sGeometry is 
shown below:  In this case, the geometry type (SDO_GTYPE) is 2002 for a 2D line and 
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SDO_ORDINATE_ARRAY is an array that contains the origin and destination coordinates 
of the line geometry.  
p2sGeometry = 
SDO_GEOMETRY(2002,4326,NULL,SDO_ELEM_INFO_ARRAY(1,2,1),SDO_ORDINATE_ARRAY(%(lat1)s,%(lng1)s
,%(lat2)s,%(lng2)s)) % {"lat1":lng, "lng1":lat, "lat2":lng2, "lng2":lat2}  
Once the ray geometry is constructed, it is used as the source querying “window” 
into the spatial database, where those database objects that intersect the ray geometry get 
returned.  Database objects up to a given distance that are not visible to the user can also be 
retrieved, provided they too intersect this line-of-sight. 
SELECT * FROM DIT2D cb where SDO_ANYINTERACT(CB.GEOM, %(pGeo)s) = 'TRUE' % {"pGeo":p2sGeometry}
 
To only return the visible database objects from the 2D Point-to-Select function, the 
exact spatial object a user is pointing at, the ordered intersections between the ray and the 
database objects along its path should be determined.  As illustrated in Figure 49, when a 
ray emits from the origin coordinates (lat1, lng1), the intersections between the ray and the 
database objects along its path form a list of segments.  We determine the closest 
intersection point by calculating all the distance from the origin coordinates to each vertex.  
The vertex with the shortest distance from the origin coordinates is chosen as the new 
destination coordinates to construct the p2sGeometry.  In this way, only the database object 
that a user is actually pointing (visible) at will get returned. 
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Figure 49: Determine the first intersection point between a ray and objects along its path 
2D Isovist View Query 
Even though the spatial database provides an efficient spatial indexing engine and query 
operators to handle large data sets of geo-spatial objects (e.g. Dublin city), to improve 
calculation efficiency for the Isovist View query we retrieve only objects that are within a 
default radius (a square with 800 × 800 meters radius) - but this is user definable.  We 
argue that in a city context, using a larger radius would not impact much on the Isovist 
shape itself as sight lines are rarely longer than this due to obstacles in the path (e.g. 
buildings). 
The shape of an Isovist (shown in Figure 50) is calculated based on the angular 
sweeping algorithm mentioned earlier (Figure 28).  To set up the calculation environment 
for the algorithm, the outer boundary is a square of 800 × 800 meters radius with the user’s 
current location ptGeometry as its centre, and its vertices are arranged in clock-wise order.  
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The collection of disjoint geometries is extracted from the merged layer as mentioned in the 
data preparation section, the pseudo code of which is shown below: 
SELECT  CB.GEOM geom FROM DIT2D_MERGED CB where SDO_WITHIN_DISTANCE(CB.GEOM, %(pGeo)s, 
'DISTANCE = 400, UNIT = M') = 'TRUE') % {"pGeo":ptGeometry}
 
We then apply the angular sweeping algorithm to get the Isovist shape.  A list of the 
coordinates of the vertices in the Isovist (isoCoordinates) creates a corresponding 
polygonal Isovist shape in the spatial database, namely isoGeometry, as illustrated by the 
following pseudo code.  The shape of a 2D Isovist is 2D polygon and is represented by the 
geometry type 2003.  The SDO_ORDINATE_ARRAY contains all the vertices from the 
2D Isovist shape and sorted in counter clock-wise order.   
isoGeometry =                                                                                                                                             
SDO_GEOMETRY(2003, 4326, NULL, SDO_ELEM_INFO_ARRAY(1, 1003, 1), SDO_ORDINATE_ARRAY( 
%(ordinates)s )) % {"ordinates": isoCoordinates}  
Current location
Vertex of an Isovist polygon
An Isovist polygon
 
Figure 50: Illustration of an Isovist View from a user’s current location 
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There are two applications for using the Isovist shape as a query window in the 
spatial database to handle different data types of database objects.  In relation to polygonal 
building footprints, those objects that intersect with the isoGeometry will be retrieved using 
the “SDO_ANYINTERACT” operator in Oracle Spatial.  In this case, the original footprint 
layer is used instead of the merged layer, because the geometry in the original layer 
contains information for each individual building footprint whilst the merged geometry 
does not.  
SELECT * FROM DIT2D cb where SDO_ANYINTERACT(CB.GEOM, %(pGeo)s) = 'TRUE' % {"pGeo":isoGeometry}
 
For point data types, the results are retrieved if they reside inside the isoGeometry, 
which is determined by the “SDO_INSIDE” operator in Oracle Spatial when its value is 
“TRUE” as shown below: 
SELECT * FROM POIdb cb where SDO_INSIDE(CB.GEOM, %(pGeo)s) = 'TRUE' % {"pGeo":isoGeometry}
 
Field-of-View Query 
The implementation of Field-of-View query function is almost the same as 2D Isovist View, 
except it also takes into account the direction the mobile device is pointing as well as a user 
specified view angle (shown in Figure 51).  In this case, a 2D Isovist is calculated first as 
mentioned above.  The following three parameters: the size of the view angle; the azimuth 
of the pointing direction; as well as a default 400 meter radius, defines a sector, which is a 
portion of a circle facing a particular direction.  This sector is then used to clip the shape of 
isoGeometry to derive the geometry of the field-of-view fovGeometry, which is then used 
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as the query window to retrieve objects in the database (illustrated in Figure 31).  The 
pseudo code for the FoV query process is:  
SELECT * FROM DIT2D cb where SDO_ANYINTERACT(CB.GEOM, %(pGeo)s) = 'TRUE' % {"pGeo":fovGeometry}
 
Current location
Vertex of the field-of-view polygon
A Field-of-View polygon
 
Figure 51: Illustration of a (120º) Field-of-View at a user’s current location with the mobile device 
pointing at a particular direction 
 
5.3.5. Procedures and Code for 3D Query Implementation 
3D Point-to-Select Query 
The 3D Point-to-Select query function extends the 2D Point-to-Select query into the 
vertical plane by taking into account the tilting angle of the mobile device.  Both 3D Point-
to-Select and the Frustum View query functions require a user to point the mobile device in 
a certain direction and hold the device to adjust the tilting angle in the vertical plane. An 
example for performing 3D Point-to-Select query in the DIT campus is shown in Figure 52.  
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 Figure 52: An example of performing 3D Point-to-Select query in the DIT campus  
Illustrated in this figure, the geometry for interpreting a user’s pointing gesture in 
3D space is a 3D ray with (x, y, z) coordinates.  The latitude/longitude coordinates of a 
user’s current location in WGS84 system is converted to (x1, y1, z1) coordinates in ITM95, 
where the z value is derived from the underlying DEM layer.  The destination coordinates 
(x2, y2, z2) are calculated by the default search radius, azimuth in the horizontal plane, and 
the tilting angle in the vertical plane.  Hence, the geometry of the 3D ray is represented as 
follows in the spatial database: the 3D ray is represented by a 3D line geometry with 
SDO_GTYPE specified as 3002 and the coordinate system is ITM95 defined by SRID 
2157. 
p2s3DGeometry = 
SDO_GEOMETRY(3002,2157,NULL,SDO_ELEM_INFO_ARRAY(1,2,1),SDO_ORDINATE_ARRAY(%(x1)s,%(y1)s%(
z1)s,%(x2)s,%(y2)s, %(z2)s)) % {"x1":x1, "y1":lat, “z1”:z1, "x2":x2, "y2":y2, “z2”:z2}  
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As mentioned in the 2D Point-to-Select query function, directly using the spatial 
operator “SDO_ANYINTERACT” would not eliminate those database objects that are not 
visible.  In this regard, instead of the calculating the actual intersection points along the 3D 
ray, we first apply the corresponding 2D geometry p2sGeometry of p2s3DGeometry with 
the “SDO_ANYINTERACT” spatial operator to primarily filter out those database objects 
that are not along the path of the 3D ray.  We then retrieve the closest database object to the 
3D ray as the query result.  The benefit from the combined effort is that the query function 
only needs to interact with the spatial database once.  The pseudo code for constructing the 
corresponding 2D ray geometry and the query process is shown as follows: 
p2sGeometry = 
SDO_GEOMETRY(2002,2157,NULL,SDO_ELEM_INFO_ARRAY(1,2,1),SDO_ORDINATE_ARRAY(%(x1)s,%(y1)s,%(
x2)s,%(y2)s)) % {"x1":x1, "y1":y1, "x2":x2, "y2":y2}  
SELECT * FROM DIT3D CB, DIT2D XX where SDO_ANYINTERACT(XX.GEOM, %(pGeo)s) ='TRUE' AND 
SDO_NN(CB.ROOMGEOM, %(rGeo)s, 'SDO_NUM_RES=1 DISTANCE=400 UNIT= METER',1) = 'TRUE' % 
{"rGeo":p2s3dGeometry,"pGeo":p2sGeometry }
 
Frustum View Query 
The implementation of Frustum View query adopts the same function as for the threat dome 
calculation for determining intersections of LoS.  Similar to the 3D Point-to-Select query 
function, the Frustum View function takes into account both the direction and the tilting 
angle of the mobile device.  Instead of using a single LoS to determine if a 3D database 
object is visible, the Frustum View implements 4 rays from the current location with user 
specified horizontal and vertical view angle to mimic a four-sided frustum shape (shown in 
Figure 53).  Once all the intersection points are determined, the final geometry of the 
frustum (frustumGeometry) is a 3D solid and is represented by SDO_GTYPE 3008.  It is 
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reconstructed in the spatial database with five surfaces (for a four-sided frustum). The 
pseudo code for constructing the geometry of a four-sided frustum follows: 
geoOrdinates = surfaces1 + surfaces2 + surfaces3 + surfaces4 + surfaces5
frustumGeometry = SDO_GEOMETRY(3008, 2157, NULL, SDO_ELEM_INFO_ARRAY(1,1007,1, 1,1006,5, 1,1003,1, 
13,1003,1, 25,1003,1, 37,1003,1, 49,1003,1), SDO_ORDINATE_ARRAY(%(ordinates)s)) % 
{"ordinates":geoOrdinates}
 
 
Figure 53: An example of performing Frustum View query in the DIT campus 
Threat Dome View Query 
A threat dome is a 3D Isovist with a “dome” shaped sphere that describes a user’s 360º 
visibility space in the surrounding environment in both horizontal and vertical planes.  An 
example threat dome shape (from a user’s current location) is shown in Figure 54, where its 
geometry is stored in Oracle Spatial 11g and is visualized together with the 3D DIT campus 
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model (in the form of 3D solids).  The implementation of the threat dome calculation is 
based on the interactions between a collection of line-of-sight (LoS) rays from a user’s 
current location and database objects.  Database objects in two different data types can be 
dealt with: 2D building footprints with heights as attribute values, and 3D solids.  When 
considering 2D building footprints with heights, the threat dome query algorithms work in 
both Oracle Spatial and PostGIS.  However, 3D models are always stored in Oracle Spatial 
for its capability of providing 3D spatial operators to efficiently query the datasets. 
 
Figure 54: Visualizing the 3D DIT campus model (as 3D solids) and an example Threat Dome 
shape stored in Oracle Spatial 11g 
In real world environments, the shape of the calculated threat dome is formed by a 
large number of vertices (intersection points) and can be considerably complicated.  As 
mentioned earlier, due to restrictions on the number of vertices allowed for a single 
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geometry in Oracle Spatial, the threat dome shape is split into 3 parts.  Each part then 
applies the “SDO_ANYINTERACT” spatial operator to search for any intersected database 
objects.  The final result set is compiled by including the unique records from the three 
separate queries.  An example threat dome geometry tdGeometry is illustrated in the pseudo 
code below, where SDO_GTYPE 3007 specifies that the geometry is represented by 3D 
multi-polygon in Oracle Spatial, “ordinates” denotes the list of threat dome vertices and 
“num” is the total number of vertices.  
tdGeometry =                                                                                                                               
SDO_GEOMETRY(3007, 2157, NULL, SDO_ELEM_INFO_ARRAY(1,1006, %(num)s, %(info)s), 
SDO_ORDINATE_ARRAY(%(ordinates)s)) % {"info":info,"ordinates":geoOrdinates, "num":num}  
 
5.4. Open Source Enabled Standalone Mobile Application 
5.4.1. Thin Client in Client-Server Architecture  
The role of a smartphone as the thin client in a client-server architecture is to provide 
interfaces to users, send requests to the server, and parse responses from the server and 
visualize the results.  Other than the required Internet connections for client-server 
communications, to perform 3DQ functions, the primary requirements are: the user’s 
location, the azimuth, and the tilting angle of the mobile device.  These parameters are read 
and recorded from the integrated sensors on the mobile device.  Further, these parameters 
are wrapped as inputs for constructing particular query requests.  A schematic illustrating 
the data flow between components to achieve this is shown in Figure 55. 
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Figure 55: Conceptual design of component modules for 3DQ client-side 
Depending on the mobile operating system, e.g., iOS or Android, the raw readouts 
from the integrated mobile sensors can be significantly different, especially when reading 
sensor events from the accelerometer and the magnetometer as their sample rates are very 
high.  When a user is holding and pointing a mobile device, the fluctuation in raw sensor 
readouts changes dramatically.  Therefore, a low-pass filter42 is implemented in the 3DQ 
client-side algorithm to smooth the fluctuations in movement of the mobile device.  An 
example of the implemented low-pass filter for accelerometer readings in the X axis is 
shown in Figure 56.  
42 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Low-pass_filter 
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From the filtered readings from the magnetometer and accelerometer, the azimuth 
and tilt can be derived respectively.  For detailed calculations of these values, refer to the 
equations in (Caruso, 1997; Grygorenko, 2005). 
 
Figure 56: A low-pass filter for smoothing accelerometer readings in Android 
 
5.4.2. Standalone Mobile Application with Open Source 
For MSI applications, a background mobile map is normally used to augment the current 
context of a user, e.g., helping the user to know what the current location and heading 
direction are.  However, some map coverage in contemporary mobile maps (e.g., Google 
Maps, Apple Maps, and Bing Maps) is not always very detailed, especially in rural areas.  
Also, these mobile maps rely heavily on Internet connections to download map data though 
some support exists for offline maps by reading pre-cached map data on the mobile device.  
Nevertheless, when a user enters an unfamiliar environment, map data for this particular 
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area has to be downloaded.  An alternative solution for displaying mobile maps is to use 
OpenStreetMap data stored directly in the device, especially where MSI search functions 
are to be deployed. 
The increased computing power of modern smartphones allows today’s off-the-
shelf mobile devices to run a variety of software.  By integrating emerging open source 
projects for geospatial technology, the 3DQ client can run as an independent standalone 
MSI application except for 3D query functionality.  A diagram showing the development of 
3DQ client as a standalone MSI application is shown in Figure 57.  The mobile map tiles 
are created from TileMill with OpenStreetMap data and saved locally in the device for the 
interface layer; the geometry manipulations are supported by GEOS (for iOS) and JTS (for 
Android) libraries in the application layer; and the identical 2D spatial datasets in the server 
are stored in SpatiaLite in the database layer. 
This approach allows the mobile device to handle 2D functions along with 
visualizing the user interface directly on the mobile device without concern for network 
dependency.  As 3DQ is built with a mixed architecture, this standalone application is 
capable of communicating with the server for additional message exchange, such as 
notifications by the server to publish new events. 
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Figure 57: Diagram for open source enabled standalone MSI application 
Taking the implementation of Isovist View Query for example, when constructing a 
user’s surrounding environment, the geometries are pulled from the merged layer in 
SpatiaLite, which is shown in the pseudo code below.  The R-tree filtering is triggered by 
the function “RTreeDistWithin”, where the value 0.004 is equivalent to 400 meters.  Once 
the Isovist shape is derived, the spatial operator “Intersects” in SpatiaLite will retrieve those 
intersecting objects in the database. 
SELECT geometry FROM NUIM_Merged WHERE ROWID IN (SELECT pkid from idx_NUIM_Merged_Geometry 
WHERE pkid MATCH RTreeDistWithin(?,?,0.004));
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5.5. Summary 
In this chapter, implementation details regarding the mixed system architecture of 3DQ are 
presented.  A mixed architecture is a combination of web-service oriented client-server 
architecture and an open source enabled standalone mobile application.  The 
implementations on the server side for both 2D and 3D functions are explained.  Different 
components for using open source projects in standalone MSI application development are 
also described. 
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Chapter 6. 3DQ Smartphone Testing and Evaluation 
6.1. Overview 
This chapter presents smartphone testing of our MSI prototype 3DQ deployed as a mobile 
app installed on an iPhone 3GS 43 and an HTC One X 44.  Section 2 demonstrates all 
implemented 3DQ functions working in 2D and 3D Geospatial Web environments.  
Screenshots of each individual query function running on the mobile devices are presented.  
In Section 3, evaluations regarding the capability of addressing the problem of information 
overload on mobile devices based on results from testing between 2D/3D visibility search 
spaces and conventional range queries are carried out.  Performance tests in terms of speed 
versus accuracy for the three implemented 3D visibility search algorithms acting on 
synthesized 3D sensors (simulating the Future Internet of Things) scattered over 3D models 
of the DIT campus are also evaluated.  User testing and feedback regarding the usability of 
3DQ functionalities are presented in Section 4.  Finally, a brief summary of this chapter is 
presented in Section 5.  
6.2. 3DQ on Android and iOS Smartphones 
The 3DQ MSI system is built on top of a mixed architecture, i.e. a combination of web-
service oriented client-server architecture and an open source enabled standalone mobile 
application.  For the client-server architecture, 3DQ functions are delivered as RESTful 
web-services on the server side, which is open for any standard HTTP access from today’s 
location and orientation aware smartphones, regardless of their operating systems.  The 
43 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IPhone_3GS 
44 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTC_One_X 
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server response from each web-service interface is provided in JSON format.  As a thin 
client, the mobile device consumes the web-service by constructing URLs with parameters 
that correspond to different geographic contexts interpreted from a combination of 
embedded sensors (e.g. a user’s current location, facing direction, tilting angle, and view 
angle).  The mobile device also runs 3DQ as a standalone application with full 2D 
functionality without communicating with the server. 
An iPhone 3GS (iOS) and an HTC One X (Android) are employed as test devices.  
Both devices come equipped with an integrated GPS receiver, digital compass 
(magnetometer), and accelerometer as standard.  Google Maps is available on both 
platforms and used as the background map in the main user interface.  The mapping 
interface automatically locates and zooms to the user’s current location, and rotates the map 
in the same direction as the direction the mobile device is currently pointing.  The mapping 
interface on both devices is shown in Figure 58. 
The data coverage used for the case studies includes Dublin city centre, DIT campus, 
and NUIM campus.  The detailed NUI Maynooth 3D Campus model is utilized for the main 
3D query testing.  To show the potential for 3DQ to function in the Future Internet of 
Things, 100 synthesized environmental sensors were scattered over the 3D model of DIT 
campus, which is constructed as 3D solids extruded to the actual height of the 
corresponding buildings.  When the mobile app is tested at the NUIM campus, the 
background map is displayed with pre-generated map tiles that are locally stored on the 
device.  The returned query results are overlaid on the map in the form of PoIs or building 
outlines to offer the user some feedback on their pointing abilities and/or an opportunity to 
adjust their pointing gestures and re-query if necessary.  Moreover, for the following 2D 
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and 3D 3DQ functions tested in Maynooth campus, the requested links (i.e., URL for 
RESTful HTTP requests) together with the returned results in JSON format is shown in the 
appendix.   
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 58: (a) The mapping interface on iPhone 3GS (b) The mapping interface on HTC One X 
 
6.2.1. All Neighbours Query 
The All Neighbours query function performs a standard range query in the spatial database 
based on the current location of the user out to a specified distance regardless of the 
pointing direction of the mobile device.  All database objects within the specified radius get 
returned and displayed on the background map.  An example query is illustrated in Figure 
59.  Figure 59(a) shows all buildings within 100 meters around the user; Figure 59(b) 
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shows selected buildings from the list, where coordinates of building outlines are retrieved 
from the spatial database in real-time and overlaid on the map.  
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c)  
(d) 
Figure 59: Illustration of the All Neighbours query function 
(a) List of all buildings within 100 meters around the user (b) The geometry of selected buildings 
displayed on mobile Google Maps (c) All buildings within 200 meters at NUIM campus on iPhone 
3GS (d) All buildings within 100 meters on HTC One X 
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Note that each pin is located at the centroid of the building footprint.  If the centroid 
of a building footprint is outside of the footprint geometry, it is replaced by the first vertex 
of the geometry.  Additional information, if needed, is shown by clicking the arrow button, 
which directs to the webpage of the selected building. 
This function helps a user to acquaint themselves within an unfamiliar environment 
of densely distributed buildings.  However, since the search radius is the only constraint for 
filtering returned objects, the problem of information overload is likely, which leads to the 
returned results cluttering the map display on the mobile devices seen in Figure 59(b), 
Figure 59(c) and Figure 59(d). 
6.2.2. Nearest Neighbour Query 
The Nearest Neighbour query function filters out everything except the closest database 
object to the user.  The distance to and the shape of the object are also retrieved.  An 
example query is shown in Figure 60. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 60: Illustration of the Nearest Neighbour query function 
(a) The closest building to the user with distance (b) The building geometry overlaid on the map 
 
6.2.3. 2D Point-to-Select Query 
The 2D Point-to-Select query function brings human interaction into the spatial query 
process by taking into account both the location of the user and the direction the device is 
pointing.  In this case, the pointing gesture is interpreted as a vector (ray) emitting from the 
current location of the user.  Such a ray corresponds to the line-of-sight (LoS) of the user, 
where the view angle (FoV) is set to 0º.  The intersecting database object is displayed on 
the map with the direction vector highlighted.  Two example queries are shown in Figure 
61. 
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(a)  
(b) 
Figure 61: Illustration of the 2D Point-to-Select query function 
(a) The building that intersects the direction vector displayed on iPhone 3GS (b) The 2D Point-to-
Select query function performed on HTC One X  
 
6.2.4. 2D Isovist View Query 
The 2D Isovist View query function simulates a user’s visibility in 360º.  It considers the 
current location of the user as well as the actual geometries of dense distributed buildings in 
a real-world environment.  By default we only consider buildings within a 400 meter radius 
in our calculations, but this is user definable.   
Figure 62a(a) shows an example set of visible buildings that intersect with the 
user’s visibility polygon (2D Isovist); and Figure 62a(b), Figure 62a(c) and Figure 62b(d) 
show the changing of the total number of returned results regarding the user’s location and 
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visibility, which illustrates the process of hidden query removal filtering; Figure 62b(e) 
shows the two Isovist query options that can be used to identify all visible buildings that 
interact with a user’s visibility polygon or only PoIs (e.g., geo-referenced images, messages, 
texts) that fall within the visibility shape; Figure 62b(f) presents one POI that falls in the 
visibility zone of a user. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 62a: Illustration of the 2D Isovist View query function 
(a) A sample Isovist view and its intersected buildings (b) Illustration of the change of Isovist shape 
according to a change of user position (c) An Isovist view and its intersected buildings on iPhone 
3GS 
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(d) 
 
(e) 
 
(f) 
Figure 62b: Illustration of the 2D Isovist View query function 
(d) An Isovist view and its intersected buildings on HTC One X (e) Available options for Isovist 
view query shape (f) A POI query result showing only POIs that fall within the Isovist shape 
 
6.2.5. Field-of-View Query 
The Field-of-View (FoV) query function extends the 2D Isovist View query function by 
incorporating the pointing direction and allows users to specify the view angle.  It simulates 
a user’s actual visual field in a particular direction and generates a polygon view shape for 
the query “window” in the spatial database.  Only database objects that intersect the FoV 
shape get returned to the user.  By default a 120º angle is chosen for the view field to mimic 
the natural horizontal view angle of human vision, but this is user definable.  The radius of 
the query shape (visible distance) is dynamic and varies based on the tilting angle of the 
device.  For example, if the device is pointing vertically (i.e. to the sky) the radius is 0m, 
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and if the device is pointing horizontally the radius defaults to 400 meters.  An example 
query is shown in Figure 63. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 63: Illustration of the Field-of-View query function 
(a) Buildings in a user’s Field-of-View with a 120º view angle on iPhone 3GS (b) Buildings in a 
user’s Field-of-View with a 60º view angle on HTC One X 
 
6.2.6. 3D Point-to-Select Query 
In the context of 3D Geospatial Web environments, the implemented 3D query functions 
only work in a client-server architecture, where the task of calculating 3D visibility shapes 
are computation intensive and therefore handled server side.  Currently, only Oracle Spatial 
11g installed on the server provides 3D spatial query operator support.  Due to limitations 
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of visualizing 3D objects on top of mobile Google Maps, the calculated 3D visibility shapes 
are transformed into Google Earth KML files and displayed by mobile Google Earth 
instead.  Note that mobile Google Earth for iOS does not provide support for displaying 3D 
buildings while the Android version is able to. 
The 3D Point-to-Select query function extends the 2D Point-to-Select query by 
incorporating the tilt angle of the mobile device, which is measured by the inbuilt 
accelerometer sensor.  When a user is pointing in a particular direction, the pointing gesture 
is represented by a 3D ray/LoS and all 3D database objects intersecting the ray get selected. 
Database objects at different height are distinguished and only the closest intersected object 
gets returned.  An example query is shown in Figure 64. 
The 3D NUIM campus models provide attribute details about the 3D objects (e.g., 
windows, rooms, and doors, etc.).  However, displaying all these models directly on a 
mobile device takes time.  Therefore, extruded 3D NUIM campus models are chosen for 
display in the mobile Google Earth while the fully detailed 3D polygon models are used to 
run the spatial queries in the database.  Figure 64(a) shows the visualization of the pointing 
ray along with the extruded NUIM campus models on HTC One X.  The timetable 
associated with the identified database object (a classroom) is retrieved and displayed on 
the device (Figure 64(b)).  Visualization of the same pointing ray intersecting a classroom 
with detailed 3D NUIM campus models displayed on desktop Google Earth is shown in 
Figure 64(c). 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 64: Illustration of the 3D Point-to-Select query function 
(a) Visualization of the pointing ray in mobile Google Earth on HTC One X (b) The timetable 
associated with the identified database object (c) Visualization of the pointing ray intersecting a 
classroom with detailed 3D NUIM campus models in desktop Google Earth 
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6.2.7. Frustum View Query 
The Frustum View query function simulates a user’s three-dimensional field-of-view for the 
query shape in a spatial database.  The shape is defined by parameters interpreted from a 
user’s geographic context (i.e. the user’s location, facing direction, tilting angle, and the 
specified horizontal and vertical view angles).  It essentially allows a mobile device to 
function like a “squared” flashlight beam, scanning a building and retrieving any 
information it illuminates. 
Figure 65 (a) shows a visualization of the frustum query shape intersecting with the 
extruded 3D NUIM campus models on HTC One X.  The returned query results of rooms 
on different floors in the 3D models are displayed in a list on the device (Figure 65 (b)).  
Figure 65(c) presents the visualization of the same frustum query shape on detailed 3D 
NUIM campus models in Google Earth. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 65: Illustration of the Frustum View query function 
(a) Visualization of the frustum query shape intersecting with 3D NUIM campus model on HTC 
One X (b) Returned results showing rooms on different floors from a Frustum query (c) 
Visualization of the frustum query shape intersecting detailed 3D NUIM campus models in desktop 
Google Earth 
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6.2.8. Threat Dome View Query 
The Threat Dome query generates a visibility sphere of 360º in all directions horizontally 
and vertically, and retrieves information about all database objects that interact with the 
subsequent domed shape.  It employs HQR to filter out all database objects that the user 
cannot physically see in any direction.  An example is shown in Figure 66.  Figure 66(a) 
shows the visualization of a threat dome shape of DIT campus in Google Earth, where the 
computed threat dome is displayed in the form of wireframe together with 3D building 
models in solid format.  The 3D threat dome can also be displayed in mobile Google Earth 
installed on a mobile device.  The iOS version of Google Earth does not support viewing 
3D city models at the same time.  However, this view is supported on the Android version 
of mobile Google Earth and provides a more realistic visual experience (Figure 66(b)).  In 
the area around NUIM campus, extruded 3D models are chosen for mobile display along 
with the threat dome shape on HTC One X (Figure 66(c)).  A more detailed visualization of 
the threat dome shape intersecting with 3D NUIM campus models is displayed in Google 
Earth in Figure 67. 
We developed three threat dome search algorithms to accomplish 3D visibility 
querying (Chapter 4).  Each algorithm has certain advantages and disadvantages in terms of 
performance (speed versus accuracy) when dealing with different data formats, which is 
discussed in the next section.  Each algorithm is capable of applying a user’s 360º 3D field-
of-view as the query shape to efficiently filter out those database objects that a user can not 
physically see in any direction. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 66: Illustration of the Threat Dome query function 
(a) An example of a threat dome query shape with extruded 3D building models (b) The threat 
dome shape along with 3D city models in mobile Google Earth on HTC One X (c) Extruded 3D 
models of NUIM campus with a threat dome on HTC One X 
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Figure 67: Visualization of threat dome shape with detailed 3D NUIM campus models in desktop 
Google Earth 
 
6.3. Evaluations 
6.3.1. Reducing Information Overload 
The availability of enormous data volumes together with small mobile displays poses the 
problem of information overload, where too many search results get retuned from spatial 
queries and overwhelm the display.  The implemented spatial query algorithms in 3DQ 
reduce the information overload problem by taking into account a user’s geographic context 
when performing spatial queries.  Different geographic contexts are interpreted from the 
location and orientation awareness of the mobile device to define the unique shape of a 
user’s 2D/3D visibility (field-of-view).  This visibility shape is then utilized as a query 
“window” in a spatial database to limit the total number of returned results and retrieve 
results more relevant to a user’s situation.  In this section, evaluations about addressing the 
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problem of information overload on mobile devices are carried out based on testing 
between 2D/3D visibility search spaces and conventional range queries.  
When performing range queries with mobile devices, the only considered 
geographic context is the user’s current location (from GPS).  A bounding box/circle with 
the current location at its centre is used as the query shape in the spatial database.  The 
bounding distance or radius is the only search constraint that can change the query shape to 
filter out objects that are out of bounds.  However, the problem of information overload 
remains, especially when a user is surrounded by many objects found in most typical 
cityscapes.  For example, a range query with 100 meter radius is performed on the DIT 
campus in Figure 68(a), where 23 database objects are within the search radius and are 
returned for display on top of the mobile map.  Another range query with 200 meter radius 
is performed on the NUIM campus in Figure 68(d), where 43 database objects get returned.  
In both cases, the returned results clutter the mobile map and make it difficult for users to 
prioritize these results. 
The implemented 2D Isovist View query utilizes a user’s 360º field-of-view (from 
the current location) as the query shape in the spatial database to retrieve intersecting 
database objects.  For example, a 2D range query and an Isovist View query are performed 
at the same location in Figure 68(a) and Figure 68(b), where only 10 (visible) results are 
returned (23 from range query).  The 2D Isovist View query in Figure 68(d) returns 12 
objects (43 from range query).  Different from the range query approach, the calculations in 
the 2D Isovist View query consider the actual geometries of the 2D footprints.  Therefore, 
when the location of a user changes, the shape of the corresponding visibility space can 
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change dramatically, as shown in Figure 68(c) with 6 visible objects, and Figure 68(f) with 
9 visible objects returned. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
 
(e) 
 
(f) 
Figure 68: Comparisons between range query and 2D Isovist view query 
(a) All buildings within 100 meters around user at DIT campus (b) Visible buildings at same 
location (c) Visible buildings around user at a different location (d) All buildings within 200 meters 
around user at NUIM campus (e) Visible buildings at the same location (f) Visible buildings at a 
different location 
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In the above examples, the 2D Isovist View query utilizes the user’s natural field-
of-view to improve the relevance of the returned results.  Nevertheless, it only uses the 
current location of the mobile device without considering orientation.  Some mobile LBS 
applications utilize both location and orientation of the device to enhance a user’s 
geographic context. 
For example, the spatial queries performed by GeoVector in Figure 69(a) and the 
augmented reality application Layar in Figure 69(b) take into account both the location and 
orientation of the mobile device as parameters.  Both applications also apply “view angle” 
to simulate a user’s field-of-view, which is similar to the Field-of-View query in 3DQ.  In 
GeoVector, a 60º view angle is used to simulate a user’s field-of-view in the pointing 
direction of the device, whereas it is a 120º view angle in Layar.  However, in both 
applications, the spatial query is essentially a standard range query, where only results 
falling within the (view angle) section of the bounding circle get returned.  In other words, 
actual user visibility is not considered and the problem of information overload is still 
likely to occur (Figure 69(a) and Figure 69(b)). 
Figure 69(c) demonstrates the same spatial query approach in Layar, where the view 
angle is 120º and the search radius is set to 100 meters and a total of 14 database objects get 
returned.  On the other hand, the Field-of-View query in 3DQ calculates more accurately 
the visibility shape to define the actual field-of-view in the physical environment (Figure 
69(d) and Figure 69(e)).  In this case only 4 visible database objects get returned (Figure 
69(d)). 
The above comparisons between spatial queries using visibility based search spaces 
and conventional range queries illustrate how spatial queries using geographic context and 
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corresponding visibility space for a query shape can address the problem of information 
overload on mobile devices.  Although these comparisons are carried out in a 2D 
environment, we can draw the same conclusion for 3D space, as it applies the same HQR 
principle.  Currently, there are no commercial mobile LBS applications that work with true 
3D datasets.  Therefore, the comparisons between 3D visibility search spaces and 2D range 
queries are presented in the next session, along with our three implemented threat dome 
search algorithms acting on 100 synthesized sensors attached to 3D models of DIT campus. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
 
(e) 
Figure 69: Comparisons between conventional directional range query and Field-of-View query 
(a) GeoVector approach (b) Layar approach (c) GeoVector approach on DIT campus (d) Field-of-
View query approach in DIT campus at same location (e) Field-of-View query shape at another 
location 
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6.3.2. Evaluation of Threat Dome Search Algorithms: Query Speed vs. 
Accuracy 
In this section, we focus on performance evaluation of the 3 Search Algorithms 
implemented for Threat Dome querying in terms of speed versus accuracy.  The datasets 
used include 2D footprints of DIT campus with actual heights stored as a non-spatial 
attribute, 3D wireframe building outlines stored as 3D multi-polygons, and extruded 3D 
solids from 2D building footprints up to the stored heights, plus 100 3D points simulating 
environmental sensored “things” attached to the surfaces of the building blocks (e.g., 
windows, walls, doors, etc.).  A screenshot of the combined dataset is shown in Figure 70. 
 
Figure 70: 3D model of DIT campus affixed with 100 synthesized environmental sensors 
The evaluation of each threat dome search algorithm was carried out at five 
different locations on the campus.  To test the algorithms on larger datasets covering most 
of Dublin city, 2D footprints consisting of 345,316 polygons with height values attached 
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were used.  The datasets are stored in Oracle Spatial 11g deployed on a machine running 
Windows 7 (32 bit) with 4G RAM and Core2Duo 2.8 GHz CPU. 
An important issue in mobile LBS applications relates to performance, where users 
want to get query results fast, i.e. in real-time.  It is worth to mention that because 3DQ 
functions (2D and 3D) are built by utilizing the R-Tree spatial indexing in spatial databases.  
Even the physical environment consists of large volume of datasets, because of the dynamic 
way of constructing a user’s surrounding environment for 2D and 3D visibility calculations, 
the implemented functions are efficient, i.e., the speed of retrieving results as soon a mobile 
user sends a request is near real-time.  In particular, all the 2D functions from either 
standalone mobile app or relying on client-server architecture perform instantly, which are 
tested and verified by user testing shown in the next section.  However, because the 
complexity of 3D spatial database objects as well as the 3D R-Tree indexing from Oracle 
Spatial, the Threat Dome view function tends to be computation intensive, which is reason 
why we carry out experiments to test its query speed versus accuracy.       
In our experiments, we found that all our queries run in under 3 seconds.  Figure 71 
shows a comparison in query speed for the three different search algorithms.  Search 
Algorithm 2 (with both 3º and 6º horizontal ray spacing) is the fastest of the three (under 2 
seconds).  Search Algorithm 1 was applied to a limited 3D solid dataset of the nearby 
campus area while Search Algorithms 2 & 3 were applied against a complete 2D polygon 
map of Dublin City with building heights stored as a non-spatial attribute.  Notice how 3D 
querying on 2D datasets proves to be usefully quicker - even though Oracle Spatial R-tree 
indexing limits the search space to only those database objects within a specified 2D radius 
in either case.  The 5 query positions can be seen in Figure 70. 
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 Figure 71: Comparisons of query speed for different search algorithms at 5 positions on 2D 
polygons with height stored as an attribute 
Table 5 shows a comparison of accuracy for all visibility query algorithms.  When 
performing a standard range query with 100 meter radius on 3D sensors, the height values 
of the 3D sensors are ignored and all 100 sensored things get returned at every query 
position.  Ignoring the height values can increase the number of returned objects, therefore, 
contributing to information overload.  Among the three implemented threat dome search 
algorithms, Search Algorithm 3 was shown to return the most visible sensors in every query 
position.  Also, Search Algorithm 2 with 3º horizontal ray spacing returns more actuate 
results than using 6º horizontal ray spacing. 
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Table 5: Comparisons of accuracy for three Search Algorithms at 5 query positions together with 
the maximum number of sensors actually visible at each position 
 
Position 
 1 
Position 
 2 
Position 
 3 
Position 
 4 
Position 
 5 
Algorithm I 
(6o ray spacing) 
19/33 14/32 20/34 5/12 12/26 
Algorithm II 
(6o ray spacing) 
20/33 18/32 20/34 9/12 13/26 
Algorithm II 
(3o ray spacing) 
25/33 26/32 29/34 10/12 20/26 
Algorithm III 30/33 29/32 32/34 11/12 24/26 
 
The above query speed experiment was run again on a complete Dublin city 3D 
solid dataset using all search algorithms.  The results of this test are shown in Figure 72.  
For each search algorithm, the time taken to complete a 3D query on 3D solid data is 
noticeably longer than when performed on 2D data of the same area with height stored as 
an attribute.  The reason for the large dip in Algorithm 3 timings at Position 4 is because 
there are only 12 sensors visible due to the restricted visible search space at this location.  
The figure also shows that Search Algorithm 2 with 6º horizontal ray spacing is the fastest 
of the three in this test. 
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 Figure 72: Comparisons of query speed for different search algorithms at 5 positions on 3D solid 
dataset of Dublin city 
 
6.4. 3DQ User Testing and Feedback 
6.4.1. 3DQ User Testing 
3DQ user testing was carried out on NUIM campus with 10 student participants.  Before 
each student was asked to test every query function in the 3DQ app, a brief introduction on 
what each function was and how it worked was given.  Each student then took a mobile 
device and walked around the campus to explore their surrounding environment.  After they 
finished testing, they were asked to answer the following questions and offer some 
feedback on how this application could be improved: 
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a) Do you think the application is interesting? 
b) Which function(s) do you think is the most interesting one? 
c) Do you think the implemented functions are useful? Grade from scale 1-6 for 
each function (1=not useful at all, 3=medium, and 6=very useful) 
d) Did you find the retrieved results relevant to your request? Grade from scale 1-6 
for each function (1=not relevant at all, 3=medium, and 6=highly relevant) 
e) Do you think the returned results are accurate when pointing the device is 
involved? 
f) Do you think the offline mode (standalone mobile application) is necessary? 
g) Give suggestions, e.g. how the functions could be improved, what kind of 
information you are interested in, etc. 
6.4.2. 3DQ User Feedback 
The collected feedback from user testing shows that they all found the 3DQ app useful and 
interesting.  They find the most interesting and useful functions are when pointing the 
device in a particular direction, especially the 3D Point-to-Select query and Frustum View 
query function where they interact and visualize 3D objects in mobile Google Earth.  
Importantly, they find the results returned by pointing the mobile device are accurate in 
both 2D (2D Point-to-Select and Field-of-View) and 3D (3D Point-to-Select and Frustum 
View) cases.  Most students (8/10) think that the offline mode (standalone mobile 
application for 2D functions) is a necessary feature. 
The usefulness of 3DQ functions is presented in the box-plot of Figure 73.  The 
box-plot (also known as box-and-whisker plot) divides user grades into 4 equal groups (4 
quartiles).  First, it uses the median value of the grades (red line) to divide the dataset into 
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two groups (upper and lower groups): the upper edge of a box is the median value of the 
upper group (i.e., 75th percentile of the whole dataset); the lower edge of the box is the 
median value of the lower group (i.e., 25th percentile of the whole dataset).  The lowest and 
highest grades in each group are considered as whiskers (extreme values) and plotted 
separately.  Note that if the whisker value overlaps with either upper or lower edge of the 
box, it will not be plotted again.   
The benefit of using box-plot to summarize user grades is that it uses the median 
value to compare user grades among different 3DQ testing functions.  It also shows the 
distribution of user grades with the distance between two quartiles.  A long distance 
between two quartiles means that user grades are sparsely distributed within the range 
whereas a short distance between two quartiles (sometimes overlapping) indicates that user 
grades are densely distributed around that value.  In addition, the mean value of user grades 
(blue circle) for each 3DQ testing function is plotted in the figure. 
Among 3DQ query functions, the query functions: 2D Point-to-Select, Field-of-
View, 3D Point-to-Select and Frustum View have the same highest median grade (5), and 
the 3D Point-to-Select query function is graded to be the most useful query functions with 
most of its grades above the median value (also, it has the highest mean value).   
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Figure 73: Box-plot evaluating the usefulness of 3DQ functions  
(0=not useful at all; 6=very useful) 
User feedback on the relevance of returned results is shown in the form of a box-
plot in Figure 74.  In this case, the 3D Point-to-Select and Frustum View query function are 
considered to retrieve most relevant results to specific user queries with a median grade of 
5.  Both functions have the highest mean values, where the mean value for 3D Point-to-
Select function is 4.8 and the mean value for Frustum View is 4.9.  The retrieved results 
retrieved from the All Neighbours query are considered least relevant (comparing to the rest 
query functions) to specific user queries with a median grade of 3 (and also the lowest 
mean value of 3.2).  Detailed user grades are attached in the appendix. 
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Figure 74: Box-plot evaluating the relevance of returned results to specific user queries for 3DQ 
functions (0=not relevant at all; 6=very relevant) 
Many useful suggestions and comments were provided from different perspectives.  
For example, some suggest that the interface should be dynamic.  Instead of retrieving 
results into a table list and then select a particular object to show on the map, it should 
automatically refresh the query results as a user moves around.  Some students would like 
to see more queryable data sources integrated into the system, such as real-time Twitter 
feeds or up-to-date school events.  Others suggested to extend the visibility-based query 
function with navigation capability, where once a route is planned, only those objects that 
are visible from the current location of a user (along the route) should be displayed for 
guidance.  All these suggestions are very useful and will be considered when extending 
3DQ functions in the future work. 
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6.5. Summary 
3DQ case studies were carried out by deploying our MSI prototype as a mobile app 
installed on an iPhone 3GS and an HTC One X.  Every implemented query function (2D 
and 3D) is showcased by performing spatial queries on mobile devices at DIT campus and 
NUIM campus.  The comparisons between 2D/3D visibility-based spatial queries and 
conventional range queries were carried out to evaluate the implemented visibility search 
algorithms for addressing the problem of information overload on mobile devices. 
Performance tests (speed versus accuracy) for the three implemented threat dome search 
algorithms acting on 100 synthesized 3D sensors are evaluated.  User testing was carried 
out with 10 students on NUIM campus, where user feedback regarding usability of 3DQ 
functionalities and suggestions for improvement were presented. 
For this user testing, there were only 10 student participants.  However, it is not the 
specific focus of our work, as we are more interested in performance and validating the 
effectiveness/usefulness of our algorithms in reducing information overload. 
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Chapter 7. Conclusions and Future Work 
7.1. Summary of Main Contributions 
The increasing availability of abundant geographically referenced information in the 
Geospatial Web provides a variety of opportunities for developing value-added LBS 
applications.  People are now enabled to explore their physical environment by accessing 
and retrieving information about real-world objects from the Geospatial Web using their 
mobile devices.  However, the large data volumes of the Geospatial Web pose challenges 
for efficient information access and retrieval.  Because of small mobile displays, a data 
visualization problem can occur, as the amount of queryable information overwhelms the 
display space when too many results are returned.  Excessive returned results clutter the 
mobile display, making it harder for users to prioritize information importance and can 
cause confusion and LBS usability problems. 
Research into the problem of information overload is ongoing.  An effective way to 
mitigate this problem is to take into account a user’s geographic context to retrieve more 
relevant results.  Mountain et al. (2009) suggested that the relevance of potential results for 
a user’s geographic context consists of three intertwined sub-components: i.e. relevant at 
the spatial level, relevant at the temporal level, and relevant to personal preferences. 
The location and orientation awareness of today’s new generation smartphones 
enable mobile LBS applications to gain quick access to a user’s geographic context (e.g., 
current location, facing direction) and therefore address the information overload problem 
at the spatial level.  The standard spatial query approach in many contemporary mobile 
LBS applications is implemented in the form of a range query, where the only considered 
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geographic context is the user’s current location (from GPS).  A bounding box/circle 
centred at the current location is used as the query shape or window in a spatial database.  
However, a range query does not adequately address the problem of information overload.  
Even though a bounding box query shape can shorten its radius to filter out ever more 
objects that are out of bounds, the problem of information overload remains when a user is 
in an environment where objects are densely distributed (Mountain and MacFarlane, 2007; 
Mountain, 2007). 
The main contribution of this thesis falls within the research field of mobile spatial 
interaction (MSI), which dedicates to enabling users to interact with their physical real-
world environment through a mobile device.  MSI applications differentiate themselves 
from conventional mobile LBS applications by taking user interaction as part of the 
geographic context in addition to location awareness.  MSI approaches utilize different 
combinations of inbuilt mobile sensors to bring more human factors into the spatial query 
process.  For instance, GeoWand (Simon et al., 2007) and iPointer (Frank, 2009) interpret a 
user’s pointing gesture as a vector to identify database objects.  Some early work explored 
the idea of interpreting a user’s field-of-view as a spatial query shape (Simon et al., 2006; 
Fröhlich et al., 2008; Simon and Fröhlich, 2008).  Empirical user studies showed that the 
query results retrieved using “visibility” as a searching criteria were important for a user’s 
geographic context (Fröhlich et al., 2006; Mountain, 2007). 
In this thesis, we developed mobile spatial query algorithms for refining visibility-
based 2D and 3D search spaces (e.g., Isovist in 2D and Threat Dome in 3D) for spatial 
information filtering and retrieval in Geospatial Web environments using commercial off-
the-shelf smartphones.  The purpose is to facilitate interaction between mobile users and 
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real-world objects by performing spatial queries that reduce information overload.  These 
spatial search algorithms were implemented and tested in our MSI prototype 3DQ (3-
Dimensional Query) system.  Unlike traditional visibility calculations in GIS systems, 
where most of the approaches are performed on static environment settings let along the 
calculated visibility shape is not suitable to be used as spatial query shape into spatial 
databases, the implemented 2D and 3D visibility search algorithms utilizes R-tree indexing 
to dynamically construct the calculation environment as a user’s physical surroundings and 
delivers rapid and accurate visibility shapes as spatial query shapes into spatial databases to 
enable mobile spatial interactions.  Moreover, the interpreted geographic context of a user 
from the combination of sensors in mobile device (e.g. GPS, accelerometer and digital 
compass) further refines the visibility shape to facilitate augment human factors in the MSI 
process.    
3DQ exploits a user’s geographic context (e.g. the user’s current location, 
facing/pointing direction, and field-of-view angle) as input parameters to refine the shape 
of the 2D/3D visibility-based search space.  It then utilizes it as a query shape or “window” 
in a spatial database to retrieve only those database objects that the user interacts with.  
Using 2D/3D field-of-view as a query shape defines a unique geographic context that can 
be exploited to effectively apply hidden query removal (HQR) functionality to retrieve only 
those objects that the user can actually see.  In this way, we reduce the problem of 
information overload and improve the relevance of search results to better reflect a user’s 
current situation in space and time. 
Developing 3D visibility search algorithms is a novel extension to the state-of-the-
art as they are currently not available in commercial LBS systems while contemporary MSI 
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applications only function in 2D environments (Yin and Carswell, 2013).  As 3D content 
increasingly becomes available in the Geospatial Web, 3DQ extends existing 2D range 
query based LBS technology to incorporate database objects and search spaces in the 
vertical dimension.  Importantly, 3DQ provides users with intelligent MSI functionality for 
exploring their physical environment’s diverse content (spatial/PoI/sensor datasets) on 
today’s off-the-shelf smartphones. 
The mixed architecture system design allows 3DQ to be deployed as either 
Geospatial Web web-services for cross-platform access (online mode) or as a standalone 
mobile app directly installed on the mobile device (offline mode).  Although, because of 
limitations with today’s mobile spatial database technology, only 2D search functions of 
3DQ are available in the standalone mobile application.  However, we did explore and 
demonstrate the potential and benefits of utilizing open source geospatial technology to 
enable MSI functionality (Yin and Carswell, 2012).  The novelty of the mixed system 
architecture sets an example for others to develop similar MSI applications, as they will 
have more freedom to choose their preferred architecture.  It also showcases the potential of 
the computing power of the new generation smartphones.  With further enhancements for 
mobile software and hardware, mobile devices with more computing power are likely to 
provide mobile spatial interaction experience.  
User testing of 3DQ functionality showed that the implemented 3DQ query 
algorithms are interesting and useful for interacting within a real-world environment in 
three dimensions.  Importantly, the test subjects found the query results returned from 
spatial searches with a combination of pointing gesture and 3D visibility-based query 
shapes relevant to their situation and immediate needs. 
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7.2. Summary of Thesis Work 
In Chapter 1 we outlined the key research questions related to the problem of information 
overload for performing spatial queries on mobile devices regarding large volume datasets 
in the Geospatial Web and small displays of mobile devices.  Chapter 2 reviewed related 
research and background in the area of spatial data management.  A variety of topics related 
to spatial data management were introduced, including spatial data types, existing spatial 
database management systems (SDBMS), spatial indexes, and spatial query operators.  It 
also highlighted the availability of abundant spatial information in the Geospatial Web 
describing real-world objects.  Because of the enormous data volumes available, the 
problem of information overload is described, where too many results get returned from 
conventional spatial queries, overwhelming the mobile display.  A review of approaches for 
addressing this problem was conducted in the research field of Geographic Information 
Retrieval. 
Research into the problem of information overload continued in Chapter 3 with a 
focus on issues and recent developments in the research field of Mobile Spatial Interaction 
(MSI), upon which our research is built.  This includes a summary of related MSI 
approaches and applications that take advantage of the location and orientation awareness 
of smartphones to blend human interactions (e.g., gestures and visibility) into the spatial 
query process.  Discussion of MSI applications that adopt visibility-based spatial analysis 
approaches in Spatial Information Systems (SIS) was presented. 
Detailed methodologies for developing our MSI applications that use 2D/3D 
visibility-based search spaces for performing spatial queries were presented in Chapter 4.  
This includes configuring the computation environment with vector-based spatial data from 
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the Geospatial Web, adapting visibility analysis to suit MSI user scenarios, as well as 
developing a set of novel 2D and 3D visibility-based search algorithms and 
implementations.  These visibility-based search algorithms were applied in our MSI 
prototype 3DQ (Chapter 5).  The system is designed and implemented using a mixed 
system architecture, which is a combination of web-services oriented client-server 
architecture and open source standalone mobile application.  The client-server architecture 
works for both 2D and 3D query functions (online mode), whereas the open source 
standalone mobile application in 3DQ works only for 2D query functions of 3DQ (offline 
mode) with map tiles locally stored in the mobile device.  Detailed workflows regarding the 
entire system design and implementation were presented.   
Case studies deploying 3DQ as a mobile app and installed on an iPhone 3GS and an 
HTC One X were shown in Chapter 6.  Evaluations in terms of addressing the problem of 
information overload were carried out based on results from testing spatial querying with 
visibility refined search spaces and conventional range queries, which show that the spatial 
query shape utilizing a user’s visibility (field-of-view) along with the user’s geographic 
context (current location, pointing gesture and facing direction) can reduce the number of 
retuned results whilst improving their relevance to the user’s situation.  Evaluations of 
performance in terms of query speed versus accuracy for the three implemented 3D 
visibility search algorithms were also presented, where Search Algorithm 3 proves to 
retrieve the most accurate results and Search Algorithm 2 takes the least running time but 
with slightly less accuracy than Algorithm 3.  3DQ user testing regarding the usefulness of 
3DQ was done with 10 students at NUIM campus and user feedback was summarized and 
presented.  The feedback shows that users were indeed interested in 3DQ functionality, 
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especially functions where they can interact with real-world 3D objects.  They consider 
2D/3D visibility based search functionality useful and the retrieved results relevant, in 
particular those functions involving pointing the mobile in 2D/3D spaces. 
The remainder of this chapter begins with a summary of the main research 
challenges in this thesis and our solutions for addressing these challenges (Section 2).  
Some limitations found in our current implementations are presented in Section 3.  Finally, 
Section 4 outlines some interesting research directions for future work. 
7.3. Summary of Research Challenges 
7.3.1. Calculation of 2D and 3D Visibility-based Search Spaces 
The primary purpose of developing 2D and 3D visibility-based search algorithms is to 
utilize a user’s 2D and 3D visibility shape as a search space for spatial queries in a database.  
To incorporate human interactions in the spatial query process, the shape of a 2D/3D 
visibility search space depends on each unique user’s context.  Therefore, accurately 
interpreting geographic context from inbuilt sensors on the smartphone was essential.  
To get the current location from the embedded GPS was straight forward.  
However, depending on different mobile operating systems, the raw readouts from the other 
integrated sensors on the mobile device can be significantly different, especially when 
reading sensor events from the accelerometer and magnetometer as their sample rates are 
very high.  When a user is holding and pointing a mobile device even steadily, the 
fluctuation in raw sensor readouts changes dramatically.  To cope with this issue, a low-
pass filter was implemented to smooth the fluctuations in movement of the mobile device, 
which is applicable for both Android and iOS devices.  From the filtered magnetometer and 
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accelerometer readings, the azimuth and tilt can be derived respectively. We then 
forwarded these parameters to the corresponding 2D/3D visibility algorithms.  
For 2D visibility (Isovist) calculation, we adopted the efficient angular sweeping 
algorithm (Erdem and Sclaroff, 2004; Obermeyer, 2008).  However, in this implementation, 
the configuration of the computing environment is static, in other words, once the 
environment is set up, only the position of the observer can change, not the building 
footprints.  This is not feasible for delivering true MSI, as when a user moves around in the 
real-world, their surroundings are also changing.  Note that an Isovist calculation is a 
complex process and to load all the building footprints in a large region slows down 
processing time significantly.  We addressed this issue through dynamic configuration of 
the computing environment.  Every time a user sends a request, we first derive the location 
of a user from the GPS and initiate the computing environment with building footprints 
within a 400 meter radius.  In particular, when directly running on the mobile device 
(offline mode), the new environment will not change unless a user’s current location is 
greater than 5 meters from their previous location, which saves power on the mobile device 
and maintains query accuracy at the same time. 
For 3D visibility (Threat Dome) calculation, handling 3D database objects and 
determining object intersections to form the query shape of a threat dome is complicated.  
Due to limitations of spatial database, we proposed and implemented three threat dome 
search algorithms in Chapter 4.  During the experiments, we found the efficiency of R-tree 
indexing on 2D objects and R-tree indexing on 3D objects was significantly different, with 
R-Tree indexing on 2D database objects being much faster.  We then built two different 
datasets for representing 3D building objects: 3D solids and 2D footprints with height value 
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stored as an attribute.  The test in Chapter 6 showed that threat dome searching algorithms 
using 2D footprints with height value as attributes performed much faster.  Importantly, this 
means that it is possible to compute the threat dome shape on the mobile device with 
SpatiaLite holding 2D spatial data locally, which will be further investigated in future work. 
7.3.2. Limitations of Spatial Databases 
In an accurately computed threat dome, the generated dome will usually have a large 
number of surfaces relative to the complexity of the surrounding environment.  If we want 
to consider the threat dome as a single 3D query shape (3D surface) in the form of an 
Oracle Spatial SDO_GEOMETRY (in order to make use of the spatial query operators), we 
find that in some cases its total number of surface elements will exceed the number of 
elements allowed by Oracle Spatial, where it seems an arbitrary maximum of 999 
coordinates (i.e. 333 3D points) are permitted. 
For example, when ray spacing in Search Algorithm 2 is set to 6º, there are 60 sub-
surfaces that form the final shape of the threat dome, which means approximately 6 3D 
points are allowed for each sub-surface.  We must therefore split the complete threat dome 
into smaller sections, 3 in this case, and then query them individually against the database - 
instead of simply creating a single 3D volume as the threat-dome query shape.  An 
alternative solution to this limitation is to mirror the spatial database across three servers 
and then send each individual 3D dome section query to a separate database in parallel.  In 
today’s cloud computing era, it may be possible to deploy this approach as a cloud-based 
service with multiple spatial databases running in different virtual machines at the same 
time, potentially resulting in a much faster query process and another topic for future work. 
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7.4. Suggested Improvements 
7.4.1. Limitation of Spatial Indexes 
In our 3DQ prototype, all datasets (spatial and non-spatial) are stored in a spatial database 
(Oracle Spatial 11g on the server and SpatiaLite on the mobile device).  The R-Tree index 
helps optimize the spatial query process.  However, whenever there is a data update (adding 
or deleting vectors) in the spatial database, the existing R-Tree, which is stored as a virtual 
table, has to be rebuilt (Kothuri et al., 2007).  In other words, 3DQ is not capable of 
handling geographic datasets that need real-time updating, e.g. geo-tagged streaming data.  
In the context of the Geospatial Web, the data volumes are large and it takes time to rebuild 
the R-Tree.  Therefore, datasets stored in 3DQ are locationally “static” rather than 
“dynamic”. 
7.4.2. Limited Visualization Capability for 3D Visibility Shape 
Currently, mobile maps (e.g., Google Maps on Android) do not support visualizing 
customized 3D shapes.  In 3DQ, for every request sent to the 3D visibility-based query 
function, a Google Earth KML file is generated.  The capability of the iOS version of 
mobile Google Earth is even more limited (e.g., no 3D building layer support and cannot 
display multiple files at the same time) when compared to the Android version of mobile 
Google Earth.  In both cases, 3DQ is dependent on using mobile Google Earth for 
visualizing 3D visibility shapes.  Therefore, in future work we will investigate the 
possibility of visualizing 3D shapes directly inside the native application without requiring 
any third party mapping application. 
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7.5. Future Work 
Future work for 3DQ development can be extended in a number of directions by addressing 
the limitations mentioned above and incorporating suggestions from user testing.  
7.5.1. Real-time Visualization of Threat Dome Shapes on top of 3D 
Mobile Maps 
Our ultimate goal is to make 3DQ work in real-time, where the display of the threat dome 
shape changes dynamically on top of the mobile 3D map as a user walks around their city.  
Currently, mobile 3D maps (e.g. Google Maps and Apple Maps) do not publically provide 
APIs to allow developers to overlay customized 3D objects.  However, there are 
alternatives that can be used for testing in the meantime.  For instance, both VisioDevKit45 
and NaviGenie46 provide 3D rendering capabilities such that any visibility shape produced 
by 3DQ can be overlaid on the mobile display. 
To achieve our real-time threat dome calculation/visualisation goal, improvements 
to efficiency in the 3 Search Algorithms will also be investigated.  As our prototype 
currently adopts a “client-server” architecture for 3D functionalities, performance is mainly 
constrained by the latency of mobile networks. As mobile devices are becoming more 
powerful computing platforms, together with advances in open source mobile spatial 
database options, implementations of 3DQ Search Algorithms 2 and 3 with 2D building 
heights stored as attributes entirely on the mobile device become possible. 
45 www.visioglobe.com/ 
46 www.navigenie.com/ 
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7.5.2. Intuitive MSI Interface Integration 
Some users suggest that instead of displaying all retrieved results in a list and then 
visualizing on the map, being able to see the returned results change dynamically with 
automatic refresh as a user moves around.  An intuitive way of displaying the returned 
results other than dropping the annotated pins onto a base map is through an augmented 
reality (AR) interface and the combination of integrated camera and digital compass.  Here, 
a user’s interaction with the geographic context further refines the returned results by only 
dynamically visualizing those objects that are in the same direction as the camera is facing.  
In case of querying in a 3D environment, such an augmented reality interface would give 
the user a semi-3 dimensional feel when viewing the query results. 
Some users suggest extending the visibility-based query function with a navigation 
capability.  Once a route is planned, only those objects that are visible from the current 
location of a user (along the route) should be displayed for guidance. 
7.5.3. Integrating Semantic Spatial Filtering 
It is possible to integrate 3DQ functionalities with other semantic based spatial filtering 
mechanisms to further personalize the returned results.  For instance, map personalization 
(MacAodih et al., 2009) can be applied to the 3DQ mobile map interface and background 
queryable spatial datasets.  For 3DQ mobile map interface, the map tiles can be pre-
rendered according to user preferences to allow users to gain a quick overview of their 
surrounding areas.  When taking into account user preference for background queryable 
spatial datasets, prioritized visible objects get returned and shown at the top of a list.  
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Appendix: 
1.1. Implementations for 2D Functions of 3DQ with PostGIS 
Although the 3D spatial operator support in PostGIS in limited, we did explore the 
possibility of utilizing PostGIS for the 2D function implementations of 3DQ.  Since it 
shares similar syntax used by SpatiaLite, these 2D implantations with PostGIS can be easily 
transferred to standalone application development with SpatiaLite for offline usage.    
Nearest Neighbour Query 
For the Nearest Neighbour query function, a point geometry (ptGeometry) is created from 
the current location of a user, which is shown below 
ptGeometry = ST_GeomFromEWKT('SRID=4326;POINT(%(lng)s %(lat)s)') % {“lat”: lat, “lng”: lng}
 
The closest database object from the user’s current location is determined by sorting 
the distance of all the surrounding database objects (the default value is within 400 meters 
radius) and return the object with the least distance value.  In PostGIS, it uses the 
combination of ST_Dwithin to retrieve all the database objects that are within the radius 
from the current location of a user and then sort (“order by”) their distance (calculated by 
ST_Distance) in ascending order, and “LIMIT” only the closest one gets returned. 
SELECT * FROM DIT2D cb where ST_Dwithin (CB.GEOM, %(pGeo)s, %(dist)s) = 'TRUE' order by 
ST_Distance(CB.GEOM,%(pGeo)s) 
LIMIT 1% {"pGeo":ptGeometry, “dist”:distance}  
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2D Point-to-Select Query 
As previously mentioned, the 2D Point-to-Select query casts a 2D ray from the current 
location of a user to represent the user’s pointing gesture.  In PostGIS, it is represented as a 
“LineString” (p2sGeometry), which is shown in the pseudo code below:   
p2sGeometry = ST_GeomFromEWKT(‘SRID=4326;LINESTRING(%(lng1)s,%(lat1)s,%(lng2)s,%(lat2)s)’) % 
{"lng1":lng, "lat1":lat, "lng2":lng2, "lat2":lat2}
 
The first database object that the 2D ray hits is the expected result.  For the 
implementation using Oracle Spatial, we have to actually to determine the intersection 
points and sort their distance to a user’s current location to determine the first intersection 
point.  However, experiments show that in PostGIS, the returned results from ST_Intersects 
function has already been sorted based on their distance to the user’s current location in 
ascending order.  Therefore, we just need to get the first database object from the list 
(LIMIT to 1), which is shown in the pseudo code below: 
SELECT * FROM DIT2D cb where ST_Intersects (CB.GEOM, %(pGeo)s) = 'TRUE' LIMIT 1% {"pGeo":ptGeometry}
 
Field-of-View and Isovist 2D Queries 
The implementation of Field-of-View and Isovist 2D query functions using PostGIS are 
essentially the same, where the shape of a user’s field-of-view is calculated based on the 
visibility algorithms implemented in Chapter 4 and used as a query shape (fovGeometry) in 
PostGIS to determine the interacting database objects.  In this case, the geometry of the 
user’s field of view is represented as “MultiPolygon” in PostGIS, which is shown in the 
pseudo code below: 
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fovGeometry = ST_GeomFromEWKT(‘SRID=4326;MULTIPOLYGON(%(ordinates)s)’) % {"ordinates":fovOrdinates}
 
1.2. User Grades from User Testing 
User grades regarding the evaluations of the usefulness of 3DQ functions and the relevance 
of returned results when performing 3DQ functions are shown in the following two tables. 
Table 1:  User grades for evaluating the usefulness of 3DQ functions 
3DQ Function Grade (6=very useful, 3=median, 0=not useful at all) 
All Neighbours 3 3 3 4 3 3 5 4 3 3 
Nearest Neighbour 3 5 3 5 6 3 3 4 3 6 
2D Point-to-Select 5 4 6 5 6 4 5 4 5 4 
Field-of-View 5 4 6 5 4 6 4 5 5 4 
Isovist 2D 4 5 4 3 5 5 4 5 4 4 
3D Point-to-Select 5 6 5 6 5 6 4 5 5 4 
Frustum View 5 4 6 5 4 5 5 4 5 6 
Threat Dome View 4 4 3 5 4 5 4 4 4 5 
 
Table 2:  User grades for evaluating the relevance of returned results from 3DQ functions 
3DQ Function Grade (6=very relevant, 3=median, 0=not relevant at all) 
All Neighbours 2 3 3 4 3 3 5 4 2 3 
Nearest Neighbour 3 5 3 3 4 3 4 4 5 3 
2D Point-to-Select 5 4 4 5 6 4 5 4 5 4 
Field-of-View 5 4 4 5 4 3 4 5 5 4 
Isovist 2D 4 5 4 3 5 5 4 5 4 4 
3D Point-to-Select 5 6 5 4 6 4 4 5 5 4 
Frustum View 5 4 6 5 4 5 5 4 5 6 
Threat Dome View 4 4 3 5 4 5 4 4 4 5 
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1.3. Examples for RESTful Web Service APIs 
In this section, we provide examples for accessing the 3DQ RESTful web-service APIs.  A 
specific coordinate (latitude=53.383680/longitude=-6.602452) is used for all the available 
APIs, which are illustrated as following:  
1. All Neighbours Query 
http://threedq.webhop.org/allNeighbours/allNeighbours?tg_format=json&lat=53.383680&
lng=-6.602452 
The returned result in JSON format is shown below: 
{"result": [["Callan Building", -6.6026742807000005, 53.3832060041], 
["unknown75", -6.6022595503, 53.3835435251], ["Student Centre", -
6.603827087300001, 53.383085876], ["Saint Catherines Building", -
6.5994806592, 53.3833658533], ["Science Building", -6.600524843900001, 
53.3830553381], ["small house 3", -6.5998453332, 53.383178873800006], 
["small house 2", -6.599744498, 53.383053782800005], ["Sport Complex", -
6.603664867900001, 53.3846045254], ["Engineering and Biosciences 
Building", -6.6025413944, 53.3846153268], ["Research Building", -
6.600487006000001, 53.3846852594], ["unknown134", -6.6003059421, 
53.3848120887], ["Arts building entrance", -6.602013059300001, 
53.384256575900004], ["John Hume Building", -6.6000432139, 53.3840204364], 
["Students common room", -6.6024496584, 53.3839996851], ["Arts Building", 
-6.6015683548, 53.383774770500004], ["unknown84", -6.6041921511, 
53.383731703200006], ["unknown85", -6.604115114600001, 
53.383624467400004], ["unknown86", -6.604046006300001, 53.3835313403], 
["unknown88", -6.6038523510000005, 53.3834716987], ["unknown87", -
6.604014112700001, 53.3834215185], ["unknown92", -6.5995474436, 
53.383804579700005]]} 
2. Nearest Neighbour Query 
http://threedq.webhop.org/nearestNeighbour/nn?tg_format=json&lat=53.383680&lng=-
6.602452 
The returned result in JSON format is shown below: 
{"result": [["Callan Building", -6.6026742807000005, 53.3832060041]]} 
3. 2D Point-to-Select Query 
http://threedq.webhop.org/point2select/p2s?tg_format=json&lat=53.383680&lng=-
6.602452&north=60&dist=100 
The retuned result in JSON format is shown below: 
{"result": {"items": [["Arts Building", -6.6015683548, 
53.383774770500004]], "shape": [[-6.602452, 53.38368], [-
6.601146209101576, 53.38412965367947]]}} 
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4. Field-of-View Query (with north and view angle) 
http://threedq.webhop.org/fieldOfView3/fov3?tg_format=json&lat=53.383680&lng=-
6.602452&north=60&angle=100 
The returned result in JSON format is shown below: 
{"result": {"items": [["John Hume Building", -6.6000432139, 
53.3840204364]], "shape": [[-6.600040810850655, 53.38363172217832], [-
6.600687, 53.383735], [-6.600172860647444, 53.38381716567689], [-
6.600040810850655, 53.38363172217832]]}} 
5. 2D Isovist View Query 
http://threedq.webhop.org/isovistView/isovist?tg_format=json&lat=53.383680&lng=-
6.602452 
The returned result in JSON format is shown below: 
{"result": {"items": [["Callan Building", -6.6026742807000005, 
53.3832060041], ["unknown75", -6.6022595503, 53.3835435251], ["Sport 
Complex", -6.603664867900001, 53.3846045254], ["Engineering and 
Biosciences Building", -6.6025413944, 53.3846153268], ["Students common 
room", -6.6024496584, 53.3839996851], ["Arts Building", -6.6015683548, 
53.383774770500004]], "shape": [-6.602339321353085, 53.38343480491623, -
6.6023503, 53.38345, -6.6023879, 53.3834961, -6.6024195, 53.3835376, -
6.6024511, 53.3835747, -6.6025691, 53.3837233, -6.6025987, 53.3837676, -
6.603560767437201, 53.38434208607702, -6.6031897, 53.3844611, -6.6032422, 
53.3845254, -6.603608999999995, 53.3850034, -6.603206749823382, 
53.3850034, -6.6031301, 53.384869, -6.6031152, 53.3848503, -
6.6031097632420215, 53.38485262411028, -6.6030582, 53.3847607, -6.6028434, 
53.3844935, -6.602828, 53.3844736, -6.602817699267513, 53.38447805578759, 
-6.6026517, 53.3841158, -6.6024516, 53.38382, -6.6024158, 53.383834, -
6.6022486, 53.3838967, -6.602167076022356, 53.38398355469988, -6.6020641, 
53.3838482, -6.6020222, 53.3837948, -6.601965, 53.3837223, -6.6018734, 
53.383604, -6.601823705649548, 53.383533087836994, -6.6021954, 53.38362, 
-6.6023952, 53.3835564, -6.602339321353085, 53.38343480491623]}} 
6. 3D Point-to-Select Query 
http://threedq.webhop.org/point2Select3D/p2s3D?tg_format=json&lat=53.383680&lng=-
6.602452&north=60&tilt=10.0 
The returned result in JSON format is shown below: 
{"result": [["Room 3010 John Hume Building", -6.6000432139, 53.3840204364, 
7.5]]} 
7. Frustum View Query 
http://threedq.webhop.org/frustumView/frustum?tg_format=json&lat=53.383680&lng=-
6.602452&dist=50.0&north=80.0&tilt=10.0&widthAngle=15.0&heightAngle=10.0 
The returned result in JSON format is shown below: 
{"result": {"result": ["John Hume Building": ["Room 2004", "Room 2005", 
"Room 3004", "Room 3005"]], "file": 
"http://147.252.87.12/3d/frustum/96bfd470-27a8-11e3-be07-d4ae5289ab24"}} 
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8. Threat Dome View Query 
http://threedq.webhop.org/tdqView/tdqiso?tg_format=json&lat=53.383680&lng=-6.60245 
The returned result in JSON format is shown below: 
{"result": {"result": [["Callan Building":["Office","Biology Lecture 
Room","Science Lecture Theatre","Computer Science Theatre 1","Computer 
Science Theatre 2","Computer Science Room","Main Door 1","Main Door 
2","Main Door 3","Main Door 4","Academic Office","Research Lab","Open 
Plan Research Room","Post Graduate Room","Software Lab","Hardware 
Lab","Post Graduate Research Lab","Biology Extension"]], ["Arts 
Building":["Hall D","Language Lab 1","Main Door East","Oratory ,oom", 
"Annex Room","Biology and Omega Sociaty","European Study Office","Annex 
Room","Drama Therapy","Academic Support","Exit Door","First Aided 
Office","Hall A","Office of Ancient Classics"]], ["Callan 
front":["Entrance"]], "file": "http://147.252.87.12/3d/tdq1/1e189291-
27a9-11e3-b385-d4ae5289ab24"}} 
9. Get Simplified Geometry by Name 
http://threedq.webhop.org/getSimplify/getSimplify?tg_format=json&name=Saint%20Mary
s%20House&numberSelected=1 
The returned result in JSON format is shown below: 
{"result": [[-6.5988188, 53.3791177, -6.59913399999994, 
53.379513100000096, -6.59931540000002, 53.379457600000094, -
6.5987832999999805, 53.3787913, -6.59861019999994, 53.3788502000001, -
6.5988188, 53.3791177]]} 
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